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SAME 2020 – The Path to Our Second Century
A huge THANK YOU to everyone who made the 2015 Small Business
Conference in New Orleans a success! We exceeded previous participant and
exhibitor totals and expanded the conference to embrace wider engagement by many federal agencies. While in New Orleans, the SAME Board
of Direction concluded a months-long process of working with Posts,
members, government and industry partners and numerous stakeholders
to complete the 2020 SAME Strategic Plan. The
plan sets the direction for the next five years as
ALL ABOUT RELATIONSHIPS
we make the run to our Centennial Celebration,
At the SAME Small Business
May 27–29, 2020 in Washington D.C.
Conference in New Orleans, keynote
When we began the bottom-up review of the
speaker David Nour emphasized the
Strategic Plan, the board chose to simplify it by
invaluable role of creating relationships
focusing on proven strengths and the unique
in building and sustaining success.
contributions SAME can make. Hence, our new 2020 vision: “SAME is recognized
SAME fosters relationship-building by
as the multi-disciplined integrator of military, public, private, and academic national
bringing together many professional
infrastructure-related capabilities to produce viable solutions for America’s national
disciplines to collaboratively develop
security.” This vision clearly builds on our strengths as a professional society: industrysolutions for the benefit of our nation.
government relationships, leadership, and the professional development and personal
The articles featured in this issue of
growth of our members. Furthermore, the vision seeks to solidify our unique place
TME (pages 48-73) highlight how so
in the A/E/C industry. By building on the momentum of our past we aim to become
many diverse professionals, by working
the organization that brings to the table the right capabilities to create viable solutions
together, are strengthening America:
to infrastructure-related national security challenges to enhance America’s resilience.
whether environmental engineers remeAt the heart of our plan are three vital components:
diating past chemical warfare materiel;
• Industry-Government Engagement—featuring an Industry-Government Engagement
architects designing mission-secure yet
Plan with collaboration tied to key topics that produce mutually beneficial solutions.
aesthetically pleasing working envi• Military and Government Civilian Membership—positioning SAME as the society
ronments; or surveyors ensuring that
of choice for military and civilian government engineers.
Alaskans have updated digital maps so
• Participation—drawing members to participate in greater numbers because their
they can safely traverse the Last Frontier.
motivations to serve and grow professionally can be best achieved through SAME.
And to enhance our relationshipOur goals are set for the next five years. We will measure progress annually at the
building efforts, SAME will be offering
Board Meeting at the Small Business Conference, then provide feedback on areas that
a webinar series by David Nour, where he
need additional attention. The national office will incorporate Society needs into its
will build on the themes he introduced in
annual budget process that concludes prior to the start of the new fiscal year.
New Orleans. More details will become
The 2020 SAME Strategic Plan along with several articles by members who have been
available at www.same.org/continuinged.
key contributors in developing the plan are showcased in this issue of TME (pages
37-46). You also will read about a 102-year-old member in the San Francisco Bay Area
who has a phenomenal story to share. We have many amazing members among us
and I encourage all Posts to reach out to their senior members and share their stories. This is a great time to
embrace our history as we look forward to our 100th Anniversary. Let our journey to 2020 and beyond begin!

Jane C. Penny, P.E., F.SAME
SAME President 2015–2016
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Collaborating

By leveraging our innovative and award-winning expertise in markets such as
transportation, facilities, environment, energy and water, AECOM is collaborating
with the U.S. military around the world. AECOM delivers technical expertise and
management support in design and planning, civil works, environmental remediation,
program and construction management, and logistics and base operations.
With over 100 years of experience serving the U.S. military, AECOM brings indepth knowledge to managing large-scale programs, overseeing operations, and
providing logistics support. Our complete portfolio of services, combined with a
connected global presence that spans every continent, enables AECOM to deliver
visionary turnkey solutions to the challenges facing our clients.
AECOM’s network of employees is united by a shared commitment to creating,
enhancing and sustaining the world’s built, natural and social environments. Our
work on some of the largest infrastructure projects on the planet has helped
AECOM become the #1 ranked design firm — in the U.S. and globally — by ENR.

www.aecom.com

Top left to right: Elmwood Pump Station,
Jefferson Parish, Louisiana; Olmstead Dam,
Olmsted, Illinois; Ft. Sam Houston Medical
Education Training Center, San Antonio, Texas.
Bottom, left to right: Department of Homeland
Security Headquarters, Washington, D.C.;
Small Arms Range Practice Training, Wright
Patterson Air Force Base, Dayton, Ohio; Mine
Resistant Ambush Program (MRAP) Military
Vehicle, United States.
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Mapping Alaska—
America’s Last Frontier

Digital maps for where none existed before.
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Engineering With Nature:
Advancing System Resilience
and Sustainable Development

Building resilience with the help of nature.
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SPECIAL REPORT:
RESILIENCE & PREPAREDNESS

Increasing the resilience and preparedness of communities, states, regions
and the military, and the facilities and infrastructure they all depend on, is
critical to ensuring the nation is ready for any disasters or threats that arise.
2020 SAME Strategic Plan
VALUE: The Society of American Military Engineers offers
professional and personal development, networking and
community involvement to individuals of all ages committed to contributing to our national security, by leading a
collaborative and focused coalition of organizations that
creates opportunities to address and resolve issues that
enhance our national security posture.

MISSION: SAME leads collaborative efforts to identify and
resolve national security infrastructure-related challenges.
2020 VISION: SAME is recognized as the multi-disciplined
integrator of military, public, private, and academic
national infrastructure-related capabilities to produce
viable solutions for America’s national security.

GOAL 1: Relationships

GOAL 2: Leadership and Mentoring

GOAL 3: Professional Development and Personal Growth

GOAL 4: Resilience

Lead efforts to foster trust and understanding through communications
and collaboration among military, public, private, academic, and
professional A/E/C organizations.

Leverage SAME’s culture of service to develop
sustainable growth of leaders for our profession.

Develop tailored opportunities and supporting resource plans to train, educate
and promote credentialing of members in order to help them grow personally
while they pay it forward through direct contributions to the development of
future professionals.

Contribute to government and private sector
collaboration to minimize the impacts of
and enhance effective response to natural or
man-made threats.

OBJECTIVES:

1.

2.
3.

4.

By 2020: Firmly establish one key multi-member partnership per goal with other
professional organizations (for example, IFMA, AFE, APPA, and APWA to support the
Facilities Management Workshop), delivering outcomes by identifying the issue, presenting
the problem and the solution that partnering will achieve. Establish bilateral partnerships that provide value to members (such as the American Bar Association and Defense
Related Associations).
By 2020: Develop a portfolio of SAME professional publications of high quality content
that informs, educates, enlightens, and reinforces our culture.
By 2020: SAME leads efforts to promote inclusion of SAME membership, professional
disciplines, small, medium and large companies, and federal, state and local public
agencies at the Post and National levels while engaging other professional organizations
through joint meetings, workshops and conferences to promote SAME goals and objectives.
At the National level:
• By 2020: The Joint Engineer Training Conference is recognized as the premier national
training event for all federal, military, civilian and private sector engineers across the
A/E/C industry and related professional societies, and by veteran support non-federal
entities as the nation’s annual celebration of support to veteran engineers. Fully integrate
the JECO program and integrate the efforts of all other military engineering societies.
• By 2020: The Small Business Conference is recognized by industry and the federal
government as the primary Federal Small Business Conference serving the A/E/C industry.
• By 2020: The Facilities Management Workshop is recognized as the premier training
event for the professional development of federal installation managers.
• SAME National assists Posts and Regions in the development of workshops, technical
sessions and meetings.
By 2020: The SAME Industry-Government Engagement Plan is effectively producing
viable solutions that enhance industry/government collaboration and add value to joint
efforts to improve America’s infrastructure. Establish local recognition of the role of SAME
among all levels of government, industry, academic and business interests.

OBJECTIVES:

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

Develop a succession plan at Post and National levels
linking engagement to leadership growth opportunities to meet members’ needs.
SAME Posts use national and local training initiatives
to effectively engage volunteers to achieve greater
results and maximize volunteers’ time.
Posts grow active participation by 5 percent per
year. Posts foster active participation by leveraging opportunities presented in the SAME Post Best
Practices System, SAME programs, and the offerings
of SAME Committees & Councils. Active participation
is defined as moving more members to an active role
by expanding opportunities that meet members’
interests while contributing to the SAME Strategic
Plan (goal is 25 percent or better participation).
Posts grow government/military segment of Post
membership by 5 percent per year (SAME is the
professional society of choice for all federal engineers:
Active Duty, National Guard, Reserves, and civilians).
Utilize SAME Fellows and senior leaders to mentor
Young Members and students.
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Ready for Next Time

Lessons from Katrina continue today.

OBJECTIVES:

1.
2.
3.

By 2020: The SAME Foundation principal is over $5 million and is funding member
professional development initiatives, including establishing SAME as the portal for SAME
members to access professional development offerings of other professional societies.
By 2020: SAME provides members with robust programs for training, continuing
education, credentialing and advanced degrees.
Develop our nation’s future engineers and grow prospective members of the Society
through STEM outreach efforts, scholarships, and engagement of College Student
Chapters.
• By 2020: SAME will be recognized nationally as a leader in STEM initiatives at the
primary and secondary school levels. Partnerships with diverse organizations (such as
Boy and Girl Scouts of America, Department of Defense Schools and others) contributes
to enhancing the positive image of the profession among youth and leads to producing
engineers and allied professionals.
• Fully implement a STEM Corner section in The Military Engineer.
• Develop tools to track effectiveness of STEM outreach at the Post and National
levels.
• By 2020: Expand Post- and National- sponsored STEM-based camps or programs.
• By 2020: SAME enhances its scholarship program through increasing visibility in the
secondary and collegiate STEM community, increasing applications received, assigning
mentors to scholarship recipients, and tracking awardees’ progress. A well-defined and
measurable program is developed, demonstrating our long-term commitment to
develop future engineers and future SAME members.
• By 2020: SAME Posts establish and expand connections to College Student
Chapters in order to produce a more rewarding and productive experience for
developing professionals, retaining student interest in SAME, and producing new
members for SAME.

OBJECTIVES:

1.

2.

3.
4.

Leverage The Infrastructure Security Partnership
Council (TISP) and local and regional stakeholders to provide resiliency/recovery training and
awareness to both members and stakeholders
with regards to local infrastructure risks and
mitigation strategies.
Provide joint training and awareness to members,
and local and regional stakeholders with regards
to the efficient development, implementation
and use of new and existing technologies that
improve infrastructure resilience.
Provide joint training and awareness to members,
and local and regional stakeholders with regards
to cybersecurity challenges and solutions.
Provide joint training and awareness to members,
and local and regional stakeholders with regards
to water and energy challenges and solutions.
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The 2020 SAME Strategic Plan is complete!
SAME is now on the path to its Centennial
and its second century of service to the
nation. This special feature highlights
the Goals & Objectives of the 2020 SAME
Strategic Plan and also includes a series of
articles from Board of Direction members
on how the plan was developed and how
it will carry SAME to its 100th Anniversary.
Feature on pages 37-46.
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Letting the mission inspire architecture.
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Synthetic image of Mount Hayes, Alaska,
produced by draping a RapidEye satellite image
over an IFSAR digital terrain model. A statewide
digital mapping program, overseen by the
U.S. Geological Survey, is significantly increasing
public safety in Alaska. Story on page 48.
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MAIN THEME:
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

From recovering chemical warfare materiel
to increasing the use of green roofs, the
government’s stewardship of the environment
never stops. Stories start on page 60.

Recovering Chemical Warfare
Materiel

Response actions for a safer tomorrow.
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How Form Follows Function:
Inside the Design of
Secure Government Facilities

Enabling Net Zero at Fort Bliss

An Environmental Impact Statement helps
chart a course for the future.

Lighting the Way at Eglin

Working on a short timeline in a
sensitive wetland.

Delivering Value to the Nation

Complex challenges demand innovative
project management approaches.

Green From the Top Down:
Increasing the Use of Vegetated
Roof Systems
A self-sustaining, cost-effective and
energy-efficient alternative.
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The Lost Art of Personal Calling

These days it is not just about who you
know, but who knows you.
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Featured In Society News | Pages 79-82
New SAME Website Launches

The redesigned SAME website debuted in December
and includes many new features that are designed to
make your experience as an SAME member easier!

Emerging Leaders Alliance

Discover more about the 2015 Emerging Leaders
Alliance Conference, held in November, and the 17
SAME Young Members who were selected to attend.
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Academy of Fellows: Class of ‘16

Check out the 24 SAME members who will be invested
into the Academy of Fellows in March.
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January 18, is it time to take a closer look at using more recycled,
crushed concrete as base material under military runways?—by
Toy Poole, Ph.D., M.SAME
February 1, learn more about the life and times of the civil engineer
who captured Richmond in 1865—by G. William Quatman, Esq.
February 15, see how the USNS Watson leveraged technology to
improve its oil analysis processes—by William Maus and Dan Walsh
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We Make a Difference

Michael Baker International developed a Chesapeake Bay Pollutant Reduction Plan
that will ensure sufficient water quality to keep the Bay safe for future generations

Providing comprehensive environmental
and sustainability services to our
DoD partners for 75 years

ENGINEERS IN ACTION
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Sgt. Mitchell D. Taylor, USMC, explosive ordnance disposal technician with
3rd Explosive Ordnance Disposal Unit, 9th Engineer Support
Battalion, utilizes binoculars to scan an area for potential dangers
during a post-blast analysis training scenario at Emerson Lake Training
Area, Marine Corps Air Ground Combat Center, Twentynine Palms, Calif.
U.S. MARINE CORPS PHOTO BY LANCE CPL. LEVI SCHULTZ
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ENGINEERS IN ACTION

Builder Constructionman Sean Rodriguez, USN, assigned to Naval
Mobile Construction Battalion 1, shovels out a trench for utilities
pipes at Naval Station Rota, Spain. The trench is for a shipboard
electronic systems evaluation facilities project that will provide
test and evaluation services to U.S. Navy, U.S. Coast Guard and
Military Sealift Command activities as well as allied foreign navies.
U.S. NAVY PHOTO BY MASS COMMUNICATION SPECIALIST 1ST CLASS BRANNON DEUGAN
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ENGINEERS IN ACTION
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(Clockwise from left) U.S. paratroopers assigned to the 54th Brigade Engineer
Battalion, 173rd Airborne Brigade, conduct an airborne operation from a
U.S. Air Force 86th Air Wing C-130 Hercules aircraft at the Juliet Drop Zone in
Pordenone, Italy. Before heading into the air, the soldiers waited at Aviano AB
with parachutes in hand, conducted mock door exercises, and checked their
equipment for safety. The 173rd Airborne Brigade is the U.S. Army Contingency
Response Force in Europe, capable of projecting ready forces anywhere in
the U.S. European Command, Africa Command or Central Command areas of
responsibility within 18 hours. U.S. ARMY PHOTOS BY VISUAL INFORMATION SPECIALIST PAOLO BOVO
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Compiled by Stephen R. Karl, SAME HQ

SECRETARY DISCUSSES ISIL FIGHT

The Department of Defense (DOD) is
adapting to fighting the Islamic State of
Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) and is urging
the international community to step up
the pace of its contributions to the fight,
Defense Secretary Ash Carter said in
December speaking before members of
the House Armed Services Committee on
U.S. strategy for Syria and Iraq.
“The president had directed us to intensify and adapt the military campaign before
the Paris attacks,” Carter said. “We continue
to accelerate our efforts in the wake of Paris,
and we are urging others to do the same,
because those attacks further highlighted
the stake that not just the United States, but
the world, has in this fight.”
Secretary Carter said specific elements of
the adaptations to ISIL include deploying a
specialized expeditionary targeting force;
expanding U.S. attacks on ISIL infrastructure and revenue sources; improving ways
to find and eliminate ISIL leadership; and
organizing a new way to leverage established
infrastructure. Tens of thousands of U.S.
personnel are operating in the Middle East
region, and more are on the way, he said.
Some of the most advanced U.S. air and naval
forces also are attacking ISIL, he added, and
U.S. troops are advising and assisting ground
operations in Syria and Iraq.
While American leadership is essential,
Carter said, contributions from other
nations will boost the combat power the
department can achieve using its own force.
“The international community, including
our allies and partners, has to step up before
another attack like Paris.”
(Contributed by Cheryl Pellerin, Defense
Media Activity)

WIN-WIN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

The General Services Administration
(GSA) this fall launched an Economic
Catalyst Initiative, which is intended to
align the agency’s building, leasing and
relocation plans with the economic development goals of local communities, while
also improving outcomes for the federal
government and partner agencies.
GSA launched the Economic Catalyst
Initiative on a multi-city tour to Detroit,
Charlotte, N.C., and two communities near
Boston: Cambridge and Chelsea, Mass.
12

Defense Secretary Ash Carter speaks before the House Armed Services Committee in December
concerning the U.S. strategy for Syria and Iraq. DOD PHOTO BY AIR FORCE SENIOR MASTER SGT. ADRIAN CADIZ

Detroit. GSA has purchased a commercial building for $1 and, with congressional support, plans to invest $70 million
into it. This will allow the agency to bring
an additional 700-plus employees from
around the city and surrounding areas to
one federally owned location. GSA will free
up commercial space in downtown Detroit
for the private sector and others.
Cambridge. GSA is working to exchange
the Department of Transportation’s (DOT)
Volpe Center—currently sitting on a
14-acre underdeveloped federally owned
site—for construction services needed to
build a new research center. DOT has long
needed a new facility in Cambridge but
has not received the necessary appropriations. This exchange will unlock the value
of the land to meet DOT’s needs, reduce
the agency’s footprint, and free up land in
Kendall Square, a valuable real estate area.
Chelsea. GSA awarded a build-to-suit
lease for a Federal Bureau of Investigation
field office in Chelsea, just a few miles from
Cambridge. In addition to being a catalyst
for economic development, the building
will provide more functional office space.
Charlotte. GSA is working with Charlotte
to exchange a 3.2-acre federally owned
site for the Jonas Federal Courthouse, a
building the federal government needs
long-term. This exchange will spur transitrelated and other investments at the federal

level due to the site’s proximity to a future
multimodal transit station, for which DOT
has provided $25 million for construction.
GSA’s Economic Catalyst Initiative aims
to create these types of economic development opportunities in communities
across the country. As part of the initiative, GSA has revised its location policy
around five community-centered factors
(transportation, broadband, sustainability, neighborhood connectivity, and use
of existing resources), and embedded this
new approach in the performance plans of
its Public Buildings Service commissioners
and real estate specialists. GSA also has
identified a number of expiring leases and
capital building projects it can leverage.
(Contributed by GSA)

TWO-YEAR DEFENSE BUDGET SIGNED

DOD funding from a two-year budget
deal signed in November sets the department up fairly well for the near future
Defense Department Comptroller Mike
McCord said while speaking at the Center
for Strategic and International Studies in
December. But he added that uncertainty
remains in the long term.
The Bipartisan Budget Act of 2015 gave
DOD 98 percent of what it asked for in
FY2016, not counting $8 billion in relief for
overseas contingency operations (OCO).
The president's budget request for DOD
The Military Engineer • January-February • 2016

Time Tells You
Who to Trust
Our early experience came in WWII,
designing winter camps. Military
procurement happens differently in
today’s economy, so we find technical
and financial solutions that are sustainable
and affordable. Our history proves it.

hdrinc.com

NEW BIM GUIDELINE FOR OWNERS

IN FOCUS: DEFENSE BUDGET TRENDS
Fiscal Year

Base Funding

OCO Funding

FY2016

$522 billion

$8 billion

FY2017

$525 billion

$8 billion

FY2015

$496.1 billion

$64.2 billion

FY2014

$496.3 billion

$84.9 billion

FY2013

$495.5 billion

$82 billion
SOURCE: DOD

in FY2016 was $534 billion; under the
deal, the base budget is $522 billion plus
$8 billion in OCO funding that can be used
flexibly. Under the sequester caps set by the
Budget Control Act of 2011, the FY2016
base budget would have been $498 billion.
The president's budget plan for DOD in
FY2017 was $547 billion, and under the
Bipartisan Budget Act of 2015, the base
budget is $525 billion plus $8 billion in
flexible OCO funding. Under sequester, the
base budget would have been $512 billion.

Despite the positives of the two-year
deal compared to what was prescribed by
the Budget Control Act of 2011, McCord
says many uncertainties exist now and will
remain in the future. In the near term alone,
DOD faces many challenges, including
balancing capability, capacity and readiness;
instability across the Middle East and North
Africa; rising pressure from Russia and
China; and rebalancing to the Asia-Pacific.
(Contributed by Cheryl Pellerin, Defense
Media Activity)

The National Institute of Building
Sciences (NIBS) is starting development of
a new guideline to help owners and design
teams utilize building information modeling
(BIM) during the design, construction and
operations process and to better support
owners’ performance requirements.
The National BIM Guideline for Owners,
to be developed under the auspices
of NIBS, the American Institute of
Architects, Building Owners and Managers
Association International, the International
Facility Management Association, and the
Association of Heating, Refrigerating and
Air-Conditioning Engineers will provide
uniformity in the delivery of BIM projects to federal, state and local government
building owners, as well as institutional and
commercial building owners.
The guideline is intended for adoption
by the building owner to provide a documented process and procedure for the
design team to follow in order to produce
a standard set of BIM documents during

ADVANCING YOUR MISSION

Architecture

Engineering

Planning

• Programming

• Commissioning

• Military Planning

• Facility Assessments

• Fire Protection

• Master Planning

• Construction Administration

• M|E|P Services

• Geospatial

Atlanta, GA | Jacksonville, FL | Norfolk, VA | Charleston, SC | Huntsville, AL | Mobile, AL | New Orleans, LA | St. Louis, MO | Houston, TX
Dallas-Ft. Worth, TX | Phoenix, AZ | Denver, CO | Tampa, FL | Augusta, GA | Saint John, Canada | Sasebo, Japan
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Society of American Military Engineers is proud to present the

FY2017 DOD and Federal Agency
PROGRAM BRIEFINGS

March 8-9, 2016 | Alexandria, VA

REGISTRATION NOW OPEN
www.same.org/dod
Open to SAME members only.

Sponsorships available. Contact Stephanie Satterfield, Marketing Sales Manager,
at ssatterfield@same.org to become a sponsor today.

design and construction, and for maintenance and operations upon handoff.
A recently established development
committee will review the relevant and
applicable BIM guides available, then
proceed to developing the guideline. An
advisory committee will review the effort
and provide input on an on-going basis.
Once the guideline is complete, the development committee will submit the draft
guideline to the buildingSMART alliance
membership for review and input. The final
guideline will then be submitted to the
appropriate standards developing organization to go through its consensus process for
joint publication as an industry standard.
(Contributed by NIBS)

ADVANCING DIRECT POTABLE REUSE

A group of water sector organizations has
released a framework to help state regulatory
agencies and utilities develop guidelines for
safely converting wastewater into municipal
drinking water through the emerging practice of direct potable reuse (DPR).

The document, “Framework for Direct
Potable Reuse,” is the result of a collaborative effort between WateReuse, the
American Water Works Association, and
the Water Environment Federation with
the support of an independent advisory
panel administered by the National Water
Research Institute.
DPR involves advanced water treatment
technologies—like membranes, reverse
osmosis, and advanced oxidation—to
remove viruses, bacteria, chemicals and
other contaminants that may be present
in wastewater. Current state and federal
regulations were not developed with today’s
technologies in mind.
“Until guidelines and regulations are
prepared, this framework document can
serve as a valuable resource to municipalities, utilities, and agencies interested in
implementing DPR programs to augment
community water supplies,” said Melissa
Meeker, Executive Director of WateReuse.
The free document provides a context for
DPR—including the costs, benefits, energy

WATEREUSE IMAGE

requirements, and comparative issues with
other water sources and measures.
For more information, visit
www.watereuse.org.
(Contributed by WateReuse)

We see our world a little differently.
Because at CH2M, we love what we do.
We take pride in our work. But we care just as much about how we work. Deep respect for our
family of employees, the environment, our clients and the communities we serve guides us at
every step. Each project is a chance to move the world forward.
And that’s an incredible privilege.

www.ch2m.com

© 2015 CH2M HILL
EN1202151048DEN
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2016

AWARDS DINNER
Join us as we honor our 2016 Golden Eagle Award recipients.

Outstanding Contributions to
National Securuity

Outstanding Contributions to
the Engineering Profession

Adm. Vern E. Clark, USN (Ret.)

Lt. Gen. Robert Van Antwerp,
P.E., F.SAME, USA (Ret.)

March 10, 2016 • Hilton Alexandria Mark Center • Alexandria, Va.
The 2016 Golden Eagle Awards Dinner is a black-tie event that will include a cocktail reception with
an open bar, three-course dinner and the presentation of the prestigious Golden Eagle Awards. For more
information on table reservations, contact Kathy Off, SAME Meetings & Exhibits Manager, at koff@same.org.

Register now at www.same.org/goldeneagle
The Golden Eagle Awards Dinner is open to all
SAME members and invited guests.

SUPPORTING COMMUNITY RESILIENCE

Four federal agencies have joined with
the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) to sponsor a new independent panel that is devoted to reducing
barriers to community resilience—which
is defined as the capacity to prepare for
anticipated hazards, adapt to changing
conditions, and withstand and recover
rapidly from disruptions.
The Community Resilience Panel for
Buildings and Infrastructure Systems
launched in November. Federal co-sponsors
include the Department of Housing and
Urban Development’s Office of Economic
Resilience, the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, the Federal
Emergency Management Agency and the
Department of Homeland Security’s Office
of Infrastructure Protection.
Panel tasks will include identifying
gaps in policies, standards and codes that
impede community resilience, and developing consistent definitions and metrics that
enable communication and cooperation
across sectors. The panel also will work
on raising awareness of “cascading effects”
that result from interacting failures among
infrastructure systems, such as when the
loss of power interrupts water service.
NIST initiated creation of the new panel
to enable the collaborative efforts that are
needed to provide practical support and
guidance to communities as they plan and
carry out efforts to improve resilience,
which may span decades. Additionally,
the panel will inform updates of NIST’s
Community Resilience Planning Guide for
Buildings and Infrastructure Systems, which
was released in October 2015.
For more information, visit
www.crpanel.org.
(Contributed by NIST)

SAME MEMBER NEWS

Matthew Burkett,
Project
Manager,
USACE Buffalo District,
was selected to lead a
first-of-its-kind detail
BURKETT
as District Support Team
Liaison with USACE Great Lakes &
Ohio River Division.
Lisa Dickson, PG, joined Arup as
Associate Principal - Climate Risk.
Carolyn Keith joined P2S Engineering
as Senior Business Development
Manager.
Carl Lundstrom, P.E.,
CCP, joined Dewberry
as Director of Federal
Services and Solutions in
LUNDSTROM
the firm’s Atlanta office.
Thomas Massey,
AIA, LEED AP, joined
Gannett
Fleming
Architects as Vice
MASSEY
President and Facilities
Area Manager.
Tom Mifflin joined
Tubelite Inc. as Product
Manager, supporting its
storefront, curtainwall,
entrances and daylight
MIFFLIN
control systems.

G.
Scott
Nall
joined WSP | Parsons
Brinckerhoff to manage
aviation projects.
NALL
Col. Charlie Perham,
USAF (Ret.), joined
Matrix Design Group
as Deputy Director of
Government Consulting
Services.
PERHAM
Duncan Stewart, P.E.,
CCM, PSP, was promoted to Branch
Manager with MBP.
Lt. Col. Louis Zecca,
USMCR (Ret.), joined
David Boland Inc. as
Executive Vice President.
T he
fol l ow i ng
ZECCA
SAME members were
inducted into the National Academy
of Construction Class of 2015:
Brig Gen. Gerald E. Galloway
Jr., Ph.D., P.E., F.SAME, USA (Ret.),
University of Maryland
Christine M. Keville, Keville
Enterprises Inc.
Jane C. Penny, P.E., F.SAME, AECOM
Lt. Gen. Robert L. Van Antwerp, P.E.,
F.SAME, USA (Ret.), The Flippen Group

Rear Adm. Bret Muilenburg, P.E., CEC, USN, became
Commander, Naval Facilities Engineering Command and
Chief of Civil Engineers in November. Adm. Muilenburg, a
1984 graduate of the U.S. Naval Academy, most recently served
as Commander, NAVFAC Pacific. He holds a master’s degree
MUILENBURG
in Engineering Management from The George Washington
University and a master’s in Environmental Engineering and Science from
Stanford University. Adm. Muilenburg joined SAME in 1984 and currently
is a member of the Washington DC Post.

RECOGNITIONS & HONORS

Hensel Phelps was design-builder and
general contractor; Gensler was architect;
Syska Hennessy Group, Walter P Moore,
and Atkins were engineers; and Hinman
Consulting Engineers was specialty consultant, for the Benjamin P. Grogan and Jerry
L. Dove Federal Building in Miramar, Fla.,
named the 2015 Project of the Year by the
Design-Build Institute of America.
Parsons provided construction
18

management/program management and
A-E services for the Joint Commissary
Exchange, Annapolis, Md., named the 2015
Project of the Year by the Construction
Management Association of America.
North Wind Site Services has been
accepted into the Small Business
Administration’s Section 8(a) Small
Business Development Program.

ACQUISITIONS & EXPANSIONS

Dewberry has acquired Houston-based
Wilson Architectural Group.
Enercon Services has acquired Tampa,
Fla.-based Terra Environmental Services.
JMT and Tidewater Environmental
Services Inc. have merged.
KJWW Engineering Consultants and
TTG Engineers have merged.
The Military Engineer • January-February • 2016

Transition Workshop
and Job Fair
March 23-24, 2016

Embassy Suites BWI Airport
Linthicum, Md.
The 2016 SAME Transition Workshop and Job Fair connects
A/E/C professionals with SAME Sustaining Member companies
and government agencies looking for talent to enhance their
services and capabilities.

JOB SEEKERS:

Whether you’re a transitioning service member, a veteran, or a
professional ready to make your next career move, you’ll benefit from
the opportunity to meet with recruiters and other professionals from
leading A/E/C firms and government agencies. Each company and
agency has a private suite, which allows for small group gatherings as
well as one-on-one discussions. And all companies and agencies are
looking to fill positions that are specific to the skills and expertise of
today’s A/E/C professionals.

Registration is now Open.
Register today at www.same.org/transition.

EMPLOYERS:

As a Job Fair participating employer, you will enjoy preferred access
to connect with highly skilled professionals who have vast experience
including military service, A/E/C expertise, and knowledge of
working with or for DOD and other federal agencies. Each employer
is provided a private recruiting suite to conduct presentations,
discussions and personal interviews. A list of jobseekers complete
with resumes is provided in advance so you can reach out to possible
job candidates prior to meeting them onsite.

Reserve your recruiting suite now by contacting
Stephanie Satterfield at ssattterfield@same.org, or
703-549-3800 ext. 144.

(Left and Center) Benjamin P. Grogan and Jerry L. Dove Federal Building. GSA PHOTOS (Right) Joint Commissary Exchange. PHOTO COURTESY PARSONS CORP.

Perkins Eastman and ForrestPerkins
agreed to join forces, effective Jan. 1, 2016.
Professional Services Industries has
entered into an agreement to be acquired
by London-based Intertek Group.
Stantec signed a letter of intent to acquire
Burlington, Mass.-based Fay, Spofford &
Thorndike.
Terracon has acquired Sonoma, Calif.based NORCAL Geophysical Consultants.
WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff has opened
a new office in Eliot, Maine.

CONTRACTS & AWARDS

ABM signed a contract with the General
Services Administration to begin a second
phase of energy and facility improvements
to federal buildings throughout Southern
California that will guarantee savings of at
least $48.4 million in energy and operating
costs over the next 20 years.
AECOM was awarded a $9.5 million
firm-fixed-price, IDIQ contract for A-E
services to support USACE HQ and the Risk
Management Center on dam and levee safety

projects across the Civil Works program.
AFG Group Inc. has been awarded a
multiple award five-year IDIQ contract
by the National Institute of Standards
and Technology to provide construction
management services at Gaithersburg, Md.
The firm also was awarded a twoyear contract by the General Services
Administration National Capital Region for
construction management support services
to the Sidney Yates Exterior Restoration
Project in Washington, D.C.

To preserve and protect.

Benjamin P. Grogan and Jerry L. Dove Federal Building

Design Build Institute America (DBIA): 2015 National Award of Merit, 2015 National Award of Excellence,
2015 Design-Build Project of the Year

How do you meet the needs of a storied American institution while restoring precious
natural wetlands?
Resilience is key – striking a balance between human concerns (cost, health, comfort)
and energy and environmental concerns (resource use, ecological degradation)
requires inventive solutions that, at their core, address natural infrastructure.
Located just a few miles from the iconic Everglades, 20 miles northwest of downtown
Miami, the site for the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s new hub for South Florida
operations was originally part of an immense wetland. The native swamp that existed
less than a century ago was destroyed by developers who filled it with gravel.
Restoring 20 acres of natural wetlands to their original condition, including several
ponds, a marsh and a canal provided us the opportunity to reuse, repurpose and
renew to preserve and protect.
© 2015 Atkins North America, Inc. • 12004.KH.15
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Battelle Memorial Institute was awarded a
$185.4 million at cost contract for a cooperative agreement with the Army Educational
Outreach Program for STEM education.
BMT Designers & Planners Inc. was
awarded a three-year maximum $5.7
million contract by the Naval Surface
Warfare Center - Indian Head Division to
provide technical and analytical support
for the Naval Sea Systems Command
Laboratory Quality and Accreditation
Office and affiliated agencies.
The firm also received a Consolidated
Professional Services Schedule award from
the General Services Administration.
Booz Allen Hamilton was awarded a $43.3
million IDIQ contract for services in support
of the Naval Air Warfare Center Aircraft
Division’s Air Traffic Control Division.
CEMS Engineering was awarded an
$8 million firm-fixed-price contract with
options for A-E services at federal facilities
administered by USACE Savannah District.
Cerrudo Services Inc. was awarded a
$46 million firm-fixed-price, multi-year,

The Military Engineer • No. 699

IDIQ contract with options for construction within USACE South Pacific Division.
City Power and Light Inc. has been
awarded a $7.3 million modification to a
contract for privatizing the electric distribution system at Hill AFB, Utah.
Contrack Watts in a joint venture with
Nass was awarded an $8.9 million firmfixed-price contract for repairs to the quay
wall at Naval Support Activity Bahrain.
Dewberry has been contracted by
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration’s Office for Coastal
Management to collect and deliver topographic elevation point data derived from
multiple return LiDAR measurements for
the Pelekane Watershed, Hawaii.
Gannet Fleming and WEST Consultants
in a joint venture were awarded a $5
million indefinite delivery contract to
provide hydraulic/hydrologic engineering,
modeling and design services for USACE
Vicksburg District and the Modeling,
Mapping, and Consequences Production
Center involving projects nationwide.

Granite-Healy Tibbitts JV, Reyes
Construction Inc., and Manson
Construction Company are among those
awarded a firm-fixed-price, IDIQ, multiple
award contract for new construction,
repair and renovation of waterfront facilities at various locations primarily within
NAVFAC Southwest.
IAP World Services was awarded a
$29.7 million modification under a previously awarded IDIQ contract to exercise
option year three for base operations
support services at Naval Support Activity
Annapolis, Md.
IO Environmental & Infrastructure was
among those awarded an IDIQ multiple
award contract worth up to $45 million for
environmental services and implementation of remedial actions for projects located
primarily at Naval Station Great Lakes, Ill.
Jabex-Absher JV was awarded a $43.8
million firm-fixed-price contract with
options to construct a company operations
facility and tactical equipment maintenance
facility at Joint Base Lewis-McChord, Wash.
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Kiewit was awarded a $10.7 million
firm-fixed-price contract with options by
USACE Alaska District for breakwater
repair and maintenance dredging at St.
Paul Island, Alaska.
Leidos Inc. was awarded a $661.8
million cost-plus-fixed-fee, IDIQ contract
for the design, engineering, configuration
management, system integration, aircraft
integration, testing, technical and logistics
support of the Airborne Reconnaissance
Low-Enhanced System.
Lowe Engineers LLC was awarded a
five-year $6 million firm-fixed-price IDIQ
contract by USACE New Orleans District
for A-E surveying, mapping and related
services within the Mississippi Valley.
MWH Global was awarded a $48 million
IDIQ contract by the Air Force Civil
Engineer Center for environmental needs
at U.S. Air Forces in Europe installations.
Parsons was awarded two task orders
under the Defense Threat Reduction
Agency Cooperative Threat Reduction
Integrating Contract II for the Lebanon

Border Security Project and for the Georgia
Land Border Security Project.
The firm also was awarded an Integrated
Training Area Management GIS Program
support contract by USACE Europe District.
POWER Engineers was awarded a maximum five-year, $20 million contract for A-E
services in support of electrical and energyrelated projects within NAVFAC Pacific.
Synectics and partner Gilbane Federal
have been awarded a five-year, firm-fixedprice contract by USACE Huntsville Center
to provide Environmental Management
Support Services to the Formerly Used
Defense Sites Program nationwide.
Sigma Science Inc. was awarded a maximum $4 million IDIQ support services
contract with a five-year ordering period
by the Department of Energy’s Office of
Environmental Management for work at
Los Alamos National Laboratory, N.M.
Structural Associates Inc. was awarded
an $8.5 million firm-fixed-price contract
with options to construct a hydrant fueling
system at Ellsworth AFB, S.D.

Delivering
Client-Focused Solutions

The Korte Company was awarded a
$13.2 million firm-fixed-price multi-year
contract with options for the design and
construction of a Total Army School System
Training Center at Fort Lee, Va.
Turner Construction was awarded a
$35.5 million firm-fixed-price contract with
options for infrastructure and architectural
upgrades in a vivarium at Forest Glen Annex,
Silver Spring Campus, Fort Detrick, Md.
WEST Consultants was awarded an IDIQ
contract by USACE Tulsa District worth up
to $9.5 million for hydrologic/hydraulic
engineering, modeling and analysis services
within USACE Southwestern Division.
Yaeger Architecture was awarded a fiveyear, $9.5 million contract for A-E services
to support planning, design and construction of renovations on the Combined Arms
Center campus in the Fort Leavenworth
Landmark Historic District, Kan.
Submit Government & Industry
News items, with high-resolution
images, to editor@same.org.

Environmental Services
Fueling Systems
Time-Critical Response
Energy Management
Security Construction

westonsolutions.com

High-Quality, Performance-Based Results
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• Full-Service Capability

• Cutting-Edge Technology

• Superior Safety Record

• High-Hazard Remediation

• Emerging Contaminants

• Radiological Solutions

DoD Program Lead

Environmental Program Lead

Munitions Response Program Lead

Tim Sanford
(202) 741-4803
T.Sanford@WestonSolutions.com

Mark Kleiner
(224) 864-7238
Mark.Kleiner@WestonSolutions.com

Ryan Steigerwalt
(267) 258-2672
Ryan.Steigerwalt@WestonSolutions.com
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Compiled by Maj. Timothy D. Scheffler, P.E., CEM, M.SAME, USAF

BUILDING & REBUILDING

Sometimes, as engineers, we may let the importance of what
we build overshadow who we build it with and who we build it
for. The idea that no man or woman is an island is doubly true
for an engineer. It’s all about relationships.
Military engineers in the following stories are building facilities
and infrastructure; but more importantly, they are building and
strengthening bonds—even while they are blowing things up:
engineers with the North Carolina and South Carolina National
Guard partnering to alleviate the flooding and damage caused

by historic storms; military engineers working with Afghanistan
officials to transition a contingency airfield to civilian use; Seabees
hosting Republic of Korea Navy engineers to share insight into
naval engineering roles and responsibilities; and engineers working to secure, sustain and enhance Camp Manion in Iraq in
support of Operation Inherent Resolve. These are just some of
the many examples of military engineers developing teams and
establishing relationships while building facilities and infrastructure…and blowing up a few things in the process, too.—T.S.

RESTORING HOPE IN SOUTH CAROLINA

Soldiers from multiple units assigned to
the South Carolina National Guard's 122nd
Engineer Battalion this fall repaired a
section of Hope Road damaged by floodwaters. The historic floods in South Carolina
caused washouts and severe damage to
transportation infrastructure, requiring
much-needed rapid repairs by engineer
units to assist counties and restore normal
operations to local populations.
The engineers used a High-Mobility
Engineer Excavator to move dirt and sand
to fill-in deep holes and repair dangerous
sections of roadway, allowing residents to
travel safely. More than 680 South Carolina
National Guard members were activated
to accomplish recovery missions, primarily consisting of road construction efforts
to make roadways passable. In addition, a
number of culverts (which are placed under
roadways so that water can flow through
freely without eroding the surrounding
earth) had either been clogged or failed. On
Hope Road alone, engineers were scheduled
to remove and replace three culverts.
In total, more than 350 missions were
worked during the flood response efforts
in South Carolina.
(Contributed by Airman Megan Floyd,
169th Fighter Wing, South Carolina National Guard)

SUPPORTING NEIGHBORS IN NEED

The mission began at midnight, just
hours after more North Carolina National
Guard soldiers arrived in South Carolina to
lend a helping hand to fellow Carolinians.
Soldiers from the South Carolina
National Guard’s 59th Troop Command
gave a welcome brief to 500 soldiers of the
505th Engineer Battalion arriving at the
The Military Engineer • No. 699

North Carolina National Guard soldiers assigned to the 875th Engineer Company and 878th Engineer
Company wait to pour rock and rubble from dump trucks to fortify a damaged canal in Columbia, S.C.
U.S. ARMY NATIONAL GUARD PHOTO BY SGT. BRIAN GODETTE

McCrady Training Center. South Carolina’s
unprecedented rainfall led to severe flooding, leaving the state devastated, with loss
of life and property. The North Carolina
Guard’s support was reminiscent of the
assistance the South Carolina Guard
provided after Hurricane Floyd in 1999.
The role of the North Carolina National
Guard engineers was to assist the South
Carolina Emergency Management Division
and other state and federal partner agencies
to mitigate further loss of life and property,
assess infrastructure to roads and bridges,
remove debris, and sure-up damaged dams.
“We’re heavy equipment engineers; this
is what we do,” said Sgt. 1st Class David
Szewczyk, 875th Engineer Company

Noncommissioned Officer in Charge.
In a convoy of dump trucks, engineers
with the 875th and the 878th Engineer
Company set out to Columbia, S.C. The
mission was to haul rock and rubble from
a local quarry to a damaged canal. Heavy
rainfall had caused a part of the surrounding land bordering the canal to be removed,
which funneled water from a dam to open
areas, decreasing water pressure and clean
water supply.
The soldiers, in collaboration with civilian authorities, then planned and executed
construction of a new temporary dam with
the rocks and boulders from the quarry.
(Contributed by Sgt. Brian Godette, 382nd
Public Affairs Detachment)
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OBSTACLE CLEARING IN LITHUANIA

Combat engineers with the 10th Brigade Engineer Battalion, 1st Armor Brigade Combat Team, 3rd
Infantry Division and the Juozo Vitkaus Engineer Battalion of the Lithuanian Land Forces, prepare
Bangalore torpedos during a joint training event at Gaiziunai Training Area, Lithuania. U.S. ARMY PHOTO BY
STAFF SGT. MICHAEL BEHLIN

Explosions could be heard throughout
the Gaiziunai Training Area as members
of the U.S. Army’s 10th Brigade Engineer
Battalion, 1st Armor Brigade Combat Team,
3rd Infantry Division, collaborated with
members from the Juozo Vitkaus Engineer
Battalion of the Lithuanian Land Forces.
The explosions came as engineers
were demonstrating each unit’s obstacle
clearing processes. Soldiers of the U.S.
and Lithuanian Land Forces familiarized
themselves with each other’s processes and
procedures on the use of explosives.
The training is in preparation for the
combined arms operational exercise,
Iron Sword. During the training, U.S.
and Lithuanian soldiers also learned each
other’s initiation systems.
Afterwards, the engineers used the
systems to demonstrate obstacle clearing
with C4 and Bangalore torpedos, which is
an explosive charge placed within one or
several connected tubes.
Pfc. Artunas Venckus, a combat engineer

Construction Engineering and Management

BUILD YOUR FUTURE
AT CU DENVER
›
The only interdisciplinary CEM program in the state backed by
industry and supported by accredited schools of architecture
and planning, and business
› Program structure supports a wide range of self-designed
concentrations
› Located in the heart of downtown Denver
› Program designed for students and working professionals
looking to become leaders in construction
› Streamlined afternoon and evening class schedule with an
emphasis on real-world projects and practical applications
› Faculty with years of industry and research experience

engineering.ucdenver.edu/cem
303.556.6274 | civilengineering@ucdenver.edu
760079_University.indd 1
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with the Juozo Vitkaus Engineer Battalion,
explained the importance of joint training:
“It’s important to get to know each other’s
processes,” he said. “It’s important that they
know our systems, and we know theirs.”
As for the explosives, “Engineers love big
explosions,” he said.
(Contributed by Staff Sgt. Michael Behlin,
10th Press Camp Headquarters)

ENGINEERS TAKE TO THE SKY

U.S. Army paratroopers from the 54th
Brigade Engineer Battalion, 173rd Airborne
Brigade joined the Royal Netherlands
Army’s 41st Armored Engineer Battalion,
and a platoon of combat engineers from the
Belgium Army’s 11th Engineer Battalion to
participate in an urban military engineering
exercise, Independent Engineer 15.
Independent Engineer 15 is a 15-day
multinational tactical training exercise
designed to improve NATO interoperability with field training starting in the
Marnewaard Training Area in northern
Zoutkamp, Netherlands, followed by a tactical convoy to Rotterdam in the southeast.
Upon arriving to Rotterdam, the NATO
allies conducted company-level operations
at assorted urban locations, including a
cargo ship, tunnel systems, bridge crossings,
and the Feijenoord soccer stadium.
With challenging objectives in a complex
environment, the combined forces had to
take all of their lessons learned and newlyshared tactics, techniques and procedures
from the first phase of the operation in
order to secure essential infrastructure and
guarantee freedom of movement during
the second phase in downtown Rotterdam.
During the initial phase of the operation,
allied forces refined multinational interoperability on company, platoon and squadlevel tasks in urban operations, mounted
operations, and chemical, biological,
radiological and nuclear defense missions
and reconnaissance.
The combined troops also had an
opportunity to participate in a traditional
Dutch wadlopen, or mud flat walk, marching 10-km kilometers during low tide at
the Wadden Sea. Dutch guides directed
groups through sandbanks, miles of mire
and chest-deep brown mud and water.
(Contributed by 2nd Lt. Max Struble, 173rd
Airborne Brigade)
The Military Engineer • No. 699

SEABEES HOST KOREAN ENGINEERS

The 30th Naval Construction Regiment
and Naval Construction Group (NCG)
1 hosted a team of engineers from the
Republic of Korea (ROK) Navy during a
visit to the U.S. Navy’s West Coast naval
construction forces. The ROK sailors toured
and talked with leadership at commands
on Naval Base Ventura County, Calif., and
throughout Navy Region Southwest to help
better understand how the different operations, logistics and training elements work
to execute expeditionary construction.
The ROK Navy is interested in boosting
its naval construction capabilities from
one battalion to a force of three construction battalions. The bilateral exchange
took the ROK sailors to NCG 1, the 30th
Naval Construction Regiment, Underwater
Construction Team 2, and the Naval
Facilities Engineering and Expeditionary
Warfare Center. During a field training
exercise at Fort Hunter Liggett, Calif., the
ROK engineers observed U.S. Navy Seabees
building and fighting in an expeditionary
scenario while under evaluation by training
elements from NCG 1.
The ROK engineers also visited
Expeditionary Warfare Training Group
Pacific and Amphibious Construction
Battalion 1, both in San Diego, to see how
naval construction units integrate into the
Joint Logistics Over-the-Shore concept.
(Contributed by Chief Petty Officer Lowell
Whitman, 30th Naval Construction
Regiment)

MARINES SECURE CAMP MANION

t h e p o w e r o f i n n ov a t i o n

G-FORCE BRACE & BEAM
ANTI-RAM FENCE - M50 P1
(SHOWN ABOVE)

PALISADE FENCE
ACTIVE WEDGE BARRIERS

As the efforts of Task Force Al Taqaddum
advise and assist team continue, so does the
sustainment, improvement and growth of
Camp Manion at Al Taqaddum AB in Iraq.
The task force is composed of U.S. Marines,
sailors, soldiers, and airmen—all in support
of Combined Joint Task Force - Operation
Inherent Resolve.
Since June 2015, coalition personnel have
re-established a presence in the camp to
advise and assist the Iraqi Security Forces.
Their mission to maintain, expand and
improve living conditions is not an easy
one. Marines with Engineer Company,
Combat Logistics Battalion 1, Special
Purpose Marine Air Ground Task ForceCrisis Response-Central Command 16.1,

M50 P1 CERTIFIED

ANTI-RAM GATES
M50 P2 CERTIFIED

ANTI-RAM BOLLARDS
M50 P1 CERTIFIED

VERTICAL LIFT BARRIER
M50 P1 & P2 CERTIFIED

AVB@GIBRALTARUS.COM

WWW.GIBRALTARUS.COM
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have worked around the clock since they
arrived in early October to carry on the
development efforts.
The development efforts include the living
area transition to Alaskan tents with 12,000lb T-wall barriers for shrapnel protection
and the use of T-walls around key camp
structures. A team of engineers average
a daily move of 35 T-walls from outside
the site into the camp using one MAC-50
Crane, a Palletized Loading System, and a
Skytrak 10k ATLAS Forklift. In addition
to facility hardening and protection, utility
and road work at the site is extensive.
Improvements are on schedule—as
maintaining a presence and training Iraqi
counterparts is an all-hands effort.
(Contributed by Sgt. Ricardo Hurtado, 5th
Marine Expeditionary Brigade)

AIRMEN MAINTAIN CRITICAL RUNWAY

U.S. Marines with Engineer Company, Combat Logistics Battalion 1, and Marine Wing Support Squadron
372, prepare the hook block of a MAC-50 Crane to move T-walls at Al Taqaddum AB in Iraq. U.S. MARINE CORPS
PHOTO BY SGT. RICK HURTADO
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With combat airpower operations
coming and going from Bagram Airfield
nearly every three minutes (24,000 missions
per month) taking care of the flight line is
vital. Airmen from the 577th Expeditionary
Prime BEEF Squadron from Al Udeid AB,
Qatar, worked to remove rubber build up
on the runway while teaming with the 455th
Expeditionary Civil Engineer Squadron,
which were performing maintenance on the
arresting cable system and worn reflective
markings—all to ensure another six months
of runway integrity.
To remove the buildup of rubber caused
by the constant air traffic, the team from
Al Udeid needed to first apply a solvent to
break up the rubber. The airmen then used
modified sweepers to grind in the solvent
and allow the rubber to separate. Finally,
a biodegradable product was applied that
foamed underneath the rubber causing it
to lift and float away.
The engineers of the 455th Expeditionary
Civil Engineer Squadron then applied paint
mixed with reflective beads to the faded
runway markings. The entire length of
cable and tape of the aircraft cable arresting system, over 300-ft long, was extended
and inspected for damage. Once the airmen
trimmed off and replaced the portions in
need of service, they made sure it was
meticulously installed.
(Contributed by Tech Sgt. Nicholas Rau,
455th Air Expeditionary Wing)
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A FIRST AT EXERCISE ROCK PROOF

Paratroopers from the 173rd Airborne Brigade were in Slovenia
in support of a combined arms exercise entitled Exercise Rock
Proof V. Joining the infantrymen from 2nd Battalion, 503rd
Infantry Regiment in their exercise were paratroopers from the
54th Brigade Engineer Battalion, who integrated aviation, engineer
and military intelligence expertise into the fight.
For the first time in the history of Exercise Rock Proof, unmanned
aircraft systems (UAS) and their operators were utilized.
“Rock Proof allowed a platoon of UAS operators from the 54th
Brigade Engineer Battalion to demonstrate their ability to serve
as a combat multiplier, both for intelligence collection as well as
kinetic strikes,” said Chief Warrant Officer 2 Anthony Blacharski,
the UAS platoon leader.
The training allowed the soldiers to synchronize direct and
indirect fires to allow sappers to be able to breach obstacles more
safely and quickly while integrating human intelligence collectors, which better enabled the maneuver battalions. During the
exercise, a sapper platoon from Company A, 54th Brigade Engineer
Battalion worked on properly assimilating its personnel with an
infantry battalion’s ground tactical plan. Joining the aviation and
engineering assets were human intelligence collectors from the
battalion’s Company D who worked with 2nd Battalion paratroopers as trainers and simulated intelligence assets. Overall, the
exercise afforded an opportunity to incorporate enablers into a
combined arms live-fire exercise—allowing those assets to seamlessly integrate and enhance the training value to all who attended.
(Contributed by 1st Lt. Peter Ingram, 173rd Airborne Brigade)

U.S. paratroopers assigned to Company D, 54th Brigade Engineer Battalion,
173rd Airborne Brigade, conduct pre-flight checks on an RQ7B Shadow
Technical unmanned aircraft system during Exercise Rock Proof V in Slovenia.
U.S. ARMY PHOTO BY VISUAL INFORMATION SPECIALIST PAOLO BOVO

Said Sultanzoy: “The turnover of these airfields from the coalition is important for economic success in Afghanistan.”
(Contributed by Lt. j.g. Charity Edgar, Resolute Support
Headquarters)
Submit Military News items with high-resolution (300-dpi)
electronic images, to editor@same.org.

TRANSITIONING AIRFIELD FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

International partners from Australia, Germany, Italy, Slovenia,
Spain and the United States met with Afghan government officials
in October at Train Advise Assist Command-West to plan the
transition of Herat Airfield from a strategic coalition hub to a
center for commercial economic development.
Herat, a location key to accessing Iran and Turkmenistan, is a
prime location for shuttling commerce in and out of Afghanistan.
Afghan leaders, including M. Daud Sultanzoy, Chairman of
the recently decreed Afghan Airfield Economic Development
Commission, received a tour of the base, with a focus on the
airfield’s five essential functions: air traffic control, fire rescue,
navigational aids, safety management and meteorological support.
Coalition partners are addressing both security and economic
development through the transition of the airfields in Afghanistan.
As the number of military forces winds down since the transition
to a train, advise and assist role, some facilities used by coalition
forces become excess.
Airfield economic development ensures that the Afghan government will not be facing an unsustainable burden due to dormant
structures. The process also can provide the Afghan national
defense and security forces millions in savings on operations and
maintenance, as well as security costs and resources.
Personnel from Train Advise Assist Commands North and South
also participated in the three-day planning session to prepare for
the transition of their respective bases.
The Military Engineer • No. 699
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OUR EVOLVING VIEW OF EARTH

The famous photo taken in 1972 by
the Apollo 17 crew, dubbed the Big Blue
Marble, popularized the view of Earth’s
frailty, vulnerability and isolation set
against the vast expanse of space. Before,
few people imagined how patterns of
weather, water and air connected into one
dynamic system. Our concepts of sustainability are founded on acknowledging the
limits of available resources on Earth.
Science historians recently lauded as
one of the greatest human achievements
the development of tools that allow us
to monitor, model and understand the
processes that govern our dynamic climate.
Much of this knowledge is derived from
space exploration research—including
understanding how other planets came to
have their atmosphere, geochemistry and
surface erosion patterns. We now know
Earth’s climate is shifting. Many important
areas are vulnerable to drought, flooding
and associated factors that govern food,

PREPARING FOR SPACE WEATHER

The White House Office of Science &
Technology Policy in October released the
National Space Weather Strategy and the
National Space Weather Action Plan.
These two reports, developed by an interagency group of experts, with input from
stakeholders outside the federal government, will seek to articulate how the federal
government will work to enhance national
space weather preparedness by coordinating
and expanding existing policy efforts; engaging a broad range of sectors; and collaborating with international counterparts.
In addition, both federal agencies and
non-federal entities are announcing new
actions to further enhance national space
weather preparedness.
• The administration is launching a Space
Weather Data Initiative in keeping with
national priorities of opening up government information and using innovation
and technology to support disaster
response and recovery.
• The U.S. Air Force, in partnership with
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), will make
28

water, health, safety, economic stability
and international security.
Measures to better manage greenhouse
gases are still being refined and debated.
Technologies for remote sensing, which
received a boost from space programs, are
increasingly being applied to support interpretation and decision-making regarding
Earth’s surface. Once the exclusive domains
of federal agencies, many such tools are
now fully commercialized for agriculture,
forestry, fisheries, flood management,
carbon accounting and enforcement of
treaties and contracts. Our view of Earth is
increasingly transparent, offering expanding insight to guide better stewardship.
The model of our planet within its solar
system began with Nicolaus Copernicus
in the 16th century—but only recently
have we noted the threats posed by solar
activity. The White House this fall released
two new national reports outlining actions
to address resilience in the face of space

publicly available space environment
data to validate and improve space
weather forecasting.
• The Department of State is committing to
hosting a series of workshops and meetings to increase international collaboration around space weather preparedness.
• The American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials
is ensuring space weather is incorporated
into guidance for transportation security
and emergency management officials.
• The National Emergency Management
Association is increasing its space
weather training and education efforts.
• Airlines for America is committing to
educate the commercial aviation community on space weather and its effects.
(Contributed by The White House)

ADVANCING CLIMATE RESEARCH

NOAA’s Climate Program Office has
awarded $48 million for 53 new projects
to advance the understanding, modeling
and predicting of Earth’s climate system
and to improve decision-making.
The efforts of the research, which will

View of the earth, as seen by the Apollo 17 crew
on Dec. 7, 1972. NASA PHOTO

weather. The goal is preparedness to better
withstand potentially disastrous impacts
on civilization’s critical infrastructure,
including communications satellites, the
power grid, and sensitive civilian and military electronics. Have you ever considered
space weather impacts?—W.G.

be conducted by NOAA laboratories and
operational centers, universities, and other
partners, are expected to have impacts far
beyond individual projects.
Some of the anticipated results include
more accurate weather and climate prediction; early warning of drought hazards; more
robust decision-support services; enhanced
community and drought preparedness; and
improved ability to respond and adapt to
public health impacts.
The funds will be distributed over the
life of the projects, many of which span
one to five years.
• $5.1 million will be allocated for projects
to produce global and regional indices to
help monitor climate, weather, and sea
ice trends, which provide information
to forecasters, researchers, and decisionmakers in local communities.
• $24.4 million will be allocated for projects
to improve the ability of communities to
prepare for and adapt to climate change.
• $10.2 million will go toward projects to
improve predictions and projections on
a range of time scales—weeks to seasons,
to decades, and centuries in the future.
The Military Engineer • January-February • 2016

• $8.4 million will go toward projects to
improve earth system models and predictions through the North American MultiModel Ensemble System (a seasonal
prediction system) and help fund a new
task force and improved software infrastructure for weather and climate models.
(Contributed by NOAA)

STRENGTHENING THE ELECTRIC GRID

The Department of Energy (DOE) has
announced more than $34 million in
funding for two projects that will work to
improve the protection of the U.S. electric
grid and oil and natural gas infrastructure
from cyber threats.
The University of Arkansas and University
of Illinois will assemble teams with expertise in power systems engineering and
the computer science of cybersecurity to
develop technologies that will help protect
energy delivery systems, which control the
physical processes that result in the delivery
of continuous and reliable power.

The universities and their partners will
engage with utilities and suppliers of energy
delivery systems and components from
early research through the eventual transition for use by the energy sector. Lessons
learned will be shared through academic
outreach to ensure the technical knowledge
transitions to the energy sector.
“Cybersecurity is one of the most serious challenges facing grid modernization,
which is why maintaining a robust, evergrowing pipeline of cutting-edge technologies is essential to helping the energy
sector continue adapting to the evolving
landscape,” said Patricia Hoffman, Assistant
Secretary for DOE’s Office of Electricity
Delivery and Energy Reliability. “To meet
this challenge, we must continue investing
in innovative, next-generation technologies
that can be transitioned to the energy sector
to reduce the risk of a power disruption
resulting from a cyber incident.”
University of Arkansas - $12.2 million
DOE investment with $3.06 million

recipient cost-share. The University of
Arkansas will conduct research, develop
tools, and evaluate their effectiveness
through testing at its National Center for
Reliable Electric Power Transmission and
partners’ test facilities. Additional testing
will be conducted by Arkansas Electric
Cooperatives Corp. The technologies
then will be transitioned to industry for
commercialization and deployment.
University of Illinois Cyber Resilient
Energy Delivery Consortium - $22.5
million DOE investment with $5.6 million
recipient cost-share. The consortium will
undertake research, development, education and outreach activities, with intense
industry engagement, to develop solutions. The effort will create a pipeline that
generates research results and takes them
through to evaluation and deployment of
prototypes in industrial settings, with a
handoff to the energy sector through licensing, startups and open-source mechanisms.
(Contributed by DOE)

2016 SAME – IFMA

Facilities Management Workshop
February 25-26, 2016 – San Antonio, Texas

REGISTER TODAY!

www.same.org/fmworkshop
The 2016 Facilities Management Workshop, co-hosted by SAME and IFMA, is a one-of-a-kind
educational workshop. Featuring a collection of technical sessions, programs and events, the
workshop will bring together industry and government leaders in the Facility Management and A/E/C
fields to share knowledge and expertise toward developing solutions to advance the industry.
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THE CLEAN ENERGY REVOLUTION

DOE in November released a report
“2015 Revolution…Now” that details the
status of several clean energy technologies
in the United States: wind turbines, solar
technologies, electric vehicles, and lightemitting diodes (LED).
• Between 2008 and 2014, land-based
wind accounted for 31 percent of all
new generation capacity installed in the
United States. As of 2014, there were
more than 65,000-MW of utility-scale
wind power deployed across 39 states—
enough to generate electricity for more
than 16 million homes—with another
13,600-MW under construction in 2015.
• By 2014, more than 8-GW of distributed
solar photovoltaic was installed, enough
to power one million American homes.
Utility-scale solar photovoltaic grew by
68 percent in 2014 to 9.7-GW total.
• A total of 78 million LED bulbs have
been installed through 2014—a six-fold
increase since 2012. In 2014 alone, LED
installations prevented 7.1 million metric

tons of carbon emissions and saved
Americans $1.4 billion in energy costs.
• An average electric vehicle reduces
greenhouse gas emissions by 48 percent
compared to a gasoline-fueled car. With
nearly 300,000 sold in the United States
through 2014 that equals taking nearly
150,000 gasoline-fueled cars off the road.
The report also introduces three new
technologies primed for wider deployment and cost reduction in the coming
years: smart building systems, fuel-efficient
freight trucks, and vehicle light-weighting.
(Contributed by DOE)

PLANNING FROM THE SKY

Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell,
leading the U.S. delegation to the 2015
Ministerial Summit of the Group on Earth
Observations, signed an agreement with
Mexico for international cooperation
in using land-surface satellite images to
benefit land use planning and sustainability.
The Memorandum of Understanding
will enable the Department of the Interior’s

U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) to give
Mexico’s National Institute of Statistics
and Geography direct reception of U.S.
Landsat 8 satellite data. The United States
has provided open access to its satellitederived science and meteorological data
for decades. Interior and USGS work
with the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration to provide continuous data
on the Earth’s land mass, coastal boundaries, and coral reefs through the Landsat
series of satellites. The currently operating
missions, Landsat 7 and Landsat 8, capture
more than 1,200 images of the Earth’s
surface daily for U.S. and foreign archives.
Through the agreement, USGS will
program satellites to transmit remotesensing data to the National Institute of
Statistics and Geography ground station,
enabling the agency to capture and process
the data into useful images of the landscape.
Information derived from such imagery
provides benefits in many sectors, including
agriculture, geology, forestry and mapping,
(Contributed by DOI)

SAME offers Continuing Education opportunities to meet the
learning and professional needs of architects and engineers, construction and
project managers, designers, contractors and contracting professionals working with the
Department of Defense, other public agencies, and throughout industry. With onsite, online and
on-demand versions of workshops, seminars and courses, members can earn Professional
Development Hours to support ongoing certification and licensure requirements.
Mark your calendars now for all of the exciting Continuing Education Courses and Webinars headed your way in 2016!
January 14
Webinar | Integrating Social Media to
Your Firm’s Marketing Plan

Late March
Webinar Series | International
Business Opportunities

July 11
Onsite Courses | EJETS
Germany

January 28
Webinar | Communication Skills for
Technical Professionals

March 22 | TW & JF
Project Management Course
BWI Embassy Suites, Md.

September 20
Onsite Courses | JEOC
Hawaii

February 16
Webinar | 25 Website Must-Haves for
Driving Traffic

May 23
Onsite Courses | JETC
Phoenix, Ariz.

November 13
Onsite Courses | SBC
Atlanta, Ga.

www.same.org/continuinged
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MANAGING THE MISSISSIPPI

Working throughout the Mississippi
River basin, USGS scientists and collaborators from the University of Texas at Austin
have established the river’s own potential
to decrease its load of nitrate and identified how certain basic river management
practices could increase that potential.
"Increasing nitrogen concentrations,
mostly due to the runoff of agricultural fertilizers, in the world's major rivers have led
to over-fertilization of waters downstream,
diminishing their commercial and recreational values,” said William Werkheiser,
USGS Associate Director for Water.
Beneath all streams and rivers is a shallow layer of sediment that is permeated by
water exchange across the sediment surface.
This thin region in the sediment beneath
and to the side of the stream is referred to
by scientists as the "hyporheic" zone from
Greek words meaning “under the flow.”
The research team determined that
throughout the Mississippi River network
vertical hyporheic exchange (with sediments directly beneath streams and rivers)
has denitrification potential that far exceeds
lateral hyporheic exchange with bank sediments. Rivers with more vertical exchange
are more efficient at denitrification, as
long as the contact time with sediment is
matched with a reaction time of several
hours. The study findings suggest that
managing rivers to help avoid the sealing
of streambeds with fine sediments, which
decreases hyporheic flow, would help
exploit the valuable natural capability of
rivers to improve their own water quality.
Other river management and restoration practices that protect permeable river
bedforms also could boost efficiency, such
as reducing fine sediment runoff to rivers.
However, typical river channel restoration
strategies that realign channels to increase
meandering would not be as effective,
because a comparatively small amount of
water and river nitrate are processed through
river banks compared with river beds.
Although not yet tested in the model,
allowing natural flooding over river banks
onto floodplains also may be an effective
means of processing large amounts of river
water to remove nitrogen before it reaches
sensitive coastal waters.
(Contributed by USGS)
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The metrics in the diagram key denote the number of excursions that water makes through hyporheic
flow paths per kilometer of river distance. Vertical exchange though streambed hyporheic flow paths is
more efficient compared with exchange through lateral (stream bank) hyporheic flow paths. USGS IMAGE

2016 TME Editorial Calendar
Get Published! TME is accepting articles on the following topics for possible publication in 2016!

March-April (Article deadline: Jan. 15)

September-October

May-June (Article deadline: Feb. 22)
• Energy & Sustainability
• FY2017 Engineering Service Programs

November-December

• The Water Issue

July-August (Article deadline: April 18)
• Project Management
• Cyber Security

(Article deadline: June 20)
• Asset Management
• Health & Safety
(Article deadline: Aug. 22)
• Design & Construction
• Joint Engineer Operations

Vietnam War Commemorative Issue

The Military Engineer will publish a special issue, commemorating the Vietnam War, in summer
2016. We would like to hear from Vietnam veterans who have an interest in providing content for
this special issue. Contact TME Editor Stephen Karl at editor@same.org for more information.

New in 2016: Professional Insights
Each issue of TME also will welcome
submissions on three specific topics:
• Business Development
• Contracts & Acquisition
• Research & Innovation

Spotlight Articles

TME encourages submissions on topics that
may not be represented on the Editorial
Calendar or may be better presented in a
longer-form, feature presentation.

For more information visit www.same.org/tme or contact editor@same.org.
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The park will be managed as a partnership between DOE, which
owns and manages the properties, and the National Park Service,
which will provide interpretation, visitor information, and assistance in the preservation of the historic buildings at the sites.
The 2015 National Defense Authorization Act established the
Manhattan Project National Historical Park. The purpose of the
new agreement is to identify the facilities and areas under the
DOE’s administrative jurisdiction that will initially be included in
the park, and to establish a broad framework for the management
and interpretation of those facilities and areas.
(Contributed by DOE)

U.S. OIL AND GAS PROVED RESERVES RISE

The B Reactor at the Hanford Site (the first large-scale plutonium production
reactor), will be part of the new Manhattan Project National Historical Park.
PHOTO COURTESY DOE

PRESERVING MANHATTAN PROJECT SITES

Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell and Secretary of Energy
Ernest Moniz signed a Memorandum of Agreement concerning
the Manhattan Project National Historical Park. The agreement
directs how the National Park Service and DOE will preserve,
protect and provide access to the historic resources associated
with the Manhattan Project at locations in Oak Ridge, Tenn.; Los
Alamos, N.M.; and the Hanford Site in Washington state.

Bricks & Clicks
Get Tuned In
SAME’s blog is the one place where you can
find what’s happening in the A/E/C industry,
learn what SAME Posts are up to, get
highlights from SAME events, and so much
more! Even better, submit an article and
photos on what your Post is up to!

www.same.org/blog

U.S. crude oil proved reserves increased in 2014 for the sixth
year in a row with a net addition of 3.4 billion barrels of proved
oil reserves (a 9 percent increase), according to a report released
this fall by the Energy Information Administration: “U.S. Crude
Oil and Natural Gas Proved Reserves, 2014.” U.S. natural gas
proved reserves increased 10 percent in 2014, raising the total to
a record 388.8-trillion-ft³.
At the state level, Texas had the largest increase in proved
reserves: 2,054 million barrels (60 percent of the nation’s total net
increase). Most of these new oil reserves were added in the Texas
portion of the Permian Basin and the Eagle Ford Shale play. North
Dakota had the second-largest increase—a net gain of 362 million
barrels—most of which were added in the Bakken tight oil play of
the Williston Basin. Pennsylvania added 10.4-trillion-ft³ of natural
gas proved reserves (the largest net increase for any state in 2014)
driven by continued development of the Marcellus Shale play.
U.S. production of both oil and natural gas increased in 2014.
Production of crude oil and lease condensate increased about 17
percent to 8.7 million barrels per day, while U.S. production of
natural gas increased 6 percent to 77-billion-ft³ per day.
(Contributed by EIA)

INCREASES IN RENEWABLE FUEL LEVELS FINALIZED

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in November
announced final volume requirements under the Renewable Fuel
Standard Program for 2014, 2015 and 2016, and final volume
requirements for biomass-based diesel for 2014 through 2017.
This rule finalizes higher volumes of renewable fuel than EPA
proposed in June, which will boost renewable production and
help support robust, achievable growth of the biofuels industry.
The final 2016 standard for cellulosic biofuel (the fuel with the
lowest carbon emissions) is nearly 200-million-gal more than the
market produced in 2014. The final 2016 standard for advanced
biofuel is nearly 1-billion-gal, or 35 percent higher than actual 2014
volumes; the total renewable standard requires growth from 2014
to 2016 of more than 1.8-billion-gal of biofuel, which is 11 percent
higher than 2014 actual volumes. Biodiesel standards grow the next
several years, increasing annually to reach 2-billion-gal by 2017.
(Contributed by EPA)
Submit Energy & Sustainability News items, with high-resolution
images, to editor@same.org.
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ADVANCING ENVIRONMENTAL STEWARDSHIP

The Department of Defense’s environmental programs continue
to deal with restoration work (active installations, Formerly
Used Defense Sites and Base Realignment and Closure locations), environmental quality (compliance, natural and cultural
resources, and pollution prevention) and technology initiatives.
Funding is roughly distributed at 39 percent for restoration, 56
percent for environmental quality and 5 percent for technology.
While restoration work is progressing, with 87 percent of restoration site efforts projected to have been completed by the end of
2015, what remains are some of the most difficult and long-term
challenges. These are largely what the technology investments are
focused on through the Strategic Environmental Research and
Development Program and companion Environmental Security
Technology Certification Program.
The technologies in this Technology News column represent a
spectrum of efforts that address a variety of these priorities. A

U.S. Air Force initiative concerning evaluating bioremediation
designs for chlorinated solvents is furthering a key priority in the
very difficult challenge of dealing with groundwater contamination. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ efforts on biomaterials
production for rapid soil modification uses methods that stimulate
naturally occurring bacteria to provide a very effective means
to modify soil behavior (and to increase carbon sequestration),
making soil slopes much less susceptible to erosion. The Corps
also is addressing the use of acoustic and infrared technologies
to detect and monitor protected, rare and endangered species.
And the Department of the Navy’s goals to increase renewable
energy development on its installations is demanding a significant
effort to ensure that proposed projects do not negatively affect
the surrounding environment.
These initiatives all represent significant potential for cost savings
and achievement of overall military environmental goals.—E.L.

BIOMATERIALS PRODUCTION TO
ENHANCE RAPID SOIL MODIFICATION

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is
showing how basic scientific research can
lead to unexpected technologies for more
effectively managing soils.
The technologies are based on the use
of natural, extracellular, organic materials produced by Rhizobium tropici bacteria that are symbiotic with leguminous
plants. The no-living products from large
bioreactors are used to stabilize soil and
to replace petroleum-based polymers as
soil amendments have been developed and
demonstrated. The biopolymer is produced
by stimulating the Rhizobium bacteria into
hyper production of biopolymer material
in a bio-reactor. The end result is a very
dense concentration of natural biopolymer
that can be used for rapid soil amendment.
The natural functions of this biopolymer
include surface adhesion of cells, water
retention, and nutrient accumulation. In
addition, soil biopolymer promotes rapid
seed germination, root development,
and drought resistance of seedlings. The
enhanced root development results in a
higher rate of carbon sequestration, nitrogen fixation, and soil stability.
By developing techniques to induce
mycorrhizal bacteria such as Rhizobium
tropici to overproduce substances like
polysaccharide-based biopolymeric materials, the U.S. Army Engineer Research
& Development Center (ERDC) has
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The application of soil modification technology for slope stability and reducing erosion shown at the
Iowa Army Ammunition Plant. ERDC PHOTO

developed and demonstrated a set of
engineering tools for altering soil behavior
over large areas. Soil modification has been
performed using these materials to rapidly
vegetate slopes, stabilize steep slopes and
prevent erosion at Army installations as
well as on dams and levees. This extracellular polymeric substance promotes root
growth by protecting the plant from the
poisonous effects of aluminum. These natural biological products will enable range

managers to minimize berm maintenance
and prevent pollution.
Research into extracellular polymeric
substance began in 2003 when the Army
was looking for novel ways to repair
bombed runways. The idea was to pour
a mix of soil, microbe and microbial food
into the craters and let the bacteria solidify
the soil, permanently repairing the crater.
While extracellular polymeric substance
was not able to provide the required
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strength for runway repair, the research did result in an effective soil amendment for applications such as maintaining steep
slopes, reducing erosion, and rapidly re-vegetating disturbed
areas. Application of this soil modifier has a similar effect to
that of long-term leguminous plant growth. Depending on the
amendment application rate, varied soil and plant effects can be
achieved. Effects range from extreme erosion resistance at high
application rates to increased agricultural yields from low rate
applications such as seed coatings.
Another promising, potential application of this innovative
technology is to lower atmospheric carbon dioxide levels. Because
the biopolymers developed at ERDC can modify a soil in a way
that increases plant root mass by up to five-times compared to
unamended controls, extracellular polymeric substance soil
amendment could be used to increase soil carbon storage. This
would make plants more efficient at removing carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere and storing that carbon in soil. Wholesale
use of biopolymers on agricultural fields would serve the dual role
of increased crop yield and increased soil carbon sequestration. It
is possible that the value of the increased yield would negate the
expense of producing and applying the biopolymer solutions to
the fields, making the carbon reduction essentially free.
For more information, contact Steve Larson, Environmental Laboratory, U.S. Army Engineer Research & Development Center;
steven.l.larson@erdc.dren.mil.

SAME Job Center
JOB SEEKERS
Let the right company with the
perfect job find you!
Upload your resume to the SAME
Job Center where you’ll be seen by
companies and recruiters looking for
your specific skills.
Log-in now and
start the search at
www.same.org/jobs.
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SCREENING MODEL TO GAUGE BIOENHANCED DISSOLUTION

The Department of Defense manages legacy sites contaminated with chlorinated solvents such as tetrachloroethene and
trichloroethene. In the subsurface, these substances often exist as
separate, dense non-aqueous phase liquids (DNAPLs) that have
the potential to contaminate large volumes of groundwater for
long periods of time.
Bioremediation technologies have been used at many sites
to destroy these contaminants in situ. One method, reductive
dehalogenation, uses naturally occurring bacteria to transform
contaminants, such as chlorinated solvents, into less toxic byproducts such as ethene. Reductive dehalogenation works when the
bacteria use contaminants such as chlorinated solvents as terminal
electron acceptors. If the required species of bacteria are not present
naturally, they can be added by injection of the required organisms.
Recent research has shown that bioremediation not only
degrades contaminants found in groundwater, but has the ability
to increase the rate at which DNAPL dissolves into groundwater,
decreasing the longevity of the contaminant source. In fact, laboratory experiments have shown that this bioenhanced dissolution
may result in as much as a ten-fold increase in the rate at which
these contaminants dissolve into groundwater—resulting in an
approximately ten-fold reduction in the length of time active
remediation is required.
Researchers at the U.S. Air Force Academy, in collaboration with
colleagues at Tufts University and the Colorado School of Mines,
have developed a screening model that will aid practitioners in
quantifying the extent of bioenhanced dissolution present at a given
site. This analytical model uses measured parameters quantifying
the contaminant transport mechanisms (such as groundwater
velocity and dispersion), contaminant dissolution rate, and the
kinetics of contaminant degradation to compute a bioenhancement
factor, which is a measure of the enhancement in dissolution due
to the bioremediation.
To alleviate some of the computational burden in applying the
bioenhancement factor model, the researchers developed a set
of simple-to-use nomographs that will aid site managers with
bioremediation design. This tool can assess the degree of bioenhanced dissolution present in a given site remedy. Perhaps more
powerfully, it can be used as a design tool to optimize both existing
and proposed remedies to maximize the degree of bioenhanced
dissolution. The research team recently demonstrated the utility
of this tool at an existing site.
For more information, contact Tom Phelan, Ph.D., U.S. Air Force
Academy, Colo.; thomas.phelan@usafa.edu.

TECHNOLOGY TO AID BAT DETECTION AND MONITORING

Multiple bat species in the eastern United States are experiencing
population declines from White Nose Syndrome. This disease was
first discovered in a cave in New York during 2006 and since then
it has been responsible for the death of over six million hibernating
bats in the eastern United States.
The once common northern long-eared bat is now listed as
federally threatened by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service. In addition,
two other species are undergoing a status review.
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Together these automated approaches have resulted in improved
results at lower costs than traditionally used techniques. While
developed for specific applications, these automated approaches
can be applied to a large number of ecological issues.
For more information, contact Eric Britzke, Environmental Laboratory, U.S. Army Engineer Research & Development Center; 601634-3641, or eric.r.britzke@usace.army.mil.

BUILDING SECURITY THROUGH RENEWABLE ENERGY

A U.S. Geological Survey hydrologist samples a public supply well for
chlorinated ethene contaminants. In the subsurface, these substances can
exist as separate, dense non-aqueous phase liquids that have the potential
to contaminate large volumes of groundwater for long periods of time. USGS
PHOTO BY BRUCE CAMPBELL

Before conservation efforts can be effective, natural resource
managers must have sufficient knowledge of each species’ range.
While bats are difficult to study because they are highly mobile
and are only active at night, they produce echolocation calls that
allows them to more efficiently locate and capture insects in the
dark. Researchers are able to record these echolocation calls using
commercially available equipment. These detector systems can
be set to automatically record detected calls, allowing a single
individual to monitor multiple locations simultaneously. While
potentially powerful, there was a major bottleneck in the process
imposed by needing to manually process all the recorded echolocation calls. ERDC’s Environmental Laboratory developed the
EchoClass software that filtered out bat echolocation calls, identified the calls to species, and prepared an output file. The software
removed the bottleneck in interpretation, allowing for improved
bat surveys with much lower costs.
Once a listed species is known to be present in a location,
the emphasis shifts from detection to monitoring. While many
species of bats use trees in the summer maternity season that
are ephemeral, some species use more permanent structures.
These permanent sites (caves and buildings) provide an enhanced
opportunity for monitoring. Traditional methods for counting bats
involved a researcher sitting near the entrance of the roost and
manually counting the bats as they emerged. While this proved
to be effective for some small colonies, large aggregations were
difficult to count and thus involved substantial variation.
The Environmental Laboratory developed software that used
output from a thermal camera to conduct bat colony counts.
This software identifies warm-bodied targets and tracks them
throughout the image. By placing the camera at the entrance of the
roost, the tracking algorithm can be applied to count the number of
bats that emerge from the roost site. Automated analysis provides
a more accurate count while also minimizing variation—both
important points for effective monitoring programs.
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Since 2009, the Department of the Navy (DON) has been
increasing energy security and diversifying its energy resources
through the procurement of renewable energy. From the execution
of solar farms on bases to the largest-ever purchase of renewable
energy by a federal entity, DON has made a clear commitment
to this endeavor.
The development of renewable energy enhances DON’s energy
security and operational capability, but all potential solar facilities are also considered for their impact on local habitats and
species. DON conducts research and investigation into the potential impacts of all projects to ensure that construction does not
negatively affect the surrounding environment.
Not all project sites are created equal. When considering
potential project sites for solar farms, DON first has to identify
potential environmental constraints in that area. The department
coordinates with the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service to determine

SAME Job Center
EMPLOYERS
Finding the right candidate is
easier than ever with SAME’s
Resume Search option!
With nearly 200 resumes in our searchable
job bank, you’ll find the right professional to
fill your A/E/C position needs.
Log-in now and start the search
or post a job and get resume
access at no extra charge at
www.same.org/jobs.
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if any endangered species are present, and with the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers to see if any sensitive habitats are contained
in the potential project site. If the habitat is determined to be too
sensitive or endangered species are present, DON works to identify
another site, a strategy called “avoidance.” However, if avoidance
is not possible and there are reasonable ways to build around the
habitat, DON explores two other options: minimization, a process
that involves some impact to the environment, but where that
impact is minimized; or mitigation, when a project cannot avoid
impact and so a resource is rehabilitated in a way that matches the
original impact and balances out the effects. To date, DON has
not had to explore mitigation options; all projects have been able
to successfully minimize or avoid impacts to the environment.
The smallest organism can make the largest difference. Federally
listed as a threatened species, fairy shrimp, while small, are key
players in their ecosystems, providing food for larger animals.
While aquatic organisms are not usually a factor when evaluating
projects sites for land-based solar farms, the fairy shrimp’s unique
reproduction process has to be taken into consideration. During
winter when dry depressions (vernal pools) fill with water, fairy
shrimp hatch and mature over the course of several weeks, then
lay eggs in the pools. When the pools dry up, the eggs survive
the dry season on land, and then hatch when it begins to rain.
Incredibly resilient, these eggs have the potential to survive for
more than 10 years without water. In Southern California, home

Onsite - Online - On Demand
Through SAME’s partnership with RedVector,
you have access to more than 1,400 accredited
continuing education courses available 24/7!
Discover how your eLearning opportunity can
be fast, informative, user-friendly, interactive and
available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, by visiting
the SAME Portal to RedVector!

www.same.org/continuinged

As the Department of the Navy works to increase renewable energy
production, any proposed sites must be evaluated to identify potential
environmental impacts. Above, solar panels at Marine Corps Air Ground
Combat Center Twentynine Palms, Calif. U.S. NAVY PHOTO BY JEREMIAH HANDELAND

to many fairy shrimp populations, DON has specifically avoided
potential project sites that contain vernal pools so as not to impact
the lifecycle of these important creatures.
Being mindful of habitats. DON recently was considering
building a solar facility in a part of California where kit foxes are
prevalent. An evaluation was conducted to determine the project‘s
impacts on kit foxes. This work confirmed the presence of many
kit fox dens, leaving DON to avoid the area.
Protecting nature’s construction worker. The gopher tortoise is
native to the Southeastern United States, and is both a threatened
and keystone species. The burrows it digs provide shelter for
more than 360 other animal species, including the burrowing
owl, gopher frog, and Florida mouse. DON recently finalized an
agreement with Gulf Power, which will construct a solar farm at
Naval Air Station Whiting Field’s Naval Outlying Landing Field
Holley in Florida, where a significant population of the remaining
gopher tortoises reside. When determining the best location to
build the solar farm, DON conducted surveys to identify gopher
tortoise burrows within construction areas. Through consulting
with the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, DON was able to minimize
impacts by avoiding significant parts of the tortoises’ habitat, and,
where the burrows could not be avoided, relocating the tortoises
to adjacent areas.
Consulting Installation Resource Managers. Every DON installation has a Natural and Cultural Resource Manager whose job
is to be knowledgeable about the surrounding area and to take
charge of local conservation. DON consults with these representatives before exploring potential sites, and solicits their expertise
when pre-screening project sites that have the potential to disturb
habitats and species.
For more information, contact Lt. Chika Onyekanne, USN, U.S.
Navy Office of Information; chika.onyekanne@navy.mil.
Submit Technology News items with high-resolution (300-dpi)
electronic images, to editor@same.org.
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2020

Strategic Plan

Towards Our Centennial

Featuring:

• The 2020 SAME Strategic Plan—including our Mission, Vision, Value, and
Goals & Objectives.
• Articles by several National Board of Direction members reflecting
on how the plan was developed and how it will be implemented.
• “How to Reach 100: Lessons From a Life in Engineering,” a profile of
102-year-old SAME member Alexander Tarics.

2020 SAME Strategic Plan
Supporting the Heart of SAME: Volunteers
The 2020 SAME Strategic Plan is complete! We are
ENABLING VOLUNTEERS TO SUCCEED
now on a path to our Centennial and our second
The biggest initiative we undertook in 2015 to enable voluncentury of service to our nation and our profession.
teers was the retooling of the Post Leaders Workshop. The
In the following series of articles written by National
workshop is now a training ground for Post leaders to learn how
Board of Direction members, you will learn what
to recruit, manage and retain active volunteers. We will continue
the 2020 SAME Strategic Plan contains, how it was
to invest in experts to conduct that training. We also
developed and how it will be implemented.
will continue to find ways to resource Post leaders’
The 2020 SAME Strategic Plan is about
participation in the workshop because we believe
enabling volunteers, our greatest asset, to
this training is fundamental to national and Post
achieve local objectives that support our
success. Many Posts are carried by a small
vision. Furthermore, the plan seeks to keep a
handful of very dedicated volunteers. The
Brig. Gen. Joe Schroedel, P.E., F.SAME,
volunteer’s most precious resource—time—at
2020 SAME Strategic Plan seeks to increase
USA (Ret.), is SAME Executive Director.
the center of our efforts. Whether serving
the participation of members in order to help
on the National or a Post Board
spread the load.
of Direction, participating in a
A key to enabling greater
Committee or Council, or volunmember participation is to provide
SAME is vital and enduring.
teering to support an SAME event,
opportunities that satisfy individwe are a Society of volunteers who
ual desires to contribute and help
Our leadership is needed now more than ever.
willingly give their time to serve
us fulfill our vision. There are two
Before we know it, 2020 will be here and
our nation and our profession.
important sources of opportuniSAME will be 100 years young.
Volunteers are at the heart of
ties that both Posts and members
everything we accomplish.
can utilize. One that we need
It will be a great celebration.
Posts to help with is the new Best
A BOTTOM-UP APPROACH
Practices System. The intent of the
The review of the SAME Strategic
Best Practices System is to create a
Plan began with the Post Leaders Workshop in February 2015. database of successful Post programs, with full planning details,
Participants were organized into three groups according to Post size including templates, so other Posts can implement them without
to conduct an initial assessment of SAME’s focus areas as a means of needing to reinvent the wheel. The more effort we put into execugaining Post perspectives. A Task Force was then formed from the tion, the bigger the return on the investment of volunteer time,
leaders of each group. The Task Force synthesized their work and the greater our impact and the more we attract other volunteers
presented it to the Executive Committee in March. The Task Force to become part of our team! The other source of opportunity is
effort was a defining contribution; it articulated our environment our Committees & Councils, each of which has a robust plan of
from a Post perspective—the foundation of SAME—and launched action for 2016 that Posts can tap into to help provide speakers
the remainder of the review as the National Board of Direction and other content for meetings and events.
then carried the baton through two board meetings and much
We are and will remain a Society of vibrant Posts. The focus
work in between, including several surveys of Post leaders and a of the national office will remain enabling Posts in every way we
robust schedule of engagements with Sustaining Members. The can. And in the process, we will keep the heart of SAME—our
board also has been instrumental in providing real “direction” to volunteers—beating strong! To every volunteer, thank you for
developing the plan. No rubber stamps here!
your continued commitment to our nation, our profession and
We owe a debt of thanks to that initial group of Post leaders and this organization.
to the Task Force who kickstarted the review:
SAME is vital and enduring. Our leadership is needed now more
• Small Posts: Christine Pascus (Memphis) and Steve than ever. Before we know it, 2020 will be here and SAME will
Williamson (South Florida);
be 100 years young. It will be a great celebration. The teamwork
• Medium Posts: Ed Mears (Phoenix) and Michelle Goodare and Society-wide participation that is truly reflected in the 2020
(St. Louis); and
SAME Strategic Plan is only a starting point. By pulling together,
• Large Posts: Italia Gray (Los Angeles) and Melissa Smith we will achieve our vision, and set the stage for even greater service
(Baltimore).
to our nation and our profession during our second 100 years!
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Towards Our Centennial
During the most recent Post Leaders Workshop in September, I was fortunate to be able to share with
the audience a powerful passage from the first issue of The Military Engineer, dated January-February
1920. Not only are the words a fitting reminder of our past 95 years of service, they signal the vital and
enduring nature of SAME as we near the start of our second century.

“As an important means to this worthy end, we are establishing at this time a Society of American
Military Engineers. This society will serve no selfish ends. It is dedicated to patriotism and national
security. Its objects are, in brief, to promote solidarity and co-operation between engineers in civil and
military life, to disseminate technical knowledge bearing upon progress in the art of war and the
application of engineering science thereto, and to preserve and maintain the best standards and
traditions of the profession, all in the interests of patriotism and national security.

Jane Penny, P.E., F.SAME, AECOM,
is SAME National President.

Eligibility qualifications for membership in this Society are drawn on the broadest possible lines
consistent with the achievements of its aims.”
Thank you to all our individual and Sustaining Members and our partners who make SAME a fun place to support STEM activities,
provide support to veterans, make a difference in our national security, and deliver real solutions to help our military engineers and
our profession. 2016 will be an exciting year as we begin our path to our Centennial!

Top 10 Ways to be an Active SAME Member
Want more from your SAME membership?
You can make that happen! Here are 10 ways you
can make the most of your SAME membership, to
boost your career and give back to your profession.
Be involved locally...
1. Volunteer for a Post service project
2. Serve on a Post committee
3. Be a Post officer
4. Be a speaker at a Post event
5. Mentor a Young Member
Get engaged nationally...
6. Attend a national conference or event
7. Serve on a Committee or Council
8. Be a speaker at a national event
9. Author an article for TME magazine
10. Be a Mentor at an Engineering & Construction Camp

Be a Leader.
Make a Difference.
Get Engaged in SAME!
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2020 SAME Strategic Plan
What Makes Membership Valuable?

Solutions for National Security

Many of us grapple with the question
of “What is our value proposition?” as
we develop strategies to differentiate
our organization from others in today’s
highly competitive environments.
SAME is no different.
SAME spent 2015 redefining
our Strategic Plan. In order to
do that, we first had to take a
hard look at our mission and
Col. Marvin Fisher, LEED AP, F.SAME,
vision statements as we near
USAF (Ret.), Farnsworth Group, is
the end of SAME’s first 100
an SAME Elected Director.
years and examine how we
will thrive into the future.
This required us to define
the value proposition for SAME members.
A true value proposition has three key elements: It has to be
(1) quantifiable; (2) relevant to the customer; and (3) uniquely
differentiating. It is a promise of value to be delivered and
acknowledged, and just as important, a belief from the customer
that value will be delivered and experienced. We asked for input
from members to learn what makes being an SAME member
beneficial. The survey revealed several key themes (access to
education and leadership opportunities, volunteerism, networking, and involvement in national defense) from which we were
able to craft our value proposition.

To accomplish our mission to “lead collaborative efforts to identify and resolve national
security infrastructure-related challenges,”
SAME has embraced engagement as a core
principle at all levels.
We will accomplish a renewed engagement program through three objectives.
The first is to raise the added value of
industry-government collaboration
by creating a stronger focus on
Col. John Mogge, Ph.D., RA, F.SAME,
developing mutually beneficial
USAF (Ret.), CH2M, is SAME Past
project delivery and acquisition
National President.
solutions for government and
industry. The second objective is
to enhance SAME’s delivery of professional development programs
for members. The third objective is to identify major areas of importance to government and industry (such as STEM, wounded warrior
support, hiring veterans and growing the construction trades work
force) that can be supported by SAME and to incorporate those areas
into appropriate programs at all levels of the Society.
The inaugural CEO/Presidents Roundtable, to be held in March
in conjunction with the DOD & Federal Agency Program Briefings,
best exemplifies SAME’s renewed engagement plan. The roundtable,
which will be conducted annually, will be the culmination of a series
of focused engagements throughout the year that will seek to identify
key topics facing government and industry.
Building towards the CEO/Presidents Roundtable each year will
begin with SAME Industry-Government Workshops. These are
intended to take advantage of Sustaining Member Post memberships and local government relationships. The intent is to collaborate
and implement solutions locally and report on their impact. Topics
requiring further action will be forwarded to SAME National for
consideration. In turn, a Solutions Summit, consisting of a small
working group of industry and government experts, will review the
input from local, regional and national efforts and prepare the agenda
for the next CEO/Presidents Roundtable.
The outcomes of the roundtable are four-fold: (1) develop and
endorse a draft set of issues that will form the National Topics Brief,
which will be presented to members, stakeholders and other interested
parties to align local, regional and national activities and agendas; (2)
offer a set of Major Interest Areas, which in time may become key
issues; (3) develop an assessment of the value of undertaking these
topics and interest areas for our membership; and (4) provide direction
for the following year for local, regional and national collaboration,
which will ultimately feed into the next year’s roundtable.
There will be more to come as we develop this in more detail. I urge
every member to support these refreshed engagement programs and
keep our core purpose in the forefront of your thinking as SAME
moves towards its Centennial.

The Society of American Military Engineers offers professional and personal
development, networking and community involvement to individuals of all ages
committed to contributing to our national security, by leading a collaborative
and focused coalition of organizations that creates opportunities to address and
resolve issues that enhance our national security posture.
We have developed this value proposition to be both inclusive
(individuals of all ages and backgrounds) yet unique (specifically
within the A/E/C industry and focused on national security).
The programs and activities SAME offers locally, regionally and
nationally provide measurable value—whether it is scholarships
provided, STEM careers inspired, continuing education offered,
interagency relationships built, solutions developed, or business
development engagements fostered that lead to new revenue
streams to ensure a strong and diverse industrial base.
Issues we are tackling—such as STEM programs, support
to veterans, or industry-government workshops—all support
our nation’s growth and security. We do this in a collaborative
environment that allows members to participate at the level that
best meets their personal and professional development goals.
Our value proposition will serve as our cornerstone as SAME
emerges as the lead facilitator bringing stakeholders together
to resolve issues that enhance our national security posture.
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Empowering Local Posts for Success
An important part of SAME’s infrastructure is the 17 Regions led
by Regional Vice Presidents (RVPs). Bringing regional operations
to the Posts allows for consistent communication and “boots on the
ground” to work directly with members and Posts in integrating
industry and government to grow our profession. While each level
of SAME (National, Regional, Post) has an important role to play
in achieving One Society, the collective focus is to ensure that Posts
have access to a dedicated resource for their own, unique needs.
During my four years serving in a regional capacity (Deputy RVP
and RVP), I have learned that as RVPs, our roles are not prescriptive. We share a common commitment and dedication to support
Posts as they move forward in leading collaboration with A/E/C
industry members, government and their local communities. Our
roles include, but are not limited to: advocating Post initiatives;
facilitating dialogue between all levels of the Society; assisting in
adapting to changing fiscal challenges; interpreting national goals,
policies and strategies; presenting best practices, initiatives and
resource plans to train and educate members; and recognizing the
dedicated volunteers who make a difference every day.
Setting SAME apart is that while we are One Society with a
common vision, SAME empowers Post leaders to identify an
individual path to bring value to their local membership. Often the
RVP is a conduit for SAME National to assist Posts in overcoming
challenges and growing new initiatives. This past year, two Posts

in the Rocky Mountain Region have shown
how Posts can leverage their local identity to blaze their own trail. Specifically,
SAME recognized military and industry
members’ interest in re-establishing an
SAME presence in the Alamogordo,
N.M., area. In a joint effort with local
leadership, the Tularosa Basin Post with
Holloman AFB as the backbone
is now reinvigorated and offering
professional and personal develop- Cindy Lincicome, Betance Enterprises
Inc., is SAME Rocky Mountain
ment and community involvement
Regional Vice President.
that will enhance our national
security posture. In Montana, with
the 50th Anniversary of Air Force
RED HORSE and understanding the influence of RED HORSE
around Malmstrom AFB, SAME collaborated with the Big Sky
Post in establishing a RED HORSE membership category, which
has spurred increased participation in the Post. Both of these Posts
are building momentum—and they are but two examples of the
100-plus Posts around the world that have unique opportunities
to deliver value to members as we move toward our Centennial.
I encourage you to connect with your RVP; they are your advocates for leveraging national resources in a local way!

Resilience: From the Ground Up
The fourth goal of the 2020 SAME Strategic Plan is Resilience,
which rightly reflects where we—as engineering professionals and
as a nation—need to be in this time in our history. Our nation
relies on the infrastructure that engineers plan, design and enable
every day. This country and our built environment must be resilient
in the face of natural and man-made hazards. We all have a stake
and a voice in achieving that objective.
Resilience at its most intuitive is the ability to “take a punch” and
keep performing to some level. In the built environment of today’s
America, infrastructure systems are tied together and interdependent. We have seen the loss or failure of infrastructure systems in
one geographic location dramatically affect the economy many
states away. To be resilient, we must understand our vulnerabilities,
know how these vulnerabilities affect others, then develop solutions
to mitigate the impacts when vulnerabilities become failures.
Achieving resilience is a national goal but achievement must
begin locally. A disaster event, whether national or man-made,
is fundamentally local. It is in the crucible of the disaster that
we measure our resilience. How did the infrastructure perform?
What failed? How soon can it be back online? To what extent can
local residents get back to “normal” and how much help do they
need? But the work of building resilience into our infrastructure
and ourselves must take place beforehand.
The Military Engineer • No. 699

Achieving resilience also must recognize that the overwhelming proportion
of our built environment is privately
held, which means that solutions are not
purely governmental in nature.
In the aftermath of the September
11, 2001 attacks, SAME helped
found The Infrastructure
Security Partnership (TISP).
Ernie Edgar, P.E., Atkins, is Chair of The
Since then, TISP has faciliInfrastructure Security Partnership Council.
tated dialogue that has led to
resilience as a national goal.
Specifically, TISP has provided thought leadership that defines
our threat in an all-hazards context; pioneered resilience concepts;
published two editions of its Regional Disaster Resilience Guide; and
provided key inputs to the National Infrastructure Protection Plan.
TISP also annually hosts a Critical Infrastructure Symposium (the
next being held in April in Charleston, S.C.) that brings together
government, industry and academia to advance resilience.
In 2015, TISP was integrated into SAME as a Council. Now
SAME, through its Posts, is ideally suited to foster resilience locally
and provide real-world feedback to policymakers at the national
level to develop proactive solutions for the built environment.
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2020 SAME Strategic Plan
VALUE: The Society of American Military Engineers offers
professional and personal development, networking and
community involvement to individuals of all ages committed to contributing to our national security, by leading a
collaborative and focused coalition of organizations that
creates opportunities to address and resolve issues that
enhance our national security posture.

MISSION: SAME leads collaborative efforts to identify and
resolve national security infrastructure-related challenges.
2020 VISION: SAME is recognized as the multi-disciplined
integrator of military, public, private, and academic
national infrastructure-related capabilities to produce
viable solutions for America’s national security.

GOAL 1: Relationships

GOAL 2: Leadership and Mentoring

Lead efforts to foster trust and understanding through communications
and collaboration among military, public, private, academic, and
professional A/E/C organizations.

Leverage SAME’s culture of service to develop
sustainable growth of leaders for our profession.

OBJECTIVES:

1.

2.
3.

4.
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By 2020: Firmly establish one key multi-member partnership per goal with other
professional organizations (for example, IFMA, AFE, APPA, and APWA to support the
Facilities Management Workshop), delivering outcomes by identifying the issue, presenting
the problem and the solution that partnering will achieve. Establish bilateral partnerships that provide value to members (such as the American Bar Association and Defense
Related Associations).
By 2020: Develop a portfolio of SAME professional publications of high quality content
that informs, educates, enlightens, and reinforces our culture.
By 2020: SAME leads efforts to promote inclusion of SAME membership, professional
disciplines, small, medium and large companies, and federal, state and local public
agencies at the Post and National levels while engaging other professional organizations
through joint meetings, workshops and conferences to promote SAME goals and objectives.
At the National level:
• By 2020: The Joint Engineer Training Conference is recognized as the premier national
training event for all federal, military, civilian and private sector engineers across the
A/E/C industry and related professional societies, and by veteran support non-federal
entities as the nation’s annual celebration of support to veteran engineers. Fully integrate
the JECO program and integrate the efforts of all other military engineering societies.
• By 2020: The Small Business Conference is recognized by industry and the federal
government as the primary Federal Small Business Conference serving the A/E/C industry.
• By 2020: The Facilities Management Workshop is recognized as the premier training
event for the professional development of federal installation managers.
• SAME National assists Posts and Regions in the development of workshops, technical
sessions and meetings.
By 2020: The SAME Industry-Government Engagement Plan is effectively producing
viable solutions that enhance industry/government collaboration and add value to joint
efforts to improve America’s infrastructure. Establish local recognition of the role of SAME
among all levels of government, industry, academic and business interests.

OBJECTIVES:

1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

Develop a succession plan at Post and National levels
linking engagement to leadership growth opportunities to meet members’ needs.
SAME Posts use national and local training initiatives
to effectively engage volunteers to achieve greater
results and maximize volunteers’ time.
Posts grow active participation by 5 percent per
year. Posts foster active participation by leveraging opportunities presented in the SAME Post Best
Practices System, SAME programs, and the offerings
of SAME Committees & Councils. Active participation
is defined as moving more members to an active role
by expanding opportunities that meet members’
interests while contributing to the SAME Strategic
Plan (goal is 25 percent or better participation).
Posts grow government/military segment of Post
membership by 5 percent per year (SAME is the
professional society of choice for all federal engineers:
Active Duty, National Guard, Reserves, and civilians).
Utilize SAME Fellows and senior leaders to mentor
Young Members and students.
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GOAL 3: Professional Development and Personal Growth

GOAL 4: Resilience

Develop tailored opportunities and supporting resource plans to train, educate
and promote credentialing of members in order to help them grow personally
while they pay it forward through direct contributions to the development of
future professionals.

Contribute to government and private sector
collaboration to minimize the impacts of
and enhance effective response to natural or
man-made threats.

OBJECTIVES:

1.
2.
3.

By 2020: The SAME Foundation principal is over $5 million and is funding member
professional development initiatives, including establishing SAME as the portal for SAME
members to access professional development offerings of other professional societies.
By 2020: SAME provides members with robust programs for training, continuing
education, credentialing and advanced degrees.
Develop our nation’s future engineers and grow prospective members of the Society
through STEM outreach efforts, scholarships, and engagement of College Student
Chapters.
• By 2020: SAME will be recognized nationally as a leader in STEM initiatives at the
primary and secondary school levels. Partnerships with diverse organizations (such as
Boy and Girl Scouts of America, Department of Defense Schools and others) contributes
to enhancing the positive image of the profession among youth and leads to producing
engineers and allied professionals.
• Fully implement a STEM Corner section in The Military Engineer.
• Develop tools to track effectiveness of STEM outreach at the Post and National
levels.
• By 2020: Expand Post- and National- sponsored STEM-based camps or programs.
• By 2020: SAME enhances its scholarship program through increasing visibility in the
secondary and collegiate STEM community, increasing applications received, assigning
mentors to scholarship recipients, and tracking awardees’ progress. A well-defined and
measurable program is developed, demonstrating our long-term commitment to
develop future engineers and future SAME members.
• By 2020: SAME Posts establish and expand connections to College Student
Chapters in order to produce a more rewarding and productive experience for
developing professionals, retaining student interest in SAME, and producing new
members for SAME.
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OBJECTIVES:

1.

2.

3.
4.

Leverage The Infrastructure Security Partnership
Council (TISP) and local and regional stakeholders to provide resiliency/recovery training and
awareness to both members and stakeholders
with regards to local infrastructure risks and
mitigation strategies.
Provide joint training and awareness to members,
and local and regional stakeholders with regards
to the efficient development, implementation
and use of new and existing technologies that
improve infrastructure resilience.
Provide joint training and awareness to members,
and local and regional stakeholders with regards
to cybersecurity challenges and solutions.
Provide joint training and awareness to members,
and local and regional stakeholders with regards
to water and energy challenges and solutions.
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Building our Future Engineers
America graduates approximately 75,000 engineers annually—
yet this is not enough to keep up with demand. In our increasingly
complex world, engineering is critical for meeting the many challenges we face. Engineers advance technologies, create jobs, produce
energy and protect the environment. Engineers make this country
stronger. Our STEM program is focused on building engineers.
Imagine participating in a classroom career day, and inspiring a
young student as you discuss your work as an engineer? Then, one of
those students applies through your Post to an SAME summer
camp. That student then earns a scholarship from SAME to an
engineering school or service academy. And finally, you see that
Carrie Ann Williams, CPSM,
Lt. Col. Scott Prosuch, F.SAME,
young professional join SAME as an engineer.
Andana Consulting LLC, is Vice Chair
USA (Ret.), Tetra Tech, is Chair
This is our vision: To captivate the curiosity of our kids and
of the SAME STEM Committee.
of the SAME STEM Committee.
inspire them to a creative, stimulating and dynamic career as an
engineer. To accomplish this, SAME has initiated a new national
STEM Committee to support the activities of our Posts and to provide guidance, best practices and national leadership. Our mission:
to build a world-class STEM program throughout SAME to produce our nation’s future engineers and leaders.
The 2020 SAME Strategic Plan places strong focus on STEM in Goal 3–Professional Development and Personal Growth. On a
national level, we want SAME to be recognized as a leader in STEM initiatives for K-12. The SAME Engineering & Construction Camps
support our STEM mission and we are looking for Posts to step up and lead their own STEM camps or programs. We have started
partnerships with other national organizations, including the National Science Teachers Association. And, the STEM Committee is
expanding an online resource library on the SAME website that will provide Posts with information, ideas and activities to capture
the imagination of students at all levels. Current STEM programs across SAME have touched thousands of kids, and inspired many
to become engineers and officers in the uniformed services. But in many ways, we are just getting started. Won’t you join us?

Supporting Credentialing Opportunities
SAME is evolving to meet the challenges of a new, more complex
national security environment. We are committed to providing
programs and opportunities that are relevant to our members and
add real, demonstrated value. A primary focus of the 2020 SAME
Strategic Plan is credentialing, as defined in one of the objectives
of Goal 3–Professional Development and Personal Growth: “By
2020, SAME provides members with robust programs for training,
continuing education, credentialing and advanced degrees.”
Since its establishment in 2012, the SAME Warrior Transition
Task Force worked with many organizations that sponsor credentialing programs relevant to the training and experience of serving
and transitioning military engineers. Through our efforts, we found
credentials appropriate to all levels of our military engineering
community: skilled trades, engineering technicians and professional managers. We identified 38 credentials of interest, and built
a portal on the SAME website to provide information on each.
Our goal was to identify the credential, develop a relationship
with the granting organization, and map the process for obtaining
each certification, at a reduced cost to the uniformed servicemember. This program supports the transitioning servicemember,
while also increasing the skills and professionalism of our serving
military engineering community.
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As the task force progressed, it was obvious that much work remained and that
continued SAME leadership was critical
to make it happen. This past year, the
Board of Direction created the SAME
Credentials Committee. Some of the
efforts planned for 2016 include:
• Maintain and update the
Lt. Col. Neal Wright, P.E., PMP, F.SAME,
SAME Credentials Portal.
USA (Ret.), Dewberry, is Chair of the
• Complete a training curricSAME Credentials Committee.
ulum review of the three
service engineer schools.
• Conduct a pilot program
for PMP certification with the Project Management Institute.
• Connect certifying bodies for the skilled trades with the
services’ engineer schools.
• Identify funding resources to support certification programs.
• Develop guidelines and best practices for SAME Posts to
support credentialing.
We welcome active participation of all interested SAME
members as we continue to create credentialing opportunities
for our military engineering community.
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A Great Time to be Young!

The Invaluable Role of Fellows

The 2020 SAME Strategic Plan focuses
on growing the next generation of leaders. While other organizations may be
content with young professionals being
a member, SAME places significant
emphasis on our personal and
professional development. I encourage Young Members to truly read
the 2020 SAME Strategic Plan
and recognize all the aspects
Lt. Col. Matt Altman, P.E., USAF, North
aimed at providing opportunities for our meaningful growth. American Aerospace Defense Command/
U.S. Northern Command, is Chair of the
It is hard to think of another
SAME Young Member Council.
organization that builds and
cultivates relationships better
than SAME. This Society will
be the unparalleled integrator of the Joint Engineer Force with
the entire public and private A/E/C community. As we approach
SAME’s Centennial in 2020, we are going to be even more focused
on expanding relationships with other professional organizations and academia. This visibility will increase the value of your
membership and give you many more meaningful opportunities.
The 2020 SAME Strategic Plan and revised Streamers will encourage Posts to put more Young Members in leadership positions
and find ways to leverage the vast experience of SAME Fellows.
Even more exciting is the strong focus on growing membership,
particularly in the government civilian/uniformed servicemember
category. Growth in this sector must be driven by Young Members.
The responsibility is on Posts and National Leadership to expand
the value proposition to allow us to grow interest in the public
sector. This growth starts with the understanding that our true
value comes from a breadth of diversity and experience across
the entire A/E/C spectrum, and in the public sector that squarely
means non-commissioned officers and government civilians.
But we need your help. We need you to digest the 2020 SAME
Strategic Plan and act on what speaks to you. I challenge Young
Members to not only get involved, but to lead. And most importantly, much like someone did for you at some point in your
career, grab a co-worker or subordinate and bring them along to
an SAME event. Membership growth starts with those individual
relationships—and it is never too early to be a mentor.
It feels good to be wanted, and it is clear SAME wants Young
Members. This is a defining moment for our nation as we face the
challenges of aging infrastructure and an increasingly uncertain
international environment. The A/E/C community will be called
upon to find solutions to significant problems. SAME is going
to lead the discussion as a true enabler of cross-functional and
multi-disciplinary problem solving…and it will be Young Members
leading the way in SAME’s second 100 years.

The SAME Academy of Fellows, with
more than 700 members, is a vibrant and
active group of professionals across the
Society. But we can do more—and that
should be our goal for 2016 and the
years ahead. The leadership, support
and mentoring of SAME Fellows
will be instrumental in ensuring that
the goals and objectives of the 2020
SAME Strategic Plan are achieved.
It is important for all Fellows Capt. Bill Bersson, P.E., F.SAME, USN
to take to heart what we can do (Ret.), HCR Construction, is Chair of
the SAME Academy of Fellows.
to better SAME as noted in our
annual call to action. As members
of the Academy, we should:
• Support our National President’s initiatives;
• Continue to be active at all levels of SAME (especially at the
Post level);
• Help build our bench strength through mentoring Young Members
and all members;
• Support our Golden Eagle Awards Dinner activities and Fellows
activities that occur in March;
• Become an SAME recruiter to help grow our Society; and
• Proudly wear the Fellows Pin.
If we do all of these items, the Academy of Fellows will continue
to lead the Society and make SAME the professional society of
choice for all in the A/E/C community who support our national
security, whether servicemembers, government civilians, academics or private sector members. Goal 2 of the 2020 SAME Strategic
Plan is Leadership and Mentoring; this is squarely in the bailiwick
of SAME Fellows. In fact, one of the objectives reads: “Utilize
SAME Fellows and senior leaders to mentor Young Members
and students.” As SAME Posts are charged with growing not
just membership but growing active membership, Fellows will
be integral to demonstrating to new and existing members the
personal and professional benefits of being engaged members.
To help bridge the gap between the Academy of Fellows on a
national level and Posts locally, Regional Fellows Point of Contacts
were established over the last couple years. Initiatives like this will
continue to be implemented going forward to enable support where
needed and provide best practices and lessons learned to leverage
the great value of SAME Fellows across the Society.
For more information on the Academy of Fellows Vice Chairs—
Mary Anderson, F.SAME (Mentoring); Jennifer Fogg, CPF, F.SAME
(Investiture); John Osborne, F.SAME (Golden Eagle Awards
Dinner); Linda M. McKnight, F.SAME (Luncheons); Harold
Rosen, Esq., F.SAME (Nominations); and Capt. D. Karin Lynn,
P.E., F.SAME, USN (Ret.) (Administration)—and the Regional
Point of Contacts, visit www.same.org/aof.
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2020 SAME Strategic Plan
How to Reach 100: Lessons From a Life in Engineering
At 102 years of age,
Alexander “Sandor” Tarics
knows a bit about reaching a
centennial, and accomplishments. Born in Budapest on
Sept. 23, 1913, Tarics is the
oldest living Olympic champion in the world. He also is
a member of SAME.
Tarics competed for
Hungary in the 1936
Olympics as a member of
the gold-medal winning
men’s water polo team. He
first journeyed to the United
States in 1941 on a fellowship
through his studies at what
is now Budapest University of
“The Society of American Military Engineers Technology & Economics, sent
along with several other young
was a wonderful place where I was able
engineers to be trained and then
to meet other engineers and other people
to return to Hungary to share
what they learned. The plan for
who were working in a particular field.”
Hungary, as Tarics explains it,
“kind of backfired in a sense.”
Each of the engineers selected for fellowship would end up returning to the United
States. For Tarics, his return came in 1948. In the years before and after World
War II political unrest overtook Hungary. Tarics accepted a teaching position in
Fort Wayne, Ind., then made his way to the San Francisco Bay Area in California,
where one of the great careers in civil and structural engineering would take off.
Among his professional achievements, Tarics was a foremost expert on engineering to increase earthquake resistance of buildings. He helped develop the “base
isolation” shock absorption system, which is used on many structures to protect
against earthquake forces, including San Francisco City Hall. Tarics’ involvement
with SAME coincided with his firm’s (Reid & Tarics Associates) burgeoning work
with the U.S. military. He would go on to contribute to many projects over the
years, bringing cutting-edge earthquake resistance engineering to military bases
in California, Utah and other parts of the United States.
Tarics was bestowed the SAME Goethals Medal in 1984 for eminent and notable
contributions to engineering. In 1987, he received the Toulmin Medal for the most
outstanding article published in The Military Engineer.
San Francisco Post Past President Tony Petroccitto sat down with Tarics for an
interview on his career, his involvement with SAME, and what advice he would share
from his long, successful life. To hear the interview in its entirety, visit www.same.
org/memberspotlight. For more on Tarics’ expertise on earthquake preparedness and
resilience through engineering, see the Historical Perspective in this issue of TME
(page 90) to read his Toulmin Medal-winning article “Earthquake! Are We Ready?”
which was published in the September-October 1987 issue of The Military Engineer.
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On your aptitude for STEM studies…
“For some reason or another I had a good natural ability for mathematics, which is the most
difficult subject and also one that people like to
avoid. To me it was just the opposite.”
On your early years as an engineer…
“Very soon I found out that American business
is based on management and not just doing the
technical part of it. I concentrated on it and then
I bought the shares of my company over the years
and I became the owner.”
On your involvement in SAME…
“The Society of American Military Engineers was
a wonderful place where I was able to meet other
engineers and other people who were working
in a particular field.”
On engineering for the military…
“We had to design buildings and solve engineering problems like how to resist earthquakes other
than putting in shear walls and obstacles, which
are in the way of operating inside of the building.
And it was necessary to come up with solutions,
which I did, which eliminated shear walls and
physical obstacles inside of the building.”
On advice for a young professional…
“They have to take care of themselves. Otherwise,
they cannot perform. They have to have a very
healthy life. If they are lucky, they have a good
family… children are a part of it…[Be] moderately active in athletic activities. That will keep
you healthy—and then you can perform.”
On business and athletics…
“You have to learn you cannot always win. That’s
what athletics teaches me. That sometimes you
lose. But losing is part of the process; it is not a
permanent defeat. If you lose one day, the next
day you are going to win and that winning-losing
cycle is the same in the professional life as it is in
athletics. You have to accept that.”
On still working later in life…
“Take care of yourself because if you become
incapable for some reason or another, then you
cannot perform. You have to take care of yourself.
That is very important.”
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The SAME Joint Engineer Training Conference & Expo (JETC) brings together A/E/C professionals
and Federal, State & Local Government Agencies including the Department of Defense for
an educational and networking event that is unsurpassed in the A/E/C industry. With endless
opportunities to make connections and grow professionally, JETC presents the perfect venue to
broaden your reach and enhance your visibility!

Showcase your company’s products and services to more than 1,500
expected attendees at JETC—SAME’s premiere national conference!
Exhibit Hall and Sponsorship sales are now open!
To secure your booth, contact Amira Kruyne
at akruyne@same.org.
To lock in your sponsorship, contact Stephanie
Satterfield at ssatterfield@same.org.

Call for Presentations
Have you ever wanted to be a presenter at JETC? Now’s your
chance! Visit the JETC website for details at www.same.org.
Hurry ... the deadline for presentation submittals is Jan. 25, 2016!

Hosted by the
Society of American Military Engineers

@SAME_HQ | #SAMEJETC
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Mapping Alaska—
America’s Last Frontier
A multi-year initiative underway to
digitally map Alaska will increase public
safety and community preparedness
throughout the nation's largest state.
By Col. David F. Maune, Ph.D., CP, CFM, PSM, PS, GS,
SP, USA (Ret.)
With insufficient maps and no statewide
digital orthophotos, Alaskans have long
been challenged to manage the state’s natural
resources and infrastructure. Military and
civilian pilots also face perilous conditions
in navigating through mountainous areas.
Now, a statewide digital mapping initiative is using interferometric synthetic aperture radar (IFSAR) to create new maps and
enhance safety and preparedness throughout America’s Last Frontier.

SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM

Alaska has historically proven so difficult to map that some experts believe the
Moon and Mars have been mapped more
accurately. Digital orthophotos, common
elsewhere, have never been produced statewide because of the persistent cloud cover
and the inaccuracy of the Digital Terrain
Model (DTM) required for orthorectification. The U.S. Geological Survey’s (USGS)
1:63,360-scale topographic quadrangles of
Alaska have long been obsolete and were
never produced to National Map Accuracy
Standards. When the maps were produced
in the 1950s from stereo photogrammetry,
survey control was essentially non-existent.
Digital cameras, GPS and photogrammetric
block triangulation had yet to be invented.
Photogrammetrists had to bridge one stereo
model at a time for each flight strip, then
mosaic the individual strips together. This
is the equivalent of having survey control
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in Virginia, flying to Missouri to take aerial
photos without airborne GPS or ground
control, returning to Virginia to produce
maps with analog technology, and then
finding that the Gateway Arch in St. Louis
is mapped a mile in the wrong location.
Alaska has fewer total miles of paved
roads than many counties in the continental United States. As a result, residents
depend upon aviation and thousands of
small airstrips to access remote villages.
However, flying in small aircraft across
the state can be life-threatening due to the
poor quality of existing maps. Pilots must
often navigate using instrument flight rules
because darkness, clouds, or fog prevent
the use of visual flight rules. Some USGS
topographic maps depict mountains more
than a mile from their actual locations. This
has resulted in a consistently high rate of
Controlled Flight into Terrain accidents.
Outdated or nonexistent maps have challenged the operations of government agencies as they manage a state spanning more
than 600,000-mi² and with vast natural
resources. The mapping insufficiencies have
limited industry and economic development
initiatives. Climate change researchers also
have struggled with inadequate map data as
they address the impacts of global warming,
shoreline erosion, earthquakes, floods, and
changes in permafrost conditions.

SEEING THROUGH CLOUDS

In 2008, Dewberry began consulting with
state representatives seeking solutions to
the challenge of creating new maps for
Alaska, given the historic lack of success
in producing cloud-free digital orthophotos. The firm advised that the state needed
to determine its requirement for Digital
Elevation Models (DEMs) and that accurate models needed to be produced first,
before any imagery could be orthorectified. Dewberry then outlined a plan—in
a document known as the “Alaska DEM

Whitepaper”—that recommended using
IFSAR to address the statewide need for
DEMs with 20-ft contour accuracy.
IFSAR is the only remote sensing technology that can map through clouds, fog,
smoke and haze. IFSAR directly produces
Ortho-rectified Radar Images (ORIs) that
clearly delineate water boundaries, and
Digital Surface Models (DSMs) of top
reflective surfaces.
Bare-earth DTMs are required for orthorectification of aerial or satellite imagery
on which features are displaced by terrain
relief (topographic variations). IFSAR
DTMs can be derived from IFSAR DSMs
using manual editing techniques and algorithms that model the height and density
of vegetation—or they can be derived by
employing a separate IFSAR wavelength
that penetrates vegetation.
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IMAGE COURTESY DEWBERRY

A new statewide digital mapping program,
overseen by the U.S. Geological Survey
will increase public safety and community
preparedness in Alaska. Shown above, a
synthetic image of Mount Hayes, Alaska, was
produced by draping a RapidEye satellite
image over the IFSAR digital terrain model. The
imagery now fits the model, as opposed to the
image at right, a satellite image draped over
the prior National Elevation Dataset, which
typifies the insufficient mapping Alaskans have
had to rely on for decades, showing obvious
errors in the digital terrain model where rivers
appear to flow up and over mountains rather
than through the valleys.
IMAGE COURTESY UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA FAIRBANKS/GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION NETWORK OF ALASKA

While high-accuracy DTMs can be
produced with 1-ft contour accuracy using
photogrammetry or LiDAR, neither of
these technologies would work statewide in
Alaska due to the weather limitations. Other
The Military Engineer • No. 699

technologies also would be unaffordable
even if the skies were totally clear. IFSAR is
much more affordable—though it, too, has
limitations. It is a mid-accuracy technology
that can produce DTMs with 20-ft contour

accuracy, yet only for slopes up to 20⁰ and
where vegetation is not too dense to see the
ground from side-looking IFSAR.
In addition to penetrating dry snow,
IFSAR’s phenomenology includes "layover,"
49
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Alaska has fewer total miles of paved roads than many counties in the continental
United States. As a result, residents depend upon aviation and thousands of small
airstrips to access remote villages. However, flying in small aircraft across the state
can be life-threatening due to the poor quality of existing maps.
which is an error that can result when the
slope of the terrain is greater than the angle
the incident radiation makes with respect to
vertical. Layover discrepancies can smooth
over the top of steep, narrow mountaintops
such as Denali (formerly Mount McKinley),
which has a slope of nearly 80⁰ and a ridge
only a few meters wide.
Photogrammetry, LiDAR and IFSAR are
all limited in mapping accurate elevations
of snow-capped mountains where only GPS
can survey elevations reliably.

DATA ACQUISITION

Through a Geospatial Products and
Services Contract, USGS contracted with
Dewberry to produce IFSAR ORIs, DSMs
and DTMs for Alaska’s Statewide Digital
Mapping Initiative. Dewberry subcontracted with Intermap Technologies and
Fugro EarthData—each operating in different terrain types—for IFSAR data acquisition and the production of high-resolution
ORIs as well as hydro-enforced DSMs and
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DTMs with 5-m elevation post spacing.
With different IFSAR systems, Intermap
used X-band IFSAR to map the larger areas
while Fugro used both X-band and P-band
IFSAR to map the most difficult terrain.
Dewberry then completed a pilot project
that demonstrated how to map through
clouds; pan-sharpen satellite imagery with
5-m pixels to produce orthophotos with
sub-meter pixel resolution; and produce
National Hydrography Dataset and transportation feature updates that correctly
fit the DTMs and digital orthophotos.
Dewberry also demonstrated how to drape
satellite imagery over the DTM to view the
terrain from any perspective. By the end of
2015 the team had acquired IFSAR data for
more than 60 percent of Alaska, including
such areas as the Copper River region and
Glacier Bay National Park and Preserve.
The IFSAR data acquisition is now part
of the national 3D Elevation Program that
is being coordinated by USGS. Subject to
the availability of funding, the mapping

work is expected to be completed within
the next three years.
To ensure accuracy requirements are
met, quality control checkpoints were
subcontracted and surveyed by JOA
Surveys, consistent with guidelines from
the American Society for Photogrammetry
and Remote Sensing. All IFSAR datasets
passed accuracy tests, including checkpoints within Denali National Park.

DETERMINING DENALI’S ELEVATION

While IFSAR has proven to be the most
logical choice for the Statewide Digital
Mapping Initiative, the technology may
have unwittingly smoothed the summit of
Denali, the highest peak in North America,
during image capturing.
In 2010, IFSAR yielded an elevation of
20,237-ft, potentially a significant change
from the 20,320-ft elevation established
by Bradford Washburn’s landmark trigonometric leveling survey done in 1953.
However, Dewberry specialists recognized
that IFSAR’s limitations on sharp peaks
necessitated further investigation to determine Denali’s true elevation. This would
require direct examination.
Anchorage, Alaska-based E-Terra LLC
took a fly-by photograph of the Denali
summit and compared it with a satellite
image draped over Fugro’s IFSAR DTM.
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(Far left) As of the end of 2015, IFSAR data has been collected for more than 60 percent of Alaska. The map denotes current status of IFSAR flown and fully
funded (blue); flown and partially funded (orange); flown but unfunded (green); and not flown (beige). IMAGE COURTESY OF USGS
IFSAR directly produces Ortho-rectified Radar Images (above center) and Digital Surface Models (above right) of top reflective surfaces. Bare-earth Digital
Terrain Models can be derived from Digital Surface Models or other sources. IMAGES COURTESY OF INTERMAP TECHNOLOGIES

The two images looked remarkably similar—but it was impossible to tell if the
summit ridge was shortened by IFSAR
layover or snow penetration.
Following the 2015 Alaska Surveying
and Mapping Conference, which was held
last February in Anchorage, Dewberry
proposed a Denali GPS survey expedition
led by a crew from CompassData and the
University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF).
USGS and the National Geodetic Survey
recognized the importance of an accurate
elevation for Denali and supported the
project by providing funding. UAF also
provided in-kind support.
In June 2015, the CompassData/UAF
team reached the summit of Denali and
surveyed the elevation with GPS for nearly
18 hours. The crew computed a new elevation of 20,310-ft for the top of the snow; and
USGS announced the revised elevation on
Sept. 2, 2015. Still, the depth of the ice on
the Denali summit remains unknown and
there were likely some variations between
2010, when the IFSAR was acquired, and
2015, when the GPS survey was performed.
Terrain averaging and layover are unlikely
The Military Engineer • No. 699

to explain completely the apparent height
discrepancy between the 2015 GPS survey
elevation and the 2010 IFSAR result.
Multiple IFSAR estimates of the summit
were made from widely varying azimuth
angles and these independent measurements are in excellent agreement.
All the measurements were made at fairly
large look angles, which was necessitated
by Denali’s relative height compared to the
IFSAR acquisition height of approximately
39,000-ft. At large look-angles, IFSAR
lever-arm effects are increased. But the
diversity of the look-angles among the
multiple measurements that were acquired
do not show the presence of a systematic
look-angle error. The exact cause for the
discrepancy likely will remain an open issue
for future surveys and continued debate.

SAFETY AND PREPAREDNESS

All sensors have limitations. Neither
LiDAR nor photogrammetry can map
through clouds and fog. Both also are much
more expensive than IFSAR. An unlimited budget and a combination of LiDAR
and photogrammetry would take decades

longer to produce and likely end up in a
patchwork of quality. With IFSAR, Alaska
will have consistent quality data for the
entire state delivered in a timely manner;
and IFSAR is ideal for the mapping of
hydrographic features important in Alaska.
It appears that IFSAR remains the best
technology for mid-accuracy mapping of
America’s Last Frontier, with outstanding progress made to date. The new maps
have already proven beneficial to pilots,
first responders and government agencies charged with enhancing community
preparedness and public safety throughout
the nation’s largest state.
Knowing all other states have been
mapped and remapped many times, Sen. Lisa
Murkowski (R-Alaska) may have summarized it best at a ceremony in August 2015 to
commemorate exceeding the halfway mark
for elevation acquisition over Alaska: “What
other state,” she said, “would have 250 people
assemble to celebrate the fact that their state
is now over 50 percent mapped?”
Col. David F. Maune, Ph.D., CP, CFM, PSM, PS, GS, SP,
USA (Ret.), is Senior Remote Sensing Project Manager,
Dewberry; 703-849-0396, or dmaune@dewberry.com.
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In the summer of 2014, USACE Philadelphia District partnered with state, local
and non-profit organizations to beneficially use dredged material to restore
degraded marsh and create habitat for birds near Stone Harbor N.J., on land
owned and managed by the New Jersey Division of Fish & Wildlife. PHOTO BY NEW
JERSEY DIVISION OF FISH & WILDLIFE
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Engineering With Nature

Advancing System Resilience and Sustainable Development
From research and development
to collaboration and partnering,
demonstration projects and technology
transfer, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, through its Engineering
With Nature program, is advancing
sustainable infrastructure development.
By Todd S. Bridges, Ph.D., M.SAME, Cynthia J. Banks,
M.SAME, and Monica A. Chasten, M.SAME
Recent major storm events and severe
flooding have elevated discussions about
leveraging natural processes and systems
to support the resilience of communities
and the infrastructure systems upon which
those communities rely.
While the responses to Hurricanes
Katrina and Superstorm Sandy have highlighted the opportunities to integrate natural
systems with conventional infrastructure,
aligning natural processes with infrastructure systems can produce benefits across
the Civil Works mission of the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE)—including
navigation, water operations, ecosystem
restoration and flood risk management.

EFFICIENT AND SUSTAINABLE

In 2010, USACE began its Engineering
With Nature (EWN) program with the
expressed purpose of promoting “the intentional alignment of natural and engineering processes to efficiently and sustainably
deliver economic, environmental and social
benefits through collaborative processes.”
The EWN program includes communication, research and development, and
demonstration activities that are organized
to promote four key elements in infrastructure project development and execution:
• Using science and engineering to produce
The Military Engineer • No. 699

operational efficiencies;
• Applying natural systems and processes
to maximum benefit;
• Broadening and extending the benefits
provided by projects to include economic,
environmental and social benefits; and
• Employing science-based collaborative
processes to engage, organize and focus
interests, stakeholders and partners.
EWN initiatives have placed an emphasis
on innovative teaming and field-demonstration as a means of developing and
illustrating key principles and practices.
By drawing together team members from
research and development, field practitioners, project owners, academia, and numerous government and private organizations,
USACE has been able to combine the
creativity and capability that is needed to
successfully align natural and engineering
processes in order to engineer with nature.
More than a dozen EWN demonstration projects have been initiated across
the country since 2010. These projects are
being used to illustrate advancing practice, including in the areas of sustainable
sediment management through strategic
placement and innovative beneficial use;
integration of habitat development with
infrastructure; engineering with natural
materials and plants; and using natural
systems to support coastal resilience.

NATURAL AND NATURE-BASED

Following Superstorm Sandy, Public
Law 113-2 directed USACE to conduct a
thorough review to address flood risks of
vulnerable coastal populations in areas that
were affected. The report produced by the
North Atlantic Coast Comprehensive Study
was published in January 2015.
As a part of the report, USACE developed a technical framework for evaluating
and implementing the use of natural and
nature-based features, in combination with
structural and non-structural measures,
to reduce flood risks and enhance coastal
resilience. Natural and nature-based

SETTING AN EXAMPLE

USACE Galveston, Buffalo and
Philadelphia Districts have taken
on leading roles as EWN proving
grounds as a way of transitioning
advancements in practice into field
implementation. These three districts
have committed to applying EWN
principles and practices across their
portfolio of programs and projects
as a means of pursuing sustainable
infrastructure development.
“The Galveston District is eager
to partner with the broader Corps
community in the program,”
says Col. Richard Pannell, USA,
Commander of USACE Galveston
District. “Leveraging the principles
of EWN will increase the value that
our projects deliver by maximizing
scarce resources and capitalizing on
the latest science.”
According to Lt. Col. Karl Jansen,
USA, Commander of USACE
Buffalo District, association with the
EWN program affords an excellent
opportunity to exercise the district’s
regional leadership while demonstrating a commitment to USACE’s
Environmental Operating Principles:
“Stakeholder partnering and collaboration builds trust with the public we
serve. Balancing human development
with natural systems will preserve
the Great Lakes Navigation System’s
infrastructure and environment for
future generations.”

features include beach-dune complexes,
barrier islands (and associated habitats),
wetlands, oyster reefs and other features
that can be used to address a range of
processes impacting coastal systems including sea level rise, shoreline erosion, wave
run-up and storm surge.
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Going forward, USACE Philadelphia
District plans to use these approaches
as a model for reusing clean and
suitable dredged material in beneficial
and cost-effective ways.

A dredging and marsh restoration demonstration project on Mordecai Island near Long Beach Island,
N.J., is using dredged material from a shoal in the New Jersey Intracoastal Waterway to restore the
eroded area and elevate the adjacent marsh. Planting of the restored area will be done in spring 2016.
USACE PHILADELPHIA DISTRICT BY TIM BOYLE

REBUILDING COASTAL NEW JERSEY

USACE Philadelphia District has been
demonstrating the potential to engineer
with nature to support and restore natural
and nature-based features that contribute to
coastal resilience. After Superstorm Sandy,
the district partnered with the U.S. Army
Engineer Research & Development Center
on marsh restoration along the New Jersey
Intracoastal Waterway. USACE developed
two projects to demonstrate dredging and
placement methods to restore marsh. The
demonstration projects were completed in
partnership with the New Jersey Division of
Fish & Wildlife, The Nature Conservancy
and the Green Trust Alliance, which operated under a grant from the National Fish
& Wildlife Foundation. Work involved
dredging critical shoals from the navigation channel and then using the material to
restore degraded marsh and create habitat
on state-owned marshland.
This methodology is a departure from the
traditional practice of dredging and placing material in confined disposal sites that
remove sediment from coastal processes. A
lack of capacity within the confined disposal
sites throughout southern New Jersey, as
well as the need to restore marsh and build
coastal resilience, necessitated a change in
practice. The results have been positive.
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USACE and its contractor, Barnegat Bay
Dredging Co., were able to successfully
dredge the shoals from the waterway.
Teams employed different dredging and
placement methods on the two projects,
which were located near Stone Harbor
and Avalon, N.J., respectively. Near Stone
Harbor, USACE and its contractor created
bird habitat for the black skimmer and
other bird species. In Avalon, thin-layer
placement of dredged sediments was used
to raise low-lying areas and restore the
integrity of the wetland. Recent monitoring by the Stone Harbor Wetlands Institute
confirms a number of shorebirds are now
using the Stone Harbor site and initial
reports indicate placement activities have
been successful on the Avalon marsh site.

APPLYING LESSONS LEARNED

Lessons learned from the demonstration
efforts are being incorporated into two new
projects. In December 2015, Philadelphia
District was on schedule to begin a fullscale implementation of marsh restoration
near Avalon. The district also recently began
dredging another section of the Intracoastal
Waterway and using the material to restore
a section of Mordecai Island behind Long
Beach Island, N.J. Mordecai Island serves
two key functions in Barnegat Bay: provide

habitat for wildlife and augment overall
coastal resiliency for the back-bay communities. This work is the result of a partnership between USACE, the New Jersey
Department of Environmental Protection,
and the Mordecai Island Land Trust.
“These projects are examples of applying
Regional Sediment Management and using
EWN principles and practices,” according
to Lt. Col. Michael Bliss, USA, USACE
Philadelphia District Commander. “We
balance the need to dredge for navigation
purposes with the fact that sediment can be
a resource for ecological and shore protection purposes. They are a win-win because
we are addressing public safety issues along
the waterway and restoring critical habitat
and building system resilience.”
Going forward, USACE Philadelphia
District plans to use these approaches as
a model for reusing clean and suitable
dredged material in beneficial and costeffective ways.

ADVANCING ENGINEERING PRACTICES

The sustainability of our infrastructure
systems is advanced by seeking ways to align
engineering and natural systems in order
to extend engineering performance over
time, while also producing environmental
benefits and promoting the resilience of
communities supported by those systems.
EWN provides a means for combining
lessons learned, new research, and innovative demonstrations to advance our collective and collaborative engineering practice.
Todd S. Bridges, Ph.D., M.SAME, is Senior Research
Scientist, and Cynthia Banks, M.SAME, is Research Biologist,
Environmental Laboratory, U.S. Army Engineer Research &
Development Center. They can be reached at todd.s.bridges@
usace.army.mil; and cynthia.j.banks@usace.army.mil.
Monica Chasten, M.SAME, is Project Manager, Operations
Division, USACE Philadelphia District; monica.a.chasten@
usace.army.mil.
Stephen Rochette, USACE Philadelphia District, contributed
to this article.
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A number of infrastructure improvements to the East Bank Wastewater Treatment Plant have been implemented to prevent the type of destructive flooding
in the future that happened during Hurricane Katrina. PHOTOS COURTESY VEOLIA NORTH AMERICA

Ready for Next Time
While the East Bank Wastewater
Treatment Plant in New Orleans
bears little evidence of the damage
left behind by Hurricane Katrina,
long-term planning and recovery to
increase the facility’s functionality and
dependability continues to this day.
By Steve Kruger and Bill Naughton, PG, M.SAME
In August 2005, as Hurricane Katrina
approached the Gulf Coast, operators at the
East Bank Wastewater Treatment Plant in
New Orleans spent several days implementing a hurricane preparedness program.
The advance work of plant operators was
critical to the quick recovery of operations.
Even then, the full magnitude of Katrina
could not have been predicted, as in the
immediate aftermath, with Hurricane
Katrina having devastated the region, the
The Military Engineer • No. 699

East Bank Plant was left under 20-ft of
water. U.S. Coast Guard helicopters had
to airlift on-site staff to safety.
While near-term efforts to return the
plan to operational function were successful, with treatment operations restored in
just three months, long-term planning and
recovery continues to this day to ensure the
facility’s future resilience.

KEEPING THE FACILITY OPERATIONAL

From the outset of Katrina, there was one
goal for Veolia North America, which oversaw operation of the East Bank Wastewater
Treatment Plant: keep the 122-mgd facility
operating for as long as possible in order
to provide essential services to the public
and environmental protection for the
Mississippi River and Gulf Coast region,
while securing the assets of the New
Orleans Sewerage and Water Board.
In advance of the storm, employees
prepared the plant by protecting and
moving equipment, ensuring operational
supplies were on hand, and seeing to the
safety of staff. Emergency generators, other
critical equipment, and extra fuel was

staged both at the plant site and outside
the anticipated area of the storm to ensure
redundant and adequate resources were
available in the event of major damage
or power outages. Most employees were
evacuated shortly before landfall, leaving
an emergency team of four to ride out the
storm in a fourth-floor control room.
The plant sustained serious damage and
was submerged under 20-ft of water in the
aftermath of the storm.

PRIORITIZING SAFETY

The first order of business was to rescue
treatment plant operators who were
stranded and to verify that those employees
in impacted areas were safe. This became
particularly challenging during Katrina.
Communications systems were down or
overloaded for weeks after the storm. Even
communications via satellite phones with
plant teams proved to be difficult, due to
network phone issues.
After accounting for plant employees,
attention shifted to ensuring the safety of the
New Orleans Sewerage and Water Board’s
valuable assets while also safeguarding the
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The main control room at the East Bank Wastewater Treatment Plant sustained significant water and
wind damage from Hurricane Katrina.

environment. Veolia assembled a nationwide task force of subject matter experts
and technical staff to support the efforts of
the crew on the ground, including human
resources, engineering, construction, and
environmental health and safety staff.
Team members quickly assessed the
condition of the facilities, workforce and
equipment to help prioritize recovery
efforts. This additional support also helped
procure equipment such as pumps, generators, hoses and piping necessary for cleanup
and dewatering the site.

REPAIR AND REHABILITATION

Within a month, the East Bank facility was completely dewatered. The focus
then became removal of mud and debris,
and cleaning and disinfection of plant.
Two weeks later, 30-mgd of wastewater
was pumping through the plant each day.
Attention then turned to establishing
specific priorities and a detailed plan of
action to meet a strict goal for recovery.
Teams worked around the clock, repairing
essential treatment equipment and plant
processes to establish primary treatment,
including the removal of solid debris, sand
and grit and then the settling of suspended
and dissolved wastewater solids. Wastewater
disinfection and pumping processes were
restored for discharge to the Mississippi
River. After this, the focus turned to
essential equipment and plant processes
associated with secondary (biological)
treatment—including rehabilitation of
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the oxygen reactor, pure oxygen system,
re-establishment of the microbial population, final clarifier repair, and rehabilitation
of the sludge disposal system.
Strong communication and partnering
between industry and local and federal
government stakeholders was crucial to
quickly bring the plant back online and to
secure funding for critical restoration and
resiliency upgrade projects.

RECOVERY AND RESILIENCY

Although some predicted it might take
one year or more to bring the treatment
plant back on line, the Environmental
Protection Agency gave the City of New
Orleans and Veolia a 60-day deadline to
restore both primary and secondary wastewater treatment. A dedicated commitment
enabled both primary and secondary wastewater treatment to be restored at the East
Bank plant by November 2005.
The deadline was met and an analysis of
best practices was conducted to aid in preparation and recovery for future crises. Since
Hurricane Katrina, a number infrastructure and process improvements have been
implemented to prevent destructive flooding and improve mobilization response. An
18-ft high wall was built around the facility
that will hold back flood waters and storm
surges. A new administration building was
constructed on stilts to ensure staff and
operations controls equipment are safe
during storms and flooding. The facility
now has an emergency power building that

incorporates a back-up energy supply for
the plant, including an additional control
center operation. Waterproof doors are in
place at the main power building.
As part of the 10-year anniversary of
Hurricane Katrina in 2015—and in support
of continuous efforts to be more prepared
in a future emergency—the City of New
Orleans announced a first-ever comprehensive resiliency strategy that calls for
a personal emergency account program,
development of a comprehensive stormwater management program, and creation
of a resiliency center.
The strategy, a joint effort between New
Orleans and 100 Resilient Cities (which is
pioneered by The Rockefeller Foundation)
proposes 41 actions to build city-wide resilience and comes with more than $1 million
in commitments for implementation from
the public and private sectors, as well as
additional commitments from local and
national philanthropic organizations. As a
partner to New Orleans and the Rockefeller
Foundation, Veolia contributed to the resiliency strategy and roadmap by helping the
city implement a resilient infrastructure
recovery and risk transfer initiative. The
roadmap outlines a number of specific
actions including activating private-market
assets to improve or repair critical systems
after a disruptive event.

INTO THE FUTURE

While today, the East Bank Wastewater
Treatment Plant bears few signs of the
damage left behind by Katrina, long-term
planning and recovery remains ongoing to
increase preparedness and resilience in the
event of future disaster events.
Since Katrina, the New Orleans Sewerage
& Water Board has allocated $739 million
for wastewater system recovery projects,
representing the most aggressive and
important rebuilding effort in the utility’s 110-year history; this total includes
$244 million from the Federal Emergency
Management Agency for the continued
rehabilitation of the plant and repair and
replacement of pumping stations. The
lessons of a decade ago have been heard.
Steve Kruger is Vice President of Operations and Bill
Naughton, PG, M.SAME, is Director of Federal Markets,
Veolia North America. They can be reached at steve.
kruger@veolia.com; and bill.naughton@veolia.com.
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How Form Follows Function

Inside the Design of Secure Government Facilities
Architects and designers must
understand the often complicated
responsibilities of secure government
facilities in order to provide the most
functional buildings for people to best
achieve their mission.
By J.J. Tang, AIA, M.SAME
The combatant commands of the United
States integrate and coordinate the necessary command and control capabilities
to provide the most accurate and timely
information in support of national security. These dynamic functions give national
leadership a unified resource for greater
understanding of specific threats around
the world and the means to be prepared
and respond to those threats rapidly.
To help enable accomplishment of these
objectives, administrative and operational
facilities designed with cutting-edge technologies, coupled with top security, in a
protective environment, are needed. How to
aesthetically express these mission-focused
objectives is a challenge.
It is the responsibility of the architect to
give these sophisticated building types their
deserved architectural attention while also
satisfying distinct functional requirements.
We must first understand the importance of
the technology and the security measures
employed for the facility. Then we need to
let these components inspire our design
and architectural expression, or as we so
often express it: form follows function—a
fundamental principle of our profession.

FLEXIBILITY AND ADAPTABILITY

A multi-layered design approach
known as the security-in-depth method
is critical for command and control facilities. Security-in-depth utilizes measures
The Military Engineer • No. 699

An early conceptual design of a new unified combatant command headquarters depicts two solid
masonry bars that enclose a central, airy atrium protected by layers of security measures. IMAGES COURTESY HDR

including separations, setbacks, hardening of structural façades and electronic
security to create a layered defense against
threats. The misnomer about a facility with
security-in-depth design is that it must be
a windowless fortified bunker with layered
fences topped with barbed wires.
However, once you truly understand the
requirements of security-in-depth design
and use them to organize the project site,
programs and building forms, the outcome
could be vastly different from the stereotypical fortified bunker. A distinctive and attractive architectural expression can emerge,
creating a pleasant working environment.
Due to the often-changing mission
of strategic headquarters facilities, the
most up-to-the-minute information and
communication technologies need to be
incorporated throughout. In terms of
technological evolution, 10 years is a very
reasonable change cycle. Today’s most
advanced information and communication
technology could easily become obsolete

and then discontinued in this timeframe,
replaced with the next generation of more
advanced methods of communication.
In terms of lifecycle, facilities must be
designed and constructed to last at least 50
years. In terms of mission change, though
it is possible that within a five-year timeframe the current mission architects are
being asked to design for could no longer
be required. The facility must then be
adaptable for another mission—one that
may not have been thought about in the
original plan. In this build typology, flexible
and adaptable design becomes extremely
important, and one of the most critical
program requirements. No one can predict
what the next generation of technology
might be and how the building we design
today might be used tomorrow. But the
facility still needs to be designed to help
ensure maximum flexibility and adaptability in its structural system, infrastructure
and support systems, architectural components, furniture and equipment.
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In designing a new command and control facility for a subordinate command of U.S. Africa Command, it was paramount to maximize flexibility and
adaptability in program organization and building systems. The design also expresses local French and Arabic architectural style.

WORKING FROM OUT TO IN

The security-in-depth strategy for a new
unified combatant command headquarters
in the United States began with analyzing
the complicated program, then categorizing
and grouping various functional spaces into
different hierarchical security zones, based
on the critical nature of the mission and the
activities that would occur in a particular
zone. A team led by HDR designed these
security elements starting from the perimeter and working inward to the core of the
facility and its most critical assets.
The essence of the design involves two
heavy, solid masonry bars that enclose a
central, airy atrium protected by layers of
site security measures. The design appears
deceptively simple. However, this elegant,
straightforward architectural expression is
the logical result of a thorough analysis of
the complicated building program, while
strictly following the security-in-depth
design criteria.
Beyond the security gate of the
compound, the facility is accessed by a ring
road that feeds parking for staff and visitors. The design establishes a remote visitor
center and a loading dock/material storage
facility for visitors to enter and deliveries
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to be made. These two remote facilities are
connected to the main building through an
enclosed corridor from each point of entry.
Upon entering the main building, various
security zones are organized around an
atrium. The atrium is a node that acts as
a focal point and as the primary element
of orientation, both from the exterior
and within the building. It also allows air
and light to penetrate the building and
establishes a sense of place and scale for
the occupants of the complex. The secure
public space, including the conference
center, auditorium and cafeteria, are
all directly adjacent to the atrium. This
provides a central gathering place. Offstage
departmental offices are organized into
two rectangular “office bars” that flank the
north and south sides of the atrium. Various
secure administrative spaces in the two
“bars” are connected via elevator banks
and bridges in the atrium. From there is
the basement level, the most secure area
in the facility.
Additionally, the design enhances
social dynamics by creating opportunities for formal and informal interaction,
collaboration and a group identity. Through
innovative wayfinding and branding, the

vast space is broken down to the human
scale, providing employees with a sense of
place and ownership. The overall creative
approach to planning and security-in-depth
design will result in an innovative, secure
work environment that will empower
employees to better serve their mission
and their country for years to come.

EASILY MAINTAINABLE FACILITY

In designing a new command and control
facility for a subordinate command of
U.S. Africa Command, it was paramount
to maximize flexibility and adaptability
in program organization and building
systems. HDR’s design team worked with
the design-builder, the owner and staff
from Africa Command to study multiple
design options and interview user groups
on site. By organizing and grouping various
spaces belonging to the same functional
zone together, the facility’s design essentially demarcates the entire space into three
different zones—non-secure, secure, and
most secure. This approach, paired with
a raised access floor system for the entire
building, streamlines the mission operations and facility management.
Interior design for the building was
The Military Engineer • January-February • 2016
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inspired by the requirement “to be able
to easily maintain building infrastructure
support systems.” Each zone is organized
into a single open “loft” space with exposed
duct work, light fixtures and a concrete deck
located above to maximize flexibility and
adapt to future changes and expansion. A
few private offices in each zone are grouped
together and placed in the middle of the
loft space. Spaces requiring separations
are grouped together and placed along
the perimeter walls or at the entrance.
All private offices are collocated within
two solid, inner “banks.” Administrative
cubicles are positioned in an open work
environment that allows natural light in
through windows in the exterior walls.
Partitions separating different functional
spaces have knock-out panels within them
so that all spaces can be combined into one
large, undisturbed operation “hall.” A single
modular furniture system allowing various
configurations is utilized throughout.
The ultimate result of this streamlined
design is an easily maintainable facility that
is adaptable to potential mission changes.
The design contains various secure spaces
that require specialized design to provide
resistance to forced and covert entry; visual
evidence of surreptitious penetration; a
high level of sound attenuation; and electromagnetic shielding.

AESTHETICALLY PLEASING DESIGN

Even with special security requirements
it is possible to design a building that does
not look like a fortified bunker. Many
creative solutions can make the facility
aesthetically pleasing while bringing in
abundant daylight to its workspace.
By employing intrusion and visual detection systems and satisfying Anti-Terrorism/
Force Protection glazing requirements,
windows, curtainwall and skylight systems
can be added to the architectural design
and articulation toolboxes. In many cases,
the command and control building type
requires electromagnetic shielding to wrap
the entire exterior enclosures, including all
openings. In this case an electromagnetic
film could be applied to the entire glazing surface. If windows are not permitted
in a particular secure zone, especially in
some secure facilities outside the United
States, there are still options to design
The Military Engineer • No. 699

The 24/7 operation center typically is the backbone of any security facility. The center utilizes cuttingedge audio/visual technologies for data collection and visualization.

an attractive building. One solution is to
organize the building layout in such a way
that frequently visited spaces are located
at the building perimeters and form the
main façades. The windowless functional
spaces then are located in the less visual
secondary façades, or imbedded in the
center of the building block. HDR used
this approach in the design of the subordinate command headquarters in Africa. The
design expresses local French and Arabic
architectural style of articulated window
fenestrations on the main façades on the
first floor and the second floor, with the
windowless spaces grouped together and
plugged into the back of the facility.

RESILIENCY AND REDUNDANCY

Highly secure facilities require 24/7
operations, especially in times of crises.
To maintain operational demands, it
is essential to undertake threat and risk
assessments and ensure that the necessary
resilience and redundancy is built into
the design, such as incorporating power
systems cooled by redundant and reliable
HVAC systems. These features minimize
single points of failure and provide reliability as high as 99.999999 percent.

From a structural perspective, resiliency
and redundancy means that in the event of
a natural disaster, such as an earthquake,
tornado or hurricane, the facility must
remain structurally sound and maintain operations. Designing to withstand
extremely high wind speeds or meeting
elevated seismic design criteria for both
the structural and non-structural systems
is often required.
The designs of both the unified combatant command headquarters in the United
States and the subordinate command
headquarters in Africa include resilient and
redundant design. Construction of the two
facilities is ongoing and work is expected
to be completed in 2016.
As architects and designers, we need to
be able to understand the often complicated
responsibilities of secure facilities because
our ultimate goal is to provide the most
functional buildings for people to be able
to best achieve their mission. When mission
informs design, it can become a powerful
inspiration for architecture that can have a
memorable and lasting impact.
J.J. Tang, AIA, M.SAME, is Principal, Federal Programs,
HDR Inc.; 773-380-7900, or junjian.tang@hdrinc.com.
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Intrusive work at chemical warfare materiel sites is generally conducted in a vapor containment system, which is maintained under negative pressure. Any
vapors released during intrusive operations are contained in the structure and filtered prior to discharge to the atmosphere. PHOTO COURTESY USACE BALTIMORE DISTRICT

Recovering Chemical Warfare Materiel
The U.S. Army’s Recovered Chemical
Warfare Materiel Program must
effectively manage limited resources
amidst intense regulatory and public
scrutiny to ensure support requirements
can be met in a cost-efficient manner.
By Geoffrey Carton, David Hoffman and Col. J.C.
King, USA (Ret.)
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The objective of the U.S. Army’s
Recovered Chemical Warfare Materiel
(RCWM) Program is to ensure that appropriate response actions are taken to address
chemical warfare materiel, munitions with
an unknown liquid fill and other materials of interest (such as chemical agent
identifications sets) in the United States.
In compliance with applicable regulations,
the program addresses munitions recovered
during range clearance activities, investigates chemical warfare materiel sites, and
responds to emergencies to protect human
health and the environment.
Chemical warfare materiel, munitions

with an unknown liquid fill, and other
materials of interest may be present as a
result of past military production, testing
and training activities. Historically, the
burial of excess, obsolete or unserviceable
chemical warfare materiel, including in
the sea, was an accepted practice. Until
the late 1950s, disposal procedures typically consisted of burning and chemical
neutralization followed by burial. These
methods often left chemical agent residue or intact chemical warfare materiel.
Chemical warfare materiel also could have
remained on the surface or in the subsurface after live-fire training or testing.
The Military Engineer • January-February • 2016
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According to a 2012 National Research
Council report, “Remediation of Buried
Chemical Warfare Materiel,” there are nearly
250 chemical warfare materiel sites in the
United States. The cleanup costs of one site
in Washington, D.C.—the former World
War I American University Experiment
Station (AUES)—exceed $150 million.
In 2007, the Army cost-to-complete estimate for the known inventory of chemical
warfare materiel sites was between $2.5
billion and $17 billion. The actual cost will
depend on the remedy selected for each site.

CHEMICAL WEAPONS DEVELOPMENT

The history of substantive U.S. research
of chemical warfare began following the
Germans’ first successful chemical attack
in 1915. Upon its entry into World War I in
1917, the United States began an extensive
program to develop, test and manufacture
chemical weapons. This continued until
1969 when it ceased the production of lethal
chemical agents and chemical munitions,
and Congress effectively banned open-air
testing of lethal chemical agents. The United
States began producing binary chemical
warfare materiel in 1987, ceasing production
in 1990. In 1993, the United States signed
the Chemical Weapons Convention (which
went into force in 1997) prohibiting development, production, stockpiling and use of
chemical weapons and requiring destruction
of former production facilities and known
chemical warfare materiel.
Since available treatment for chemical
warfare materiel largely consisted of open
detonation or open burning, there was little
incentive to investigate or remediate sites
and, as such, recovery was handled on an
ad hoc basis. In 2001, the Army fielded
the Explosive Destruction System, its first
transportable, fully contained system for
treatment of chemical warfare materiel. The
successful demonstration of the system’s
capabilities—including on-site destruction at sites like AUES—has allowed the
Department of Defense to increase its
planned investigation of chemical warfare
materiel sites. However, the crews and
equipment that provide for the RCWM
Program Support Functions are limited.
Therefore, they must be managed to
ensure their availability for planned and
emergency responses as well as for other
The Military Engineer • No. 699

RCWM PROGRAM: BY THE NUMBERS

249: Total number of locations on chemical warfare material inventory in 30
states, Washington, D.C., Guam and the Virgin Islands.*
87: Percentage of locations on chemical warfare material inventory that are an
Army responsibility.**
30-plus: Projected years that it will take to complete the RCWM Program.
3,300-plus: Number of items assessed to determine fill.
2,000-plus: Number of items treated using explosive destruction technologies.
5,500-plus: Chemical agent identification set items destroyed in nine states.
2.5 billion to 17 billion: Cost estimate, in dollars, to complete the RCWM
Program, depending on remedy selected for each site.*
* Per 2007 RCWM Implementation Plan
** 64 percent are Army sites and 23 percent are Formerly Used Defense Sites
for which the Army is the lead agent
requirements (such as support to the
Department of State). Proactive management of the program’s portfolio of planned
responses and assets is vital to ensuring
requirements are met, costs are controlled,
and a duplication of efforts is avoided.
External constraints affecting the
program include public and regulatory
scrutiny, regulations preventing the interstate movement of RCWM, compliance
with the Chemical Weapons Convention,
and the involvement of numerous agencies.
The subsequent impacts of these constraints
include extending the timeline for regulatory review and approval; a strong preference for onsite treatment; notification of
treaty organizations and accommodation of
international inspections; and the complexity of interagency coordination.

IMPLEMENTING A PLAN

In 2005, the Under Secretary of Defense
for Acquisition, Technology & Logistics
directed the Secretary of the Army to
recommend how the RCWM Program
should be restructured and managed. The
Army developed an implementation plan
to address “the recovery and destruction of
buried chemical warfare materiel at active
installations and Formerly Used Defense
Sites subject to the Defense Environmental
Restoration Program.”
Understanding the need for resource
management, the implementation plan
was to examine the consolidation of the
associated resources for recovery and
destruction of buried chemical warfare

materiel sites into a single office within
the Army. In 2007, the Secretary of the
Army endorsed the RCWM Program
Implementation Plan. The plan’s scope was
expanded beyond Defense Environmental
Restoration Program sites to be able to
provide a comprehensive approach for
addressing every situation, regardless of
the site or circumstances of recovery, in
which chemical warfare materiel might
be encountered and require a provision of
RCWM Program support functions. This
expansion includes addressing explosives
or munitions emergencies in which munitions or other materials of interest with an
unknown liquid fill are encountered in the
public domain or during operational range
clearance activities.
The plan also includes provisions for
meeting other interagency requirements
on a reimbursable basis. This expansion
was necessary to avoid duplication of effort,
help ensure consistency, and allow for the
efficient work-loading of limited resources.
Over the past five years, deployments have
averaged 18 per year for assessment of
munitions with an unknown liquid fill and
two per year for destruction of RCWM.

FUNDING RESPONSE ACTIONS

Congress authorizes the Defense
Environmental Restoration Program
appropriation to fund environmental
response actions, with the exception of such
activities on operational ranges.
A separate and special appropriation—
the Chemical Agents and Munitions
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Historically, the burial of excess, obsolete
or unserviceable chemical warfare
materiel, including in the sea, was an
accepted practice. Until the late 1950s,
disposal procedures typically consisted
of burning and chemical neutralization
followed by burial. These methods often
left chemical agent residue or intact
chemical warfare materiel.

Operators prepare munitions for treatment in the Explosive Destruction System, a transportable system
that provides access to and neutralizes the chemical fill of munitions, all within a sealed stainless-steel
vessel. The system has processed more than 2,000 items since it entered service in 2001. PHOTO COURTESY U.S.
ARMY CHEMICAL MATERIALS ACTIVITY/RECOVERED CHEMICAL MATERIEL DIRECTORATE

Destruction, Defense (CAMD,D)—is
authorized for expenses for the destruction of other chemical warfare materiel that
are not in the chemical weapon stockpile.
CAMD,D funds the entire RCWM Program
support functions including:
• Assessment and destruction of RCWM,
at no cost to the supported activity.
• Sustainment of the crews and equipment
required for assessment and destruction
of RCWM.
• Required research, development, test and
evaluation of equipment improvements
to meet new requirements and to evaluate off-the-shelf technology to support
RCWM assessment and destruction.
• Explosives or munitions emergencies
involving munitions with an unknown
liquid fill or chemical warfare materiel.
• Archival research.
The base-level funding needed for
provision of the RCWM Program support
functions is estimated at $40 million to
$50 million annually, or $1.2 billon to
$1.5 billion in total assuming the program
extends for 30 years. A 2007 high-end
estimate of the total CAMD,D funding
required to complete every chemical
warfare materiel site was $16 billion—but
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that amount may be less depending on the
final remedy selected for each site as agreed
to by environmental regulators.
Because the Department of Defense is
accelerating the pace of chemical warfare
materiel site investigations, requirements
for provision of RCWM Program support
functions will likely increase. The program
requires keen forecasting to anticipate the
number and type of deployments and
when they might occur. This must be
done enough in advance to have funding,
crews and equipment available. The cost of
maintaining trained crews and specialized
equipment for provision of RCWM support
functions also is significant—requiring efficient management of program assets to
ensure every requirement is met, including
support of explosives or munitions emergencies. By effectively managing limited
resources, the RCWM Program continues
to meet applicable environmental and
safety requirements.

INTERAGENCY COLLABORATION

To ensure adequate funding and work
loading, the RCWM Program Integrating
Office works with each of the service’s
Active and BRAC Restoration Program

Managers, and the Formerly Used Defense
Sites Program to develop a five-year work
plan. CAMD,D funding is requested on a
six-year Program Objective Memorandum
cycle. It is necessary to identify the sites
where work will be performed, the nature
of the work, and to estimate the number
and kinds of munitions and chemical agents
that may be recovered far in advance.
Close and continuous coordination
between the services, installations and the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (as program
executor) is necessary to allow the RCWM
Program to synchronize known requirements with CAMD,D funding.

ENSURING SAFETY AND HEALTH

The RCWM Program faces numerous
challenges, including intense regulatory
and public scrutiny; uncertainties about
the quantity of munitions; compliance with
safety standards and applicable environmental laws and regulations; and public
perceptions about the potential dangers
associated with chemical agents.
Yet through close coordination with
numerous stakeholders, advance planning and effective budgeting, the program
is working to overcome these challenges to
create a safer tomorrow.
Geoffrey Carton is Senior Analyst, CALIBRE Systems Inc.;
301-807-2704, or geoff.carton@calibresys.com.
David Hoffman is Program Manager, Recovered Chemical
Warfare Materiel Program Integrating Office, U.S. Army
Chemical Materials Activity, Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Md.; 410-436-8728, or franklin.d.hoffman4.civ@mail.mil.
Col. J.C. King, USA (Ret.), is Director for Munitions and
Chemical Matters, Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary
of the Army for Environment, Safety & Occupational
Health; 703-697-5564, or james.c.king4.civ@mail.mil.
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Enabling Net Zero at Fort Bliss
Through the development of a
thorough Environmental Impact
Statement, leadership at Fort Bliss
has been able to gain an all-round
perspective of the impacts of proposed
actions in the installation’s pursuit of
net zero energy, water and waste.
By Timothy Canan, M.SAME, and David Plakorus,
M.SAME
For the U.S. Army, integrating sustainability into operations is critical to managing available resources, mitigating risk,
controlling costs and improving quality
of life for soldiers and local communities.
There is good reason for the Army to
embrace a net zero strategy. Lower energy
costs create savings that can be put to other
mission-critical priorities. Sustainable
energy development reduces reliance on
outside energy and water providers. A
net zero strategy also satisfies mandates
to lower the nation’s energy consumption
and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
By some estimates, the Department of
Defense accounts for 1 percent of U.S.
energy consumption and 80 percent of the
federal government’s use. Reports also show
that while potable water consumption at
defense facilities has decreased since 2008,
usage still topped 90-billion-gal in FY2013.
The U.S. Army alone consumes 40 percent
of this total.
The Army has made a massive effort
to embed sustainability into its culture—
integrating net zero thinking into planning, construction and operations. This
has included piloting and implementing
new solutions to reduce energy and water
demands. As part of these efforts, in 2011,
the Army selected installations to test a
net zero strategy. While most installations were designated as net zero in either
energy, water or solid waste, Fort Bliss, a
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Fort Bliss is one of two U.S. Army pilot installations (along with Fort Carson, Colo.) striving to achieve net
zero in energy, water and waste by 2020. IMAGES COURTESY FORT BLISS

1.12 million-acre post straddling Texas and
New Mexico, aims to achieve net zero in all
three components by 2020.
Capitalizing on previous Army initiatives and studies, Louis Berger completed
an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
aimed at helping Fort Bliss evaluate net zero
energy, water and solid waste initiatives.

UNDERSTANDING NET ZERO

The Army’s net zero strategy integrates
evolving best practices to manage energy,
water and waste at installations. Net zero for
energy means that an installation produces
as much energy on-site during a year as it
requires. A net zero water installation limits
consumption of fresh water resources and
returns water to the same watershed from
which it is sourced, thereby maintaining
nearby groundwater and surface water
resources. A net zero waste installation
reduces, reuses and recovers waste with
zero landfill requirements. The Army’s
approach has five interrelated steps: reduction; repurposing; recycling and composting; energy recovery; and disposal.

As a whole, the Army derives less than
2.1 percent of its energy from renewable
sources, and was required to more than
triple the amount of its renewable electricity by 2013 to meet the requirements of
the Energy Policy Act of 2005. Fort Bliss
previously derived less than 5 percent of
its energy from renewable sources—though
this was still more than twice the Army average. Additionally, the installation recycled
just 19 percent of solid waste in FY2009.
In 2011, Fort Bliss used 2.16-billion-gal
of potable water and 320-million-gal of
non-potable fresh water to irrigate its two
golf courses (despite overdrawn aquifers in
the drought-prone region).

LISTENING TO THE COMMUNITY

Three public engagement meetings were
held in 2012 during the EIS preparation to
identify concerns related to local resource
constraints and possible solutions. After
the draft EIS was made available for public
review, the Army held additional meetings in 2013 to discuss proposed actions,
alternatives and anticipated impacts.
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ANALYZING RENEWABLE TECHNOLOGIES

The Fort Bliss EIS outlines many possible energy conservation and reuse
approaches. The installation conducted a rigorous review of technologies and
installation sites available for net zero initiatives based on mission compatibility
and geophysical, cultural and environmental factors.
General conservation. Energy saving awareness campaigns were proposed,
as well as water and grid metering, efficient building renovation, technology
upgrades, low-impact developments, using permeable surfaces, and recycling
and repurposing. A Net Zero Communities Program would employ designs and
measures in military housing to conserve energy and water. Quick-to-implement
projects were included, comprising small-scale wind turbines and solar panels on
new buildings and carports.
Water reclamation. The report looked at how treated and reclaimed wastewater
could be routed through “purple pipelines” and put to secondary use for landscaping,
cleaning tactical vehicles, or in central cooling towers. Fort Bliss could produce an
estimated 375-million-gal of reclaimed water annually.
Waste-to-energy. Technologies analyzed in the report included an incinerator
to mass burn solid waste (which would reduce the amount ending up in landfills),
gasification, anaerobic digestion, fermentation and pyrolysis. Environmental analysis would be required prior to implementation of such technologies. Additionally,
a waste-to-energy plant was proposed, but ultimately rejected.
Geothermal energy. A geothermal resource that could be built and operated to
produce energy from hot water below the earth’s surface also was put forth in the
report (though further study is necessary). Both flash steam and binary power
plants also were examined.
Solar power. Fort Bliss would develop a 50-MW dry-cooled, concentrating solar
power parabolic trough facility on 300-acres of land in a training area.
Future technologies. Other renewable energy measures considered for Fort Bliss
included large-scale wind, solar photovoltaic facilities and using biomass. Such
projects would have to meet appropriate screening criteria presented in the EIS.
A number of smaller-scale actions did commence in 2014. These included the use
of energy saving awareness campaigns, efficient building renovation, technology
upgrades, low-impact developments, using permeable surfaces, and recycling and
repurposing as well as some small-scale wind turbines and solar panels on new
buildings and carports.
Significant public objection to the potential site of a waste-to-energy plant resulted
in its disqualification as an actionable
solution to achieve net zero. This reversal
demonstrated sensitivity to public opinion
that continued throughout the process.

BUILDING CLIMATE RESILIENCE

Net zero practices can make military
installations more climate resilient. While
resilience can be implemented on a facility-only basis, these practices can have a
broader regional application so that costs
and benefits of a technology (solar power
for instance) are distributed across the facility, community and region.
Another advantage of a net zero strategy
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is that it can be built into a region’s mutual
redundancy, whereby the facility and
system can operate independently but
maintain connectivity with surrounding
infrastructure and power critical facilities.
Integrating facility resilience with regional
resiliency can ensure that regional infrastructure will continue functioning during
extreme weather events. Host communities
may be more receptive to net zero measures
if they directly benefit through more resilient regional infrastructure systems.

OVERCOMING CHALLENGES

The development of the Fort Bliss EIS
encountered hurdles, including competing Army policies and occasional public

Fort Bliss needed a thorough Environmental
Impact Statement to evaluate the impact of
proposed actions in pursuit of its net zero goals.

objections. Still, overcoming the challenges
ultimately made the report stronger by
accommodating the needs of impacted
parties and positioning the installation as
a prime example of adaptability and resilience. Moreover, successful implementation
of the net zero strategy will lay the foundation for future integration with climate
resiliency initiatives, which have become
a driving force for facility development,
operations and maintenance.
Through the completion of the EIS, associated consultations with state and federal
agencies, and most importantly, through
public meetings and comments, Fort Bliss
has been able to gain an all-round perspective of the impact to the environment of its
proposed net zero actions.
With this intelligence, the base can adjust
the means to its long-term sustainability
goals and protect valued resources at a time
when resources are becoming increasingly
scarce, with the goal of securing its place
in a net zero future.
Timothy Canan, M.SAME, is Associate Vice President,
Environmental Planning, and David Plakorus, M.SAME,
is Environmental Planner, Louis Berger. They can be
reached at 202-303-2638, or tcanan@louisberger.com;
and 303-929-3637, or dplakorus@louisberger.com.
Vicki Hamilton, Brian Knight, John Kipp, Ph.D., John Barrera,
Dennis Wilke and BJ Tomlinson, Fort Bliss, and Pamela
Klinger, Army Environmental Command, contributed to
the development of the Fort Bliss Environmental Impact
Statement.
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Lighting the Way at Eglin
Replacing aging approach lights on
Runway 01/19 at Eglin AFB proved a
complex challenge, given the project’s
location in a sensitive wetland, the
need to use Enhanced Use Lease funds,
and the requirement to complete
construction in a shortened timeline.
By Melinda Rogers, EIT, M.SAME, and Glenn Wagner
Located in the panhandle of Florida
and comprising portions of Santa Rosa,
Okaloosa and Walton Counties, Eglin AFB
is a gem of the Emerald Coast. Containing
724-mi² of reservation that is mostly rangeland and 126,064-mi² of over-water ranges
in the Gulf of Mexico, the installation’s
airspace, range and test areas are a national
asset—both for the mission capabilities they
offer and their environmental diversity.
Operated and maintained by the 96th Test
Wing within Air Force Materiel Command,
Eglin AFB serves several Department of
Defense components that are responsible
for the complete weapon-system lifecycle—
from concept through to development,
acquisition, experimental testing, procurement, operational testing, and then final
employment in combat. The installation has
a rich history that dates back to its beginnings in 1935. With this rich history also
comes aging infrastructure.

AN INFRASTRUCTURE CONCERN

Of particular concern for Base Civil
Engineers was the approach lighting at
the north end of Runway 01/19. Existing
creosote-treated structures, which were
originally constructed in 1970, were
becoming structurally unsound due to
their age. They had light fixtures that were
obsolete and they did not meet current
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
frangibility requirements.
Furthermore, the structures presented
The Military Engineer • No. 699

The Runway 01/19 approach lights at Eglin AFB are located in Toms Creek, a wetland area designated
as habitat for the federally listed Okaloosa darter. The entire global population of this species is found in
the tributaries and channels of Toms, Turkey, Mill, Swift, Turkey-Bolton and Rocky Creeks. PHOTO BY SAM KING

a safety hazard for airfield lighting craftsmen, as the lights could only be accessed by
climbing up 40-ft rungs on the side of the
poles. At no time, however, was there ever
a safety concern or compromise to safety
with respect to aircraft operations or the
flying community.
Another complicating factor was that the
approach lights were located in Toms Creek,
a wetland area designated as habitat for the
federally listed Okaloosa darter. The entire
global population of this species is found in
the tributaries and main channels of Toms,
Turkey, Mill, Swift, Turkey-Bolton and
Rocky Creeks, which drain into two bayous
of Choctawhatchee Bay. Eglin AFB has
management responsibility for 90 percent
of the 176-mi² drainage area. The remaining
portions of the watershed are within the
urban areas of Niceville and Valparaiso.
At issue were the timber approach light
structures, which were pressure-treated
with creosote that was leaching into the
water. This presented a major concern for
the Okaloosa darter habitat.

MISSION-DRIVEN RENOVATION

The primary purposes of the renovation project were mission-driven: to bring
aircraft approach lighting up to current
FAA frangibility standards and to provide
a safe platform for craftsmen to perform
maintenance on the aircraft approach lights.
Additionally, the project sought to prevent
environmental impacts to the wetlands and
to improve the Okaloosa darter habitat.
The scope of the repair work was to
replace the eight light structures at the end
of Runway 01/19 with new FAA-approved
frangible fixtures and add ladders with
safety cages for ascending and descending
the light platforms.
For several years, this requirement
remained unfunded due to limited sustainment, restoration and modernization
dollars available for base infrastructure as
a result of funds being allocated to overseas
contingency operations.
Meanwhile, Eglin AFB’s Enhanced Use
Lease (EUL) Program started gaining
steam. Through EULs, the U.S. Air Force
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commercial access drive and the west side
is constrained by a steep hill that leads up
to Runway 01/19. To provide safe access to
the lights for maintenance, HDR’s design
included platforms 15-ft to 20-ft above the
boardwalk, and light structures that crank
down to the platform level. The design also
required that the existing creek be temporarily bridged during construction in order
to access and install the two structures closest to the runway.

PROJECT TIMELINE

The primary purposes of the Runway 01/19 approach lights renovation project were to bring aircraft
approach lighting up to current Federal Aviation Administration frangibility standards and to provide a
safe platform for craftsmen to perform maintenance on the aircraft approach lights. PHOTO BY BOB MILLER

leases under-utilized, non-excess real
property assets to commercial developers or municipalities for fair market value
rent. This rent is normally received by the
Air Force as payment-in-kind projects.
At Eglin, an easement was granted to the
Mid-Bay Bridge Authority for an 11-mi toll
road across federal property. As payment
for this easement, the Mid-Bay Bridge
Authority performed numerous infrastructure projects around the base that were
requested by Eglin’s civil engineering leadership. Reinvesting EUL dollars into aging
base infrastructure is a concept that can
be modeled at other defense installations.

BUILDING SYNERGY

Beginning in 2011, Eglin’s civil engineers
teamed with HDR to provide the environmental assessment, design and permitting
services. The HDR team, including environmental, electrical, airfield, and structural
design experts, worked closely with the
base team to ensure success. The synergy
among so many base components—including operations, asset management, environmental, planning, design and construction
personnel, along with the close involvement
of the airfield manager—was a unique and
rewarding aspect of the work.
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Another complicating factor was that
the approach lights were located in
Toms Creek, a wetland area designated
as habitat for the federally listed
Okaloosa darter. The entire global
population of this species is found in
the tributaries and main channels of
Toms, Turkey, Mill, Swift, Turkey-Bolton
and Rocky Creeks, which drain into two
bayous of Choctawhatchee Bay.
The project presented a number of
technical challenges to overcome: a
limited construction area and equipment
access; the need to bridge the creek during
construction activities; maintaining a bad
weather landing capability; maintaining
a full flying schedule; and working in an
environmentally sensitive area.
The design team excelled in overcoming each of these challenges. The site is
constrained on all sides. The creek meanders right through the middle while there
are wetlands on the north and south sides.
The east side is constrained by the base

The project’s truncated timeline
presented another challenge. The renovation was scheduled so that the bulk of
heavy construction involving lighting
structures was conducted through the fall
and winter months (September 2013 to
February 2014), when winds patterns are
predominantly from the north. Because
most aircraft land from the south approach,
possible north approach runway closures
would be significantly reduced or eliminated. Air traffic controllers had to continue
a normal fly schedule with only one runway
and limited use of the other.
Additionally, with the work being
conducted in an environmentally sensitive area, an Environmental Assessment
needed to be performed for the Air Force.
Regulatory agencies were consulted early
about the approach to replacing the lighting structures. Headquarters Air Force
Materiel Command signed a Finding of
No Practicable Alternative for the project.

BENEFICIAL IMPACTS

The project team turned each of the challenges into opportunities to excel. The Air
Force awarded construction to EMR Inc. on
Aug. 29, 2013, for $1.7 million, with work
beginning on Sept. 17, 2013. The approach
lights construction was completed on Sept.
16, 2014, and the system has been in operation since that time.
Airfield lighting craftsmen no longer
have the safety concerns they once had,
the waters of Toms Creek are cleaner, and
the habitat is safe for the Okaloosa darter.
Melinda Rogers, EIT, M.SAME, is Chief, Environmental
Assets Section, and Glenn Wagner is Realty Specialist,
Real Property Management Section, Eglin AFB, Fla. They
can be reached at 850-882-0143, or melinda.rogers.1@
us.af.mil; and 850-882-9046, or glenn.wagner@us.af.mil.
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Delivering Value to the Nation
The Chicago District of the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers is using innovative
project management processes to find
success with two Civil Works projects
that have faced major regulatory and
environmental challenges.
By Lt. Col. Kevin J. Lovell, PMP, M.SAME, USA
For the Chicago District of the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (USACE), two ongoing
projects in the western suburbs of Chicago
epitomize the value of Civil Works infrastructure to the economy, the environment
and the nation. Achieving success with these
complex projects, which have undergone
numerous legislative, authorization and
funding changes, has demanded Chicago
District to incorporate groundbreaking
project management methods, including
innovative planning processes to reduce
risk and advanced change management
and scope-of-work refinement processes to
deliver cutting-edge facilities that increase
return on investment.
The Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal
(CSSC) Electric Barrier is a critical component in reducing the risk of transfer of Asian
Carp from the Mississippi River to the Great
Lakes while facilitating commercial transportation on the canal. This project, located
southwest of Chicago, helps protect several
industries, including the $4 billion per year
recreational fishing industry. It also supports
tug and barge transportation that moves
10-million-T of cargo through the barrier.
Just north, in Chicago’s western suburbs,
the McCook Reservoir connects to the
tunnel portion of the Tunnel and Reservoir
Plan, a system designed to address historical flooding in the area. When completed,
the McCook Reservoir will hold up to
10-billion-gal of combined sewer overflow
that is produced during area high volume
rain events. The project will prevent $100
million in damages annually.
The Military Engineer • No. 699

The McCook Reservoir will hold up to 10-billion-gal when completed. The project has required the
mining of almost 470-million-ft³ and more than 38-million-T of limestone. USACE CHICAGO DISTRICT PHOTOS

THE DEMONSTRATION BARRIER

The Sanitary District of Chicago built the
CSSC in 1900 to address disease concerns
from fresh water contamination caused by
Chicago River sanitary flow to the fresh
water intakes. The CSSC reversed the river’s
flow and created a water based pathway that
eventually leads to the Mississippi River
watershed. This effort connected Chicago,
home of the nation’s largest rail hub, with
states on the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers.
Nearly 100 years later, Congress passed
the National Invasive Species Act in 1996.
This legislation addressed potential migration of aquatic invasive species between the
watersheds and gave Chicago District an
opportunity to develop solutions to answer
a growing national security concern. The
district’s first innovation was to organize
a team to define the problem and develop
potential solutions. The Barrier Advisory
Team, with members and experts from the
public and private sector and academia,
recommended construction of an electric,
non-physical barrier.
The next innovation was the use of

existing standard and proprietary control
technology in a way never used before.
Smith-Root Inc. had previously paired its
proprietary control technology with existing electrical elements to create a pulsed
electric field. Chicago District awarded the
company a fully federally-funded contract
to construct a Demonstration Barrier in
FY2000. This proof of principle project
was operational in 2002, and pushed the
envelope of non-physical barrier concepts
and technology. No one had used technology in this manner or on this scale. While
other electric barriers existed, none tackled
this magnitude of an area underwater using
pulsed electrical current through electrodes
to create an in water electric field across the
202-ft width by 24-ft depth cross section.

DEALING WITH CHANGE

In the early 2000s, the State of Illinois
requested a second larger and more
permanent barrier. A prohibition on new
projects required Chicago District to
use a different acquisition and funding
model, which was a significant change.
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Congress authorized Barrier II through the
Continuing Authorities Program in 2005
with Illinois filling the required cost share
partner role. Another wrinkle occurred
when the partners agreed to construct
redundant and independent facilities—now
designated as Barrier II A and Barrier II B.
USACE awarded a Sole Source Contract to
Smith-Root to construct the Barrier II A
building and specialized electrical systems.
Chicago District instituted several
technological changes based on lessons
learned and independent study by the
Illinois Historical Survey and the U.S. Army
Engineer Research & Development Center,
which suggested an increase in power generation and associated mechanical systems
upgrades. While the Demonstration Barrier
generated 0.4-MW of power, both Barriers
II A and II B generate 1.5-MW. They provide
a significant improvement in aquatic invasive species deterrence.

FUNDING CHALLENGES AND
PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

During construction of Barrier II, the
first half of the redundancy condition,
Congress passed the Water Resources
Development Act of 2007 (WRDA). This
legislation directed a reversal of the Barrier
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Nearly 100 years later, Congress
passed the National Invasive Species
Act in 1996. This legislation addressed
potential migration of aquatic invasive
species between the watersheds and
gave Chicago District an opportunity to
develop solutions to answer a growing
national security concern.
II project funding back from cost sharing
to a fully federally-funded project. This
removed Illinois as a funding partner.
Barrier II A came on line in April 2009.
WRDA 2007 directed the upgrade of
the Demonstration Barrier to a permanent
facility, and directed study of the facility’s
effectiveness in a deliberate manner. While
constructing Barrier II A, Chicago District
simultaneously planned Barrier II B, and
completed four separate Efficacy Studies
(January 2010, April 2010, June 2010,
September 2011) and later completed a fifth
(September 2015). These identified additional construction projects and changes
to the electrical settings, or operating

parameters. The Assistant Secretary of the
Army for Civil Works has approved four of
the reports to date and many recommendations have been implemented.
The project managers integrated a 13-mi
physical barrier between the CSSC and the
Des Plaines River; installation of sluice gate
screens at the O’Brien Lock and Dam on
the Calumet-Sag Channel; and the barrier
facilities’ electric pulses duration, frequency
and magnitude. These features increased
the deterrence of potential fish passage
in the CSSC including improving the
system’s effectiveness against smaller fish.
The Efficacy Study efforts will continue to
reevaluate the district’s ability to protect the
Great Lakes and Mississippi River basins.
Chicago District met the desire for system
redundancy with the completion of Barrier
II B. E.P. Doyle and Son LLC constructed
the building, while Smith-Root completed
the specialized electrical systems. There are
several integrated upgrades over Barrier
II A. These include a closed loop cooling
system and structural features such as blast
doors, to address enhancements identified
during Barrier II A’s operation. Barrier II B
came on line in April 2011.
WRDA also directed the construction of
the latest barrier project, Barrier I. USACE
The Military Engineer • January-February • 2016
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The Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal Electric
Barrier is critical to protecting the Great Lakes
and Mississippi River Basins from aquatic
invasive species, while facilitating commercial
transportation on the canal.

again awarded a competitive contract to
E.P. Doyle in 2014 to construct the facility
building, with an estimated completion
date in 2017. Award of the specialized electrical systems is currently pending. This
facility represents another leap in capability
as Barrier I will produce 4.3-MW of power
with additional upgrades to facility structural elements and mechanical systems.

THE NEXT STEPS

Chicago District completed a Great Lakes
and Mississippi River Interbasin Study in
January 2014, laying the groundwork for
future solution sets. This study presented a
range of technologies and options to deter or
prevent aquatic invasive species movement.
USACE Chicago and Rock Island
Districts also continue to examine feasible
aquatic nuisance control technologies for the
Brandon Road Lock and Dam near Joliet, Ill.
A study is expected to be completed in 2019.
Potential technologies may include more
sophisticated electric barrier technologies or
facilities inside an engineered transportation
channel near the lock and dam.

FLOOD RISK MANAGEMENT

The Chicagoland area has experienced
significant population growth beginning
The Military Engineer • No. 699

around 1840 through today. That growth
has led to increased wastewater volume and
a loss in permeable area to absorb precipitation. The Tunnel and Reservoir Plan,
commissioned in the 1970s, was developed
to address the numerous occurrences of
serious area flooding over the years.
Congress authorized the McCook
Reservoir project in 1988. Prior to construction getting underway, however, legislation
in 1996 directed the most significant project change that Chicago District may have
ever received: move the reservoir from its
original location to a new site. This could
have increased the timeline up to nine years
and halted simultaneous tunneling efforts.
Project managers addressed potential cost
and schedule growth with a rarely used
Special Re-Evaluation Report process.
They detailed a no-cost growth solution
and saved four to six years. The project
gained its required local sponsor when the
Metropolitan Water Reclamation District
signed on in 1999.
Construction on the reservoir finally
started in 2002. Project management and
construction staffs utilized technical subject
matter expertise to protect the existing
groundwater aquifer. The delivery team
integrated upgraded pump hardware in the
main tunnel and installed several features
in the vertical walls surrounding the entire
area. These included a slurry wall and the
largest triple row grout curtain in North
America. The team used four separate stabilization methods on the reservoir’s vertical
slopes: soil nail walls, gabion walls, Geocell,
and block retaining walls.
The last pioneering elements are
contained in the Final Reservoir Preparation
contract, which was awarded in 2015. These
include hydraulic structures as well as an
aeration system.
This last contract should result in Phase 1
completion at the end of 2017 and the initial
capacity for 3.6-billion-gal of combined
storm and sanitary sewer water overflow.
The McCook Reservoir’s sheer magnitude places it in a class of its own. Stage 1
required the mining of almost 470-millionft³ and more than 38-million-T of limestone. The concept to build a reservoir
by quarrying out this much limestone is
rare. Generally, rain water and run-off
fill existing limestone quarries to a static

level after quarry operations are complete
and the servicing pumps are turned off.
The Chicago District team designed this
facility to support the dynamic flow of
massive amounts of combined storm and
sanitary water without contaminating area
waterways or aquifers. This was done in
an area with zero degrees of geographical
freedom as the site is constrained by I-55
and the CSSC on the long sides, and a series
of sludge drying beds on another.
Upon Congressional authorization, Phase
2 will provide an additional 6.4-billiongal of storage. Construction can be done
while Phase 1 is operational. The required
removal of almost 70-million-T of material
will provide regional and national impacts
that cannot be overstated. It will enhance
the quality of life for the nation’s third largest metropolitan area through flood risk
reduction and improved water quality.
This $670 million project will mitigate
the crippling floods of the last 160 years
and pay for itself within six to seven years.
The stored combined sewer overflow that
previously flowed into area water courses,
neighborhoods and residents’ homes will
flow to treatment plants prior to release.

FUTURE EFFORTS AND IMPACTS

The CSSC Barrier Complex and McCook
Reservoir represent systematic increases
in aquatic invasive species movement
deterrence and flood risk reduction. One
helps simultaneously protect the Great
Lakes while supporting industry and
national commerce activities between Lake
Michigan and New Orleans. The other will
prevent $100 million a year in flood-related
and environmental damages.
USACE Chicago District and delivery
team project management and technical
staffs produced cutting-edge technological,
design and process paradigms to address
two very complex challenges.
These projects have leveraged opportunities to address serious environmental, flood
risk management, and water quality challenges for millions of people in the region
while protecting the largest available water
source in the world.
Lt. Col. Kevin J. Lovell, PMP, M.SAME, USA, is Deputy
Commander, USACE Chicago District; 312-846-5301, or
kevin.j.lovell@usace.army.mil.
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Green From the Top Down

Increasing the Use of Vegetated Roof Systems
Greater utilization of “green roofs”
throughout the Department of Defense
on new construction projects and
renovations would offer sustainable
economic and environmental benefits.
By Capt. Katherine Sievers, M.SAME, USAF
The commitment of the Department of
Defense (DOD) to reduce energy usage
and lower dependence on fossil fuels can
be difficult to meet with current security
requirements. The extensive installation of
vegetated roof systems or “green roofs” on
current and future buildings across DOD
would aid the department in reaching a pair
of its key goals: decreasing facility energy
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intensity by 37.5 percent by 2020; and ensuring that redevelopment projects of 5,000-ft²
or more maintain pre‐development hydrology to the maximum extent feasible.
The DOD Strategic Sustainability
Performance Plan states the vision for the
department is to “maintain the ability to
operate into the future without decline—
either in the mission or in the natural and
man-made systems that support it.” The
plan calls for sustainability to be woven
into the everyday fabric of DOD’s mission.
Green roofs may offer a cost-effective
balance between sustainability and security
to aid in meeting these goals.
Green roofs have become increasingly
popular in the United States and provide
a myriad of benefits, including decreasing
the amount of energy used for heating and
cooling; reducing the intensity and quantity
of stormwater run-off; filtering stormwater run-off; mitigating urban heat island

effects; decreasing long-term maintenance;
improving outdoor air quality; and extending the lifespan of a roof.
Green roofs can be considered in two
main categories: extensive or intensive
roofs. Intensive roofs have a thicker growing medium (>15-cm), which allows for
plants with longer root profiles and a
larger variety of vegetation. Intensive roofs
give the appearance of a park and can be
used as green space if access is included
in the design. This type of roof provides
environmental and social benefits, but
generally requires more maintenance and
is much heavier. Extensive roofs have a
much shallower growing medium (2-cm to
15-cm), and can sustain only small grasses
or succulents. Extensive roofs are lighter
and may be self-sustaining when designed
and planted properly. Due to their lighter
weight, extensive roofs often can be retrofitted on existing buildings.
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(Left) A 19,000-ft² green roof installed on the
21st Space Wing Headquarters at Peterson
AFB, Colo., in 2007, was designed to decrease
energy consumption and stormwater run-off. It
uses Sedum, a regional plant that is resistant to
drought. U.S. AIR FORCE PHOTO BY LEA JOHNSON
(Right) The green roof of the U.S. Coast Guard
Headquarters covers more than 550,000-ft² and
provides both environmental and social benefits.
PHOTO COURTESY GSA

ADVANTAGES AND CHALLENGES

A prevalent alternative to using green
roofs to reduce energy consumption
in facilities is ground level tree shade.
However, this option carries more risk.
Shading can reduce annual cooling
energy by 10 percent to 50 percent, but
the vegetation can provide hiding places for
malicious actors. Current security policy
directs landscape planting to appropriately
screen and protect the facility without
providing concealed areas. In some cases,
this requirement can eliminate the use of
the dense vegetation that provides the most
energy savings for facilities.
Although shade may offer benefits at
a lower initial cost, green roofs are more
sensible for sensitive facilities. Large
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vegetation on the rooftops of sensitive
buildings also may pose a security risk, yet
studies have shown that low lying shrubs
and succulents, not trees or bushes, provide
the best energy reduction. Proper plant
selection can optimize energy savings with
low-maintenance plants that are resistant to
disease, drought and temperature extremes.
Using these plants on an intensive roof can
provide maximum benefit while providing
minimal cover for malicious actors.
There are challenges to implementing
green roofs, especially on retrofits:
• The design of the facility may not structurally support the additional weight.

• Installation costs can be much higher
compared to traditional roofs.
• Complex root structures and increased
water retention may cause leaks if the
waterproofing membrane is breached.
• Unwelcome insects may be drawn to the
vegetation.
• Plant selection may be limited given
varying climate conditions.
Even with these challenges, however,
green roofs remain a viable alternative as
proper engineering and design will eliminate the majority of concerns—leaving the
long-term benefits to outweigh the shortterm impediments.
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municipalities also provide stormwater
credits to facilities with green roofs, which
can lead to additional cost savings.
New facilities may benefit from reduced
on-site stormwater infrastructure and
expensive run-off treatment requirements
while existing facilities may benefit from
stormwater credits. All communities and
ecosystems, especially areas sensitive to
flash flooding and climate change, would
benefit from decreased stormwater run-off.

LEADING BY EXAMPLE

A green roof was installed on the Legal Service Office at Naval Station Norfolk, Va., in 2010. U.S. NAVY PHOTO
BY PETTY OFFICER 3RD CLASS SAMANTHA ROBINETT

REDUCING ENERGY CONSUMPTION

The building sector is responsible for
about 40 percent of all energy consumption in the United States; approximately
one-third of that building energy usage is
for heating and cooling. Due to the sheer
size of this heating and cooling load, incrementally reducing energy consumption can
lead to a large net reduction in energy use.
Green roofs on multilevel facilities have
been found to decrease energy used for
heating and cooling by 25 percent to as
much as 80 percent, equating to a total
annual savings of energy consumption in
conditioned buildings of up to 15 percent.
As a secondary benefit of less energy use,
some facilities have seen an increase in the
service life of heating and cooling systems.
Green roofs can extend the life of a roof
by three-times that of a conventional roof.
They decrease temperature extremes on
the surface, shield the membrane from
UV rays, and provide a barrier for physical damage. Green roofs also can decrease
the average daily maximum temperature
of a roof by 40°F relative to conventional
roofs. Although the installation of a green
roof may cost three- to six-times a conventional roof, the lifecycle extension has been
proven to increase its net present value.
A study from researchers with the
University of Michigan, “Green Roof
Valuation: A Probabilistic Economic
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Analysis of Environmental Benefits,”
assessed changes in net present value based
on varying levels of energy consumption,
stormwater run-off and conventional roof
replacement over 40 years. The study found
the net present value increased by up to 40
percent, though it noted the assessment was
only for facilities retrofitted with green roofs,
not new builds. Savings in reduced on-site
stormwater management and decreased
infrastructure from reduced HVAC system
loads could contribute to increases in net
present value for new construction.

MANAGING STORMWATER RUN-OFF

Stormwater run-off has received
increased focus due to urban development
and growth overwhelming the infrastructure of many cities, especially where sewer
and stormwater systems are combined.
The capacity of existing systems is already
exceeded in many storms, leading to the
release of raw sewage into local bodies of
water. Coupled with higher intensity storm
events projected for many regions of the
country due to climate change, a focus on
stormwater and maintaining or improving
existing hydrologic conditions is appropriate. Green roofs have been shown to
decrease runoff by up to 87 percent, with
an average reduction of 60 percent to 70
percent depending on the roof geometry,
decreasing overall stormwater flow. Certain

In 2013, a green roof was installed on
the new U.S. Coast Guard Headquarters in
Washington, D.C. Measuring 557,000-ft²—
making it at the time the second largest
green roof in the United States and the third
largest in the world—it was designed to
reduce stormwater run-off by 47 percent,
a significant contribution for an area where
0.75-in of precipitation causes a release of
raw sewage. Building occupants can use the
roof ’s extensive courtyards and gardens for
walking, meetings and breaks.
Across the U.S. Air Force, green roofs are
installed at Andrews, Ramstein, Peterson,
Offutt, Nellis and Tyndall AFBs and the
technology is identified in future projects.
The U.S. Navy and U.S. Army have utilized
green roofs on some new and existing projects. The General Services Administration
has incorporated green roofs on 61 of its
buildings and projects (including the Coast
Guard Headquarters). The agency’s total
green roof portfolio is 2.2 million-ft².
The use of green roofs should be considered when constructing new facilities
throughout DOD and also evaluated as a
retrofit option. Starting in January 2016,
cadets at the U.S. Air Force Academy will
research the most effective green roof
construction and plant selection for the
Colorado area. Similar research and case
studies of existing green roofs in every
region will ensure that vegetated root
systems are a self-sustaining, cost-effective
and energy-efficient solution.
Capt. Katherine W. Sievers, M.SAME, USAF, is Instructor,
Department of Civil & Environmental Engineering, U.S.
Air Force Academy, Colo.; 719-333-9768, or katherine.
sievers@usafa.edu.
The views in this article are those of the author and do
not reflect official policy or position of the U.S. Air Force,
Department of Defense, or U.S. government.
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PROFESSIONAL INSIGHTS: BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

The Lost Art of Personal Calling
In marketing professional services in
this new environment, it is not just who
you know, but who knows you.
By Ronald J. Hubbard, AIA, NCARB, F.SAME

on what the company does and your federal
project experience; and another 10 minutes
discussing the agency and its future projects. Then thank your listener and go on to
your next appointment.
Set up a schedule of agencies/individuals
to call on throughout the year. Primary
agencies are those closest to your office
that are the most active in design and
construction and have the greatest potential
for work. Call on these at least six times a
year. Secondary agencies are those that have
a couple of good projects in FEDBIZOPPS
each year and should be visited three to four
times. Tertiary agencies have a project or
so every year and should be visited one to
two times. Yes, these visits take the time
of your marketing staff or principals. But
the time it takes you is about 25 percent of
the A+ grade a winning firm receives after
being selected. The more selection board
members know of you and your firm, the
more likely it is your firm will be selected.

Marketing professional services today
requires a fresh approach—but not necessarily a new one. Allocating resources to
research lists of project sponsors and make
contacts via broad-based means is less likely
to work in the future. There are fewer projects, the competition is fiercer, and these
methods do not set your business apart.
Government agencies have many people
who sit on architecture/engineering selection committees. Most U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers districts and Naval Facilities
Engineering Command component
commands have 35 to 40 people eligible
to sit on pre-selection and final selection MAKING LASTING CONNECTIONS
committees (mainly division chiefs and
Prepare the best possible SF330s; make
section chiefs who are licensed engineers calls at the agency or installation where
or architects). The Department of State’s projects are located; and make the best
Overseas Buildings
Operations has
more than 100.
Primary agencies are those closest to your office that are the
Standard Form
most active in design and construction and have the greatest
SF330 Part A and
Part B permit very potential for work. Call on these at least six times a year.
little creativity. How
can you distinguish
your business from others? Pick up the possible short-list presentation. If any of
phone. Make calls. Put yourself in front of as these elements are neglected or left out,
many people as you can. Use good market- achieving a passing grade is near impossible.
ing materials such as custom brochures and
There are many reasons firms neglect
a five-minute digital presentation.
personal marketing, whether it is the
complexities attendant to setting up
REACHING DECISION-MAKERS
appointments, or the time it takes to
To reach decision-makers you first need conduct visits. But in addition to utilizing
to make a list of positions in organizations social media as well as traditional marketthat comprise the pre-selection and final ing, the oldest branding technique of all—
selection committees. Make a list of 10 to 15 the handshake—is as important as ever in
people you can call on in a day, one every 30 this new environment.
minutes. Make appointments several days
J. Hubbard, AIA, NCARB, F.SAME, is President/
in advance. Spend a few minutes introduc- Ronald
CEO, C+H Associates Inc.; 703-830-8100, or
ing yourself and your role, five to 10 minutes rhubbard@candh-associates.com.
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BUILDING KEY CONTACTS

Each public affairs office usually
has an organization chart that lists
the key personnel in engineering and
construction offices for federal agencies. Making sure these individuals
know you and your firm’s capabilities is critical to long-term success
in developing your business.
Deputy, District Engineer
Director of Program & Project Management
Chief, Engineering Division
Assistant Chief, Engineering Division
Chief, Military Programs
Chief, Design Branch
Assistant Chief, Design Branch
Chief, Installation Support Branch
Chief, Architectural Section
Chief, Civil Engineering Section
Chief, Geotechnical Engineering Section
Chief, Structural Engineering Section
Chief, Mechanical Engineering Section
Chief, Electrical Engineering Section
Chief, Cost Engineering Section
Chief, Specifications Section
Chief, Master Planning Section
Chief, Emergency Management Branch
Chief, Contracting Division
Chief, Small and Disadvantaged Business
Utilization
Assistant Chief, Contracting Division
Chief, Construction Division
Assistant Chief, Construction Division
Chief, Planning, Environmental and
Regulatory Division
Chief, Regulatory Branch
Chief, Environmental Engineering Branch
Chief, Planning Branch
Chief, Environmental Resource Branch
Chief, Contract Administration Branch
Chief, Real Estate Division
Chief, Acquisition Branch
Chief, Appraisal Branch
Chief, Management & Disposal Branch
Chief, Planning & Control Branch
Chief, Operations Division
Chief, Management Support Branch
Chief, Maintenance Branch
Chief, Natural Resources & Recreation Branch
Chief, Reservoir Control Branch
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2015 SAME Small Business Conference Highlights
10 years after Hurricane Katrina, the 2015 SAME Small Business Conference drew more than 2,000 attendees to New Orleans for three days
of education, training, networking and business development all tailored to providing small businesses in the A/E/C industry with the information
and insight they need to help support the missions of the federal government. Highlights included keynote speeches by global business advisor
David Nour, and Lt. Gen. Russel Honoré, USA (Ret.), former Commander of Joint Task Force Katrina; a sold-out exhibit hall showcasing more
than 250 exhibitors; a panel discussion featuring senior military and federal engineering leadership; matchmaking sessions pairing small
businesses with federal agencies and potential large business teaming partners; more than a dozen hours of business opportunity briefings;
and a technical tour of the Greater New Orleans Hurricane and Storm Damage Risk Reduction System. Thank you to all attendees, exhibitors,
speakers and 61 sponsors for making the 2015 SAME Small Business Conference a success! To see more photos from the conference, visit
SAME’s Flickr page; event presentations are available at www.same.org/presentations. PHOTOS BY GEORGE LONG PHOTOGRAPHY
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2016 – An Exciting Year Ahead!
Happy New Year! This year will be exciting, as we start our journey towards our Centennial.
SAME’s national office is postured to support Posts, support our national direction and enhance
our national reputation.
We have earmarked great investments for Post-level activities—especially those
aimed at our new Industry-Government Engagement Plan, our membership drive and our member participation campaign. I am also excited about
the new SAME website, which allows Posts to have webpages that are
fully integrated with the SAME national website and member database.
This will greatly enhance the effectiveness of our communications! SAME has more than 100 Posts around
the world; being aware of what everyone is doing will be a tremendous resource. In fact, the new website will
feature a unified calendar of Post, regional and national events. This functionality has incredible potential. The
big push we need will be to keep information on all websites current, concise and updated on a consistent basis.
At the national level, several events highlight an exciting year ahead:
• Facilities Management Workshop (San Antonio • Feb. 25-26). Working with IMCOM, IFMA, APPA,
APWA and AFE, we will provide a top-notch training and certification event for facility managers.
• CEO/Presidents Roundtable (Alexandria, Va. • March 8). This will be the first event in support of our
new Industry-Government Engagement Plan.
• DOD & Federal Agency Program Briefings/Fellows Investiture/Golden Eagle Awards Dinner (Alexandria,
Va. • March 8-10). We have two tremendous Golden Eagle Award recipients, Adm. Vern Clark, USN
(Ret.), and Lt. Gen. Robert Van Antwerp, F.SAME, USA (Ret.), and a great new class of 24 SAME Fellows.
• Transition Workshop & Job Fair (Linthicum, Md. • March 23-24). We will continue to support transitioning servicemembers and other SAME members looking for new career opportunities.
• Critical Infrastructure Symposium (Charleston, S.C. • April 3-5). This year’s theme is “Resilience: An
Infrastructure, Social and Economic Imperative.”
• Joint Engineer Training Conference (Phoenix • May 24-26). The premiere engineer training conference
is headed to the Valley of the Sun; the Phoenix Post is already engaged and planning is well underway.
• Europe Joint Engineer Training Symposium (Frankfurt, Germany • July 12-14). This will be the first
opportunity in four years to support our Posts in Europe with a leading education and training symposium.
• Post Leaders Workshop (St. Petersburg, Fla. • Aug. 28-30). We will continue the important work of
training Post leaders how to recruit, manage and retain volunteers.
• Small Business Conference (Atlanta • Nov. 14-16). We will further expand the participation of other
federal agencies to enhance the value for government and industry attendees.
Two events in particular encapsulate how we are working to achieve the 2020 SAME Strategic Plan. The first
is the Facilities Management Workshop. We have been developing the program based in part on feedback we
gained from meeting with military leadership, that there is a real need for training and certification for facility
managers in the services. Through our partnership with IFMA and others we are providing a solution to a
government need. The other event is the Europe Joint Engineer Training Symposium. Increasing public sector
membership is one of our key efforts. The European Region along with the Pacific Region are forward-deployed
locations where SAME has had an enduring presence. We want to continue to invest in these regions to give
current and potential members who locate to these areas strong and vibrant Posts they can support.
To all our members, thanks for all you do for our nation, our profession and SAME. Here’s to a great 2016!
Brig. Gen. Joseph “Joe” Schroedel, P.E., F.SAME, USA (Ret.)
SAME Executive Director
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REDESIGNED
WEBSITE LAUNCHES

Have you seen the
new SAME website?
The redesigned site
launched in December
and includes a number
of new features that are
designed to make your
experience as an SAME
member easier—including an integrated local,
regional and national
event calendar function that will allow you
to see what is going on
both nearby and nationally so you can best take
advantage of career and
volunteer opportunities.
As part of the redesign, a number of Posts have had
their webpages redesigned and now
are hosted through SAME’s site. This
new setup gives all participating Posts
a turnkey template that matches the
look and feel of the national website.
What’s more, the new SAME
website is mobile friendly! Whether
you view it on your desktop, laptop or
smart phone, all content and menus
(including Post webpages) will format
to fit the screen.
Visit www.same.org today…and let
us know what you think!

SMALL BUSINESS AWARD WINNERS

Congratulations to the 2015 SAME Small Business Award Winners, which
were announced at the SAME Small Business Conference in New Orleans.
• Cabrera Services Inc.: Small Business Award for Support to DOD Programs
• HDR Inc.: Large Business Award for Support of Small Businesses
• Holly Hutson, Amec Foster Wheeler: Small Business Advocate Award
• Jerry Shoemaker, R.H. Shackelford Inc.: Post Small Business Liaison
Officer Award

ADVANCING THE PROFESSION

SAME through its Facility Asset
Management Committee sponsored a
session on Military Services Facility
Management at the 2015 IFMA World
Workplace. (Left to right) Moderator
Dan Geldermann, CALIBRE Systems;
and panelists Col. Anthony Ramage,
USAF, Peterson AFB, Colo.; and Hal
Alguire, F.SAME, Fort Carson, Colo.
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PROGRAMS CORNER

We have a great amount of education and
training opportunities to come in 2016—onsite,
online and on demand. A major change we
are implementing is now we will do a Call For
Presentations for SAME’s major national events.
This shift will allow us to further broaden and
strengthen the professional development sessions
we deliver by reaching a much larger audience of
potential presenters.
We have already conducted a Call for
Presentations for the upcoming Facilities
Management Workshop in San Antonio and it
is proving fruitful. The Call for Presentations for
JETC in Phoenix, SAME’s premier engineer training conference, is ongoing and will close Jan. 25.
We also will be seeking presenters for the Small
Business Conference in Atlanta, which will focus
on small business-targeted education sessions.
Also in 2016, we will be hosting Continuing
Education Courses in conjunction with the
Transition Workshop & Job Fair in March and
the European Joint Engineer Training Symposium
in Germany in July. And we are set to deliver
Continuing Education Courses to both the Japan
Post and Honolulu Post. If you are a Post leader,
inquire about how SAME’s national office can
facilitate a top-notch Continuing Education
Course in your area. We have a diverse mix of
courses from leading instructors. Check out more
at www.same.org/continuinged.
Lastly, through SAME’s Committees &
Councils and our partnership with OfficePro
we are already planning to offer more than 20
webinars in the year ahead. More to come on
these and other initiatives to deliver more value
to you, our members, in achieving your personal
and professional goals! All ideas are welcome to
me at ndesport@same.org.
Col. Nick Desport, RA, LEED AP,
F.SAME, USAF (Ret.)
SAME Director of Programs
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2015 RVP MEDAL RECIPIENTS

2016 NATIONAL EVENTS
SAME/IFMA Facilities
Management Workshop
Feb. 25-26 • San Antonio, Texas
FY2017 DOD & Federal Agency
Program Briefings
March 8-9 • Alexandria, Va.
Academy of Fellows Investiture
March 10 • Alexandria, Va.
Golden Eagle Awards Dinner
March 10 • Alexandria, Va.
Transition Workshop & Job Fair
March 23-24 • Linthicum, Md.
Critical Infrastructure
Symposium
April 3–5 • Charleston, S.C.
Joint Engineer Training
Conference
May 24-26 • Phoenix, Ariz.
Europe Joint Engineer Training
Symposium
July 12–14 • Frankfurt, Germany
Post Leaders Workshop
Aug. 28-30 • St. Petersburg, Fla.
Small Business Conference
Nov. 16-18 • Atlanta, Ga.

Congratulations to the SAME members
who have been recognized with a Regional
Vice President’s Medal in 2015 for their
outstanding contributions to the Society.
California

• Col. Michael Conrad, P.E., F.SAME, USA (Ret.),
Sacramento Post
• Penelope Cornwall, Orange County Post
• David Cook, P.E., PMP, F.SAME, Sacramento Post
• Ronald Everly, AIA, F.SAME, Orange County Post
• Donald McDougald, Orange County Post
• Margie Namba, F.SAME, Sacramento Post
• Nathan Rockwood, Sacramento Post
• Phil Rosenberg, San Diego Post

Carolinas
•
•
•
•
•

Ted Chalgren, Carolina Midlands Post
Sonny Chestnut, P.E., Charleston Post
Michael Mason, P.E., Cape Fear Post
Richard Wargo, P.E., Carolina Midlands Post
Melvin Williams, Charleston Post

Great Lakes
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thomas Crump, P.E., Minneapolis-St. Paul Post
Beth Keister, P.E., Minneapolis-St. Paul Post
Jim Lisak, P.E., Lake Michigan Post
Anngie Richter, Chicago Post
Michael Ryan, Rock Island Post
Disa Wahlstrand, P.E., Minneapolis-St. Paul Post

Middle Atlantic

• Capt. Robert Bevins, P.E., USCG, Northern Virginia Post
• Lt. Col. Michael Darrow, P.E., PMP, USA (Ret.), Hampton
Roads Post
• Robert Donovan, P.E., Central Virginia Post
• Col. Russell Hula, F.SAME, USAF, Virginia Peninsula Post
• Capt. Cameron Manning, P.E., F.SAME, USN (Ret.),
Washington DC Post

Missouri River

• Darrell Abernathy, AIA, NCARB, LEED AP, Scott Field
Post
• Michael Baldino, P.E., F.SAME, Omaha Post
• William Glismann, P.E., Omaha Post
• Melissa Kelley, Greater Kansas City Post
• Amy McCurdy, P.E., PTOE, Greater Kansas City Post

New England

• Lt. Steven Blum, USCG, Narragansett Bay Post
• Mark Salvetti, Boston Post

North Atlantic

• Stanley Childs, Chesapeake Post
• Col. Thomas Timmes, Ph.D., P.E., BCEE, USA,
Mid-Maryland Post
• Midshipman Dmitriy Voznyak, Drexel University
Student Chapter

WWW.SAME.ORG/CALENDAR

Northwest

• Francisco Brito, P.E.,
Seattle Post
• Mary Ann Carlson,
Seattle Post
• Lt. Col. Charles Markham,
F.SAME, USA (Ret.), Mount
Tacoma Post
• Michele Percussi, Seattle Post
• John Souza, P.E., Seattle Post

Ohio Valley

• Deborah Czewski, Huntington Post
• Col. Steven Roemhildt, P.E., USA, Pittsburgh Post
• April Vance, P.E., Huntington Post

Rocky Mountain
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wendy Amann, P.E., Denver Metro Post
Todd Cartwright, Pikes Peak Post
Gary Dagenhart, Pikes Peak Post
Maj. Hugh Cronin, USA (Ret.), Denver Metro Post
Steve Howell, Pikes Peak Post
Col. Scott Jarvis, F.SAME, USAF (Ret.), Pikes Peak Post
Anita Larson, PG, PMP, F.SAME, Denver Metro Post
Elizabeth Meyer, P.E., Denver Metro Post
Col. Gregory Seely, Ph.D., P.E., F.SAME, USAF, Pikes
Peak Post
• Col. Bryan Truesdell, P.E., F.SAME, USA, Pikes Peak Post
• Amy Umiamaka, AIA, NCARB, LEED AP, Pikes Peak
Post

South Atlantic
•
•
•
•
•
•

Capt. Edward Brown, P.E, USN, (Ret.), Jacksonville Post
Maureen Hoke, P.E., Savannah Post
David O'Brien, Tampa Bay Post
Jennifer Simpson, Fort Benning-Columbus Post
Col. Thomas Tickner, USA, Savannah Post
Lisa Thoele, Jacksonville Post

South Central
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Charles Bailey, P.E., Pensacola Post
David Bek, P.E., Panama City Post
Todd Boatman, Mobile Post
Tiffany Castricone, AIA, LEED AP BD+C, Panama
City Post
Michael Cochrane, P.E., Nashville Post
Lael Feist, Huntsville Post
Christopher Green, P.G., Nashville Post
Monica Monfette, Panama City Post
Monica Sartain, P.E., CHMM, Campbell Post

TEXOMA

• Lt. Col. Wendell “Buddy” Barnes, P.E., F.SAME, USA
(Ret.), Houston-Galveston Post
• Sue Sanchez, Houston-Galveston Post
• Ramon Herrera, P.E., F.SAME, Houston-Galveston Post
• Omar Oweis, Houston-Galveston Post
• Keri Hopple, P.E., Houston-Galveston Post
• Bonnie Tinsley, Dallas Post

List as of Dec. 1, 2015

STREAMER SUBMISSIONS DUE JAN. 22

Each year, Streamer Awards are presented to Posts in recognition
of outstanding performance and achievement in support of the
SAME mission and the Strategic Plan.
Visit www.same.org/streamerawards for more information. All
Streamer submissions are due to the SAME national office by the
close of business on Friday, Jan. 22, 2016.
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AWARDS NOMINATIONS DUE FEB. 1

It is that time of the year to nominate individuals and organizations for SAME’s prestigious medals and awards—recognizing
outstanding leadership, contributions to engineering, and more.
Visit www.same.org/awards for more information. Nominations
must be submitted to the SAME national office by the close of
business on Monday, Feb. 1, 2016.
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POST NOTES

A. Members of the Fort Benning-Columbus Post participated in a Pumpkin
Chunking contest at Stowers Elementary (a Department of Defense
Education Activity school), helping the student teams develop a plan for a
catapult, assist with building the catapult and then test their creations on
one of the school fields, which had targets set up for distance and accuracy.
B. The Dallas and Fort Worth Posts’ 9th Annual Sporting Clay Challenge
gathered more than 100 people to raise money for Wounded Warriors and
both Posts’ scholarship funds while busting some clays and enjoying a
barbeque lunch. The event raised more than $22,000.
C. Members of the Sacramento Post toured the Regional San Water
Treatment Facility in Elk Grove, Calif., for an inside look at its operations and
took in a presentation on the system’s planned expansion, which is known as
the EchoWater Project.

NYC POST – 75TH ANNUAL DINNER DANCE

The New York City Post in November celebrated the 75th
Anniversary of its Annual Dinner Dance, the primary fundraiser
for its Scholarship Fund and also when it presents the scholarships
to the new group of students. Founded in 1955, the New York City
Post Scholarship Fund has grown to more than $3.3 million today
and through the years has awarded over $5 million in scholarships
to more than 5,400 students. With the exception of a modest
investment fee, the fund is administered entirely by volunteers.
During the 75th Annual Dinner Dance, held at the Waldorf
Astoria, New York City Post President Col. David Caldwell,
USA, Commander, USACE New York District, and 2015 Dinner
Dance Chairman, Steven Pressler, STV Inc., presented a Lifetime
Achievement Award to Col. Bud Griffis, Ph.D., F.SAME, USA (Ret.),
for his dedication to the Post and his stewardship as President of the
Scholarship Fund. Many distinguished guests attended this year’s
event, including: (clockwise from top right) Rear Adm. Randall
Gardner, USHPS, Chief Engineer Officer, U.S. Public Health
Service; Brig. Gen. William “Butch” Graham, USA, Commander,
USACE North Atlantic Division; Rear Adm. James Heinz, F.SAME,
USCG, Director of Operational Logistics, U.S. Coast Guard; and
Rear Adm. Bret Muilenburg, CEC, USN, Commander, Naval
Facilities Engineering Command, and Chief of Civil Engineers.
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2016 ACADEMY OF FELLOWS INVESTEES
MEMBERSHIP & POST UPDATE

As we kick off what promises to be
a fantastic 2016, let’s take a moment
to celebrate what a great 2014 our
Posts have. That was not a mistake; I
meant 2014. We tabulate 2014 results
at the end of 2015 once the results
from all Posts have been received.
In 2014, SAME’s 104 Posts…
• Had 588 members spend 3,387
hours supporting Veterans and
Wounded Warriors.
• Had 2,578 members spend 24,342
hours supporting STEM Programs.
• Had 2,319 members mentor others
over 46,354 hours.
• Had 977 members donate 10,128
hours to community service.
• Offered 1,025 professional development hours, serving 34,991
attendees.
• Awarded 521 scholarships totaling
$900,259.
• Donated $168,496 to STEM K-12
Programs.
• Gave $72,401 to STEM TEAM
events.
• Presented 113 members stipends
for professional development,
totaling $78,597.
• Gave $97,976 to support Veteran
and Wounded Warrior Programs.
I know our Posts have done just as
great a job during 2015, and will do
even better in 2016!
Also, note Streamer Award submissions for 2015 are due Jan. 22, 2016 by
close of business. Have a great idea to
share with other Posts? You can reach
me at mbialek@same.org.
Marc Bialek
SAME Director of Membership &
Post Operations
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Congratulations to the 24 SAME members who will be invested into the
Academy of Fellows, March 10, 2016.
• Capt. George G. Bonner, P.E., CFM,
F.SAME, USCG
• James E. Davis, F.SAME
• Jeffrey A. Davis, F.SAME
• Robert M. Harris Jr., P.E., F.SAME
• Col. Thomas D. Heinold, P.E.,
F.SAME, USA (Ret.)
• Ramon A. Herrera, P.E., F.SAME
• Cdr. John H. Holbrook, AIA,
F.SAME, USCGR (Ret.)
• Col. Russell R. Hula, F.SAME, USAF
• Keith F. Lashaway, P.E., F.SAME
• Mark A. Loes, F.SAME
• Col. Joe D. Manous, Ph.D., P.E.,
F.SAME, USA (Ret.)

• Lt. Col. Charles S. Markham, PMP,
F.SAME, USA (Ret.)
• Benjamin E. Matthews, P.E., F.SAME
• Col. Peter W. Mueller, P.E., PMP,
F.SAME, USA (Ret.)
• Gita Murthy, Ph.D., F.SAME
• Gwennette Parker, F.SAME
• Col. Robert J. Ruch, F.SAME, USA
• Capt. Robert D. Schlesinger, P.E.,
LEED AP BD+C, F.SAME, USN (Ret.)
• Tiffany H. Seibt, F.SAME
• Marci R. Snyder, F.SAME
• Kirk W. Ticknor, P.E., CFM, F.SAME
• Col. Bryan P. Truesdell, P.E., F.SAME
• Robert H. Yauger, P.E., F.SAME
• Andrew F. Young, P.E., F.SAME

DEVELOPING GREAT LEADERS

The 2015 Emerging
Leaders Alliance
Conference was held
Nov. 9-12 in Reston,
Va. A partnership
among engineering
and science-based
organizations, the
Alliance aims to
promote the development of great leaders
to guide their professions in addressing the needs of people in the 21st century. SAME,
as one of the 10 partners, sponsored a select group of Young Members to attend:
• Kristina Beaulieu, EA Engineering • Melissa Kelley, Henderson Engineers
Science, and Technology
• Marc Loranger, Gale Associates Inc.
• Capt. Gene Bentley, USAF
• Marie Masbad, FPM Remediations Inc.
• Corinn Bovi, Manhattan Construction • Maddona Millerschin, Beardsley
Co.
Architects & Engineers
• Tiffany Castricone, AIA, LEED AP • Rachel Pichelmann, SEH Inc.
BD+C, VBA Design Inc.
• April Vance, Stantec
• Lt. Brian Christner, CEC, USN
• Margaret Walton, Atkins
• Lt. Dan Cloutier, P.E., CEC, USN
• Jacob Wessell, CATLIN Engineers &
• Jeremiah Ervin, Trihydro Corp.
Scientists
• Nicole Foster, MSA P.C.
• Marilyn Zenko, Terracon Consultants
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SAME Medals
& Awards
Nominate an outstanding SAME Member,
Sustaining Member Company, or Public Agency for
one of SAME’s prestigious awards and medals!

Award nominations are due to SAME HQ by
close of business Monday, Feb. 1, 2016.
Each year, SAME presents awards to individuals and organizations
from the uniformed services and the private sector in recognition of
achievement in support of the engineering profession, the nation’s
national security objectives and the SAME Strategic Plan.
The SAME Awards & Recognition Program includes awards and medals
presented to SAME member organizations and individuals and to
individuals representing the uniformed services. Nominations for most
awards and medals are due February 1, 2016.

Most awards and medals will be presented at the Society
Ball & Awards Gala on May 26, 2016, during the Joint
Engineer Training Conference & Expo in Phoenix, Arizona.
NOTE: The Golden Eagle Awards are presented at the Golden Eagle Awards Dinner
in March and the Small Business Awards are presented at the
Small Business Conference in November. For details on these awards, visit
www.same.org/goldeneagle and www.same.org/sbc, respectively.

A complete listing of awards and
nomination instructions can be found
by visiting www.same.org/awards.
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INDIVIDUAL AWARDS
(UNIFORMED OR CIVILIAN)
Bliss Medal: For excellence in education and student mentoring.
Gerald C. Brown Mentoring Award: For outstanding
mentoring efforts by an SAME Fellow (presented at Academy of
Fellows Investiture).
Goethals Medal: For preeminence in engineering, design or
construction.
Paul R. Smith Noncommissioned Officer Medal: For
outstanding leadership and contributions to military engineering
by a noncommissioned officer.
Post Service Medal: For significant and faithful service to SAME
at the Post level.
President’s Medal: For outstanding SAME leadership and
accomplishment.
Technology Advancement Medal: For initiative in the
advancement and transfer of technology.
Toulmin Medal: For most outstanding article written for The
Military Engineer by an SAME member.
Urbahn Medal: For preeminence in architecture.
Walter O. Bachus Gold Medal: For SAME lifetime
achievement.

YOUNG MEMBER AWARDS
Sverdrup Medal: For engineering leadership by a uniformed
Young Member.
Tudor Medal: For engineering leadership by a civilian Young
Member.
Young Member Medal: For outstanding leadership and
accomplishments in support of the SAME mission.

STUDENT AWARDS
David M. Fraser Award: For engineering excellence and
leadership by a first class cadet at the U.S. Military Academy
(presented at the Engineer Dinner at West Point).
Student Leadership Medal: For outstanding leadership in
support of student professional development, mentoring and the
SAME mission.

ORGANIZATIONAL AWARDS
Recognizing organizations for eminent contributions to SAME
in support of its mission:
Public Agency Award
Robert B. Flowers Small Business Award
J.W. Morris Sustaining Member Award—Large Company
Seymour S. Greenfield Sustaining Member Award—
Medium Company
Sustainability Awards: For outstanding efforts to meet the goals
of Executive Order 13514, presented in two categories: 1) Towards
Net Zero; and 2) Education and Outreach.
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EDUCATION & TRAINING NEWS
HOW ACCREDITATION HAPPENS

The Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology
(ABET) accredits approximately 3,600 programs at more than
700 colleges and universities in 29 countries. Each year, over 2,200
volunteers from 35 member societies contribute to ABET’s goal
of assuring confidence in applied science, computing, engineering, and engineering technology education—serving as program
evaluators, committee and council members, commissioners, and
members of its Board of Directors.
In 1997, following nearly a decade of development, ABET
adopted Engineering Criteria 2000 (EC2000), considered at the
time a revolutionary approach to accreditation criteria.
EC2000 focused on outcomes (what is learned) rather than
what is taught. At its core, EC2000 affirmed the importance of
institutions establishing clear objectives and assessment processes
to ensure that each program provides graduates with the technical

PRE-VISIT PREPARATION

The engineering program scheduled for
ABET accreditation must submit a Self
Study Report that covers all areas of the
accreditation review several months prior
to the on-campus visit.
Normally, there is one PEV for each
program to be evaluated. In my case, I
was teamed with an experienced evaluator. Following a review of the Self Study
Report (over 250 pages in length), questions are provided to the department chair
for clarification and to fill in any gaps in
the information provided. Initial assessments are made as to whether there are any
shortcomings in meeting the ABET criteria.
However, final assessments are not made
until after the on-campus visit.

THE CAMPUS VISIT

The ABET Program Evaluators, together
with an appointed Team Chief, arrive at the
site of the university on Saturday evening,
and hold a meeting on Sunday morning.
The purpose of the meeting is to review
the pre-visit assessments of each of the
programs and to confirm those issues that
need to be addressed during the visit. In
some cases, assessments cannot be made
until the on-site visit. Sunday afternoon is
spent meeting with the department chairs
and taking a tour of laboratories, which are
an essential part of an engineering education. Another team meeting is held that
evening to review observations.
Monday is a full day of meetings with
84

Compiled by Robert D. “Bob” Wolff, Ph.D., P.E., F.SAME

and professional skills employers demand. By eliminating the
inflexibility of earlier accreditation criteria, EC2000 allowed
ABET to empower program innovation rather than stifle it.
The criteria also have encouraged new assessment processes and
subsequent program improvement. Colleges and universities
are required to obtain re-accreditation every six years for each
accredited program.
When I retired as SAME Executive Director, I applied for and
was approved as one of the ABET Program Evaluators (PEV) for
Civil Engineering programs. After attending a two-day weekend
training course, I recently went out on my first accreditation visit
as a PEV Observer. Following is a summary of how such a visit is
performed and the rigor associated with the ABET accreditation
process. In this case, we were re-accrediting a bachelor’s degree
program in Civil Engineering.—R.W

The program must regularly use appropriate, documented processes for assessing
and evaluating the extent to which student outcomes are attained—and the
results of these evaluations must be systematically utilized as input for the
continuous improvement of the program. This is by far the most difficult part of the
ABET criteria, since there is no prescribed formula or rubric for the assessments.
faculty (individually) and students (in
groups), followed by a team meeting at the
end of the day that results in each team
member obtaining a consensus of the entire
group on findings and shortcomings.
Tuesday then is spent briefing each
department chair on the PEV’s findings
for the specific program and going over
the process by which ABET reviews the
assessments of the PEV and provides for
responses from the university.

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATION

In the case of Civil Engineering, the
program is evaluated on the basis of both
the general ABET criteria and some additional criteria established by the American
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), which
have been approved by ABET. There are
eight evaluation criterion that a PEV uses
in assessing the program.
Criterion 1: Students. There are three
main areas of assessment. First, how the
program accepts new and transfer students.
Second, how academic credit is awarded
for courses being transferred from other
institutions (often community colleges).

And third, how the program ensures that
students meet all requirements for graduation, including those established by ABET,
ASCE and the university. To assess this criterion, the PEV reviews transcripts selected at
random from students who graduated from
the program in the previous year.
Criterion 2: Program Educational
Objectives. The program must establish
objectives that define what graduates
should attain within three to five years of
graduation. These objectives are established
consistent with the mission of the university
and input from the program’s constituencies, which most often are represented on
an Industrial Advisory Board. The board
will normally meet with department faculty
at least once a year to provide input to the
curriculum. During the site visit, the PEV
reviews meeting minutes, which show how
the program educational objectives have
been discussed and established.
Criterion 3: Student Outcomes. ABET
has established 11 student outcomes for
which a program must establish metrics to
measure on a regular and periodic basis (see
sidebar at right for more details).
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EDUCATION & TRAINING NEWS
Criterion 4: Continuous Improvement.
The program must regularly use appropriate, documented processes for assessing
and evaluating the extent to which student
outcomes are attained—and the results
of these evaluations must be systematically utilized as input for the continuous
improvement of the program. This is by far
the most difficult part of the ABET criteria, since there is no prescribed formula
or rubric for the assessments. In addition
to metrics developed for the various engineering courses in the core curriculum, the
results of the Fundamentals of Engineering
exam as well as student and employer
surveys are used as measures of attainment
of the student outcomes.
During the site visit, the PEV reviews
the metrics used for several of the student
outcomes to ensure that the assessment
process established for the program is
reasonable and actions are being taken from
the evaluations to improve the program.
Criterion 5: Curriculum. ABET does not
prescribe specific courses, but does require
one year of college-level mathematics and
basic sciences appropriate to the discipline
(the lesser of 32 credit hours or 25 percent
of the total credits required for graduation). While ABET requires students to take
Physics and Chemistry, ASCE also requires
a third basic science. ABET also requires
1.5 years (48 credit hours) of engineering
topics, consisting of engineering sciences
and engineering design appropriate to the
student’s field of study. In addition, ASCE
requires the program to include courses in
four technical areas of Civil Engineering,
such as Transportation Engineering and
Environmental Engineering.
Most universities require from 128 to
130 total credit hours, with the remainder
of coursework considered general education. Often students attain more than the
required credits for mathematics, science
and engineering. Prior to and during the
site visit, the PEV reviews in detail the
curriculum established by the program to
ensure it meets ABET and ASCE criteria.
Criterion 6: Faculty. The program must
have a sufficient number of faculty and
they need to have the appropriate qualifications to cover all curricular areas. In
addition, the program must have faculty
and staff resources to provide advising and
The Military Engineer • No. 699

INSIDE STUDENT OUTCOMES

ABET accredits more than 3,600 programs in
applied science, computing, engineering, and
engineering technology at over 700 colleges and
universities, including the Air Force Institute of
Technology. AFIT PHOTO

counseling of students from the time they
enter the university until they graduate.
The PEV reviews the qualifications of the
faculty prior to the visit and uses on-site
interviews to confirm this criterion is met.
Criterion 7: Facilities. Classrooms,
offices, laboratories and associated equipment must be adequate to support the
attainment of the student outcomes and
provide an atmosphere conducive to learning. For the most part, the on-site visit is
needed to assess the condition of the facilities, including measures taken to ensure the
safety of the students and faculty.
Criterion 8: Institutional Support.
Institutional support and leadership must
be adequate to ensure the quality and
continuity of the program. This criterion
involves a review of the financial resources
and leadership provided to the program,
including the ability of the faculty to
pursue professional development activities. In most cases, shortcomings in any
of the other seven areas may be linked to
resources provided by the institution. The
PEV will obtain input to the assessment of
this criterion from interviews with students,
faculty and staff.

A COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW

The ABET accreditation process is a very
detailed and comprehensive review. The
results are intended to assist the university by reviewing and commenting on the
factors that are critical to the quality of the
education of its graduates.
In the case of Civil Engineering, ASCE
is very active in the ABET accreditation
process and has established program
criteria to supplement the general criteria.
ABET looks for individuals from academia

ABET’s 11 student outcomes
describe what students are expected
to know and be able to do by the time
of graduation.
While a program may establish
additional student outcomes, most
do not since those defined by ABET
are very comprehensive.
• An ability to apply knowledge
of mathematics, science, and
engineering.
• An ability to design and conduct
experiments, and analyze and
interpret data.
• An ability to design a system,
component, or process to meet
desired needs within realistic
constraints such as economic,
environmental, social, political,
ethical, health and safety, manufacturability, and sustainability.
• An ability to function on multidisciplinary teams.
• An ability to identify, formulate
and solve engineering problems.
• An understanding of professional
and ethical responsibility.
• An ability to communicate
effectively.
• The broad education necessary to
understand the impact of engineering solutions in a global and
societal context.
• A recognition of the need for, and
an ability to, engage in lifelong
learning.
• A knowledge of contemporary
issues.
• An ability to use the techniques,
skills, and modern engineering
tools necessary for engineering
practice.
and industry to serve as a volunteer PEV.
While time-consuming when preparing
for and participating in an accreditation
visit, it is a valuable way to “give back” to
the engineering profession.
Submit Education & Training News
items, with high-resolution images,
to editor@same.org.
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DEFENSE BILL AND SMALL BUSINESS

In November, President Obama signed
the National Defense Authorization Act for
Fiscal Year 2016. The bill includes 19 provisions that impact small businesses, with a
number of them specifically focused on
contracting and acquisition.
Section 821 - Acquisition strategy
required for each major defense acquisition program, major automated information system, and major system. Emphasizes
that the use of small business must be
addressed as part of the acquisition strategy.
Section 861 - Amendment to MentorProtégé Program. Extends the Department
of Defense Mentor-Protégé Program for
three more years.
Section 862 - Amendments to data quality improvement plan. Implements provisions to ensure that agencies are properly
identifying, justifying and mitigating decisions to bundle or consolidate contracts,
in order to defend opportunities for small
businesses participation and competition.
Section 864 - Clarification of requirements related to small business contracts

Environmental and Geotechnical Drilling
California / Nevada

for services. Prevents agencies and courts
from applying the non-manufacturer rule
to small service contractors, so they can
continue providing incidental items as part
of the procurement.
Section 865 - Certification requirements
for Business Opportunity Specialists,
Commercial Market Representatives,
and Procurement Center Representatives.
Protects small contractors by ensuring that
the small business procurement advocates
at the Small Business Administration (SBA)
have the correct skills and are receiving the
necessary training.
Section 867 - Joint ventures and teaming.
Lets small business teams and joint ventures
rely on past performance and qualifications
of team members and joint venture partners
when pursuing large contracts.
Section 868 - Continued modification
to Scorecard Program for small business
contracting goals. Requires SBA to prioritize prime contracting, subcontracting,
participation rates, and industrial diversification when grading agencies on how
well they contract with small businesses.

construction management with
self-performance capability in
Geotechnical
• Mud Rotary
• Coring HQ3
• Rock Coring
• Soil Borings / Sampling
• Over the water drilling
vessel
• And much more

Water Treatment & Disposal
Service/Soil and Water Hauling
• Automated Drum Dumper
• Vac Trucks
• Large and Small Pickups
• Disposal capability of
50,000 per day
• Wash Out Area
• Milk Runs and Expedited Rums
• Storage of up to 200,000 gallons
Safety and Customer Service is our FIRST priority
Mechanics / Welders full time on staff
Top Drillers on Staff
In business since 1990
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SBA has unveiled a new cybersecurity
webpage to help small businesses be more
aware of cyber safety and more effective in
combating cyber threats.
“Cybersecurity is one of our nation’s most
pressing national security priorities, and
America’s 28 million small businesses, which
create two out of every three new jobs in the
U.S., are especially at risk. Small employers are quickly becoming a larger target for
criminals looking to access sensitive data
because small businesses typically have
limited resources for information systems
security,” said SBA Administrator Maria

We Build Our Relationships…
One Client at a Time

Proven leader in

Environmental
• Water Well Installation
• Well Development Services
• Soil Vapor
• Inclinometers / Piezometers
• Monitoring Wells
• Air Rotary
• Pump Repair / Installation
• And much more

KEEPING BUSINESSES CYBERSECURE

Quality • Reliability • Integrity

Waste Water Treatment and Disposal Facility - Nor Cal
www.woodwarddrilling.net / Sales@WoodwardDrilling.com
8(a) WMBE DBE SBE
707-374-4300

Woodward Drilling provides services for Government and Private Sector

Section 872 - Reporting related to failure
of contractors to meet goals under negotiated comprehensive small business subcontracting plans. Requires the Department of
Defense to notify Congress when companies are not meeting subcontracting goals
under the comprehensive small business
subcontracting plan.
(Contributed by House Small Business
Committee)

mechanical, piping & fabrication

Proud Member of SAME
SB and SDB Certified

cms-corporation.com

AREAS OF PRACTICE
Protests
Joint Ventures
Teaming Agreements
Mentor Protégé
Construction

|
|
|
|
|

Claims
REAs
Contracts
Davis Bacon
Employment

At Moser Rose, we provide
personal and individual service to our
Government Contracts clients and guide
them through the intricacy of the Federal
contracting arena, while balancing cost
reasonableness with risk and results.
Call us for an assessment of your issue.
CONTACT
kj@moserrose.com
www.roseconsultingllc.org
229-244-1527
SAME National Small Business
Advocate of the Year
Global International Magazine
Contracts Law Firm of the Year
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Contreras-Sweet. “In an effort to combat
cyberattacks against small businesses, the
SBA’s online tools will help employers identify information security vulnerabilities that
put their companies at risk.”
A 2013 survey by the National Small
Business Association indicated that 44
percent of small businesses reported being
the victim of a cyberattack, with an average
cost of approximately $9,000 per attack.
The SBA’s new cybersecurity webpage
offers online courses, training opportunities, blogs and webinars, as well as cybersecurity information tips.
For more information, visit www.sba.
gov/cybersecurity.
(Contributed by SBA)

SUPPORTING ENTREPRENEURSHIP

SBA has launched a new private-public
partnership with The Marcus Foundation,
First Data Corporation and Syracuse
University’s Institute for Veterans and
Military Families that will support its
“Boots to Business: Reboot” entrepreneurship training program. This partnership will

allow SBA to present more than 100 entrepreneurial training workshops over the next
year to veterans of all eras, servicemembers
(including members of the National Guard
and Reserves) and their spouses.
“Military veterans represent a vast
pool of talent and tested skills that makes
them natural business leaders,” said SBA
Administrator Maria Contreras-Sweet.
“This private-public partnership will make
it possible for more veterans to gain the
tools necessary to start their own successful
businesses and create good jobs in their
communities.”
The Boots to Business: Reboot curriculum
will introduce veterans to the fundamentals
of business ownership, including evaluating business concepts and developing a
business plan. Course participants will be
introduced to their local SBA resource partners: Veterans Business Outreach Centers,
Women’s Business Centers, Small Business
Development Centers and SCORE.
For more information, visit www.sba.
gov/bootstobusinessreboot.
(Contributed by SBA)

PROVIDING CAPITAL FOR GROWTH

Most of SBA’s financial assistance
programs reached all-time records in
FY2015, translating into substantially
increased access to capital for the nation’s
small businesses.
• Results for SBA’s 7(a) Program showed
gains, with 63,000 loans totaling $23.6
billion, an increase of 22 percent in
number of loans and 23 percent for
total dollars. This level of program activity demonstrates that access to capital
through conventional sources remains
a challenge for small businesses.
• The 504 Program saw a slight decline in
number of loans, from 5,885 in FY2014
to 5,787, but this reduction was offset
by a larger dollar amount, $4.3 billion,
compared with $4.2 billion in FY2014.
• Underserved markets received 32,563
loans totaling $13 billion, compared
with 25,799 loans and $10.47 billion
in FY2014, an increase of 26 percent in
number of loans and 24 percent in dollar
amount. Underserved markets include
minority, women and veteran-owned
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SMALL BUSINESS SIZE STANDARDS

To help small business owners assess their small business status, SBA established a Table of
Small Business Size Standards, which is matched to the North American Industry Classification
System. Small business size standards define the largest that a business concern, including all
affiliates, may be and qualify as a small business for SBA and most other federal programs. SBA
periodically changes a size standard for an industry. For more information, visit www.sba.gov/size.
Construction
• General building and heavy
construction contractors –
$36.5 million in average
annual receipts.
• Special trade construction
contractors – $15 million
average annual receipts.
• Land subdivision – $27.5
million in average annual
receipts.
• Dredging – $27.5 million
in average annual receipts.

Professional, Scientific & Technical Services
• Architectural services – $7.5 million in average annual receipts.
• Engineering, surveying and mapping services – $15 million
in average annual receipts.
• Specialized design services – $7.5 million in average annual
receipts.
• Computer system design and related services – $27.5 million
in average annual receipts.
• Management, scientific and technical consulting services
–$15 million in average annual receipts.
• Research and development in biotechnology – 500 employees.
• Research and development in the physical, engineering and
life sciences (except biotechnology) – 500 to 1,500 employees.
• Legal services – $11 million in average annual receipts
• Accounting and related services – $20.5 million in average
annual receipts.

Source: Adapted from SBA Table of Small Business Size Standards (Data as of July 2014)
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businesses. A key priority of
the agency for several years
has been to ensure that small
businesses in underserved
markets get their fair share
of financing.
•
In
FY2015,
the
Community Advantage pilot
program saw growth of almost
83 percent in both number
of loans and dollar amount.
It also hit key benchmarks,
making more than $100
million in just one year and
surpassing $200 million since
its inception in 2012.
•
Loans to veterans saw a
101 percent increase in dollar
amount and 45 percent in
number of loans.
•
SBA exceeded its
FY2015 goal for commitments to Small Business
Investment Companies
(SBICs) by leveraging $2.5
billion in debentures. SBICs

8/20/15 5:56 PM

Expert Riggers
Crane on Barge

ü Safety is our 1st Priority
ü Technical Inspections
ü Complete Turbine Rebuilds
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supported 1,210 small businesses with
$6.3 billion in funding, exceeding last
year’s level of activity.
• Loans to exporters also increased 8
percent to 1,777; the dollar amount
increased 17 percent to $1.45 billion.
• SBA surety bond guarantees provide
substantial help to small businesses
vying for both government and private
contracts. In FY2015, SBA guaranteed
11,480 bonds for a total contract value
of $6.4 billion, and assisted 1,582 small
businesses.
• While there was not a single catastrophic
weather event in 2015, SBA’s Office of
Disaster Assistance
more
Mechanical,fielded
Electrical,
andthan
145,000 calls, inspected over 19,000
damaged properties
and approved
Commissioning
116,400 disaster loans totaling more than
$371 million due to major storms, floods,
earthquakes and wildfires that did occur.
(Contributed by SBA)

Submit Small Business News items
to editor@same.org.
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Editor’s Note: The following Toulmin Medal-winning article “Earthquake! Are We Ready?” was written by Dr. Alexander G. Tarics and first published
in the September-October 1987 issue of The Military Engineer. A leading expert in seismic engineering, Dr. Tarics details the development of the
base isolation shock absorption system and how it would revolutionize the way structures are designed and constructed in earthquake-prone areas.
Reprinted from:
The Military Engineer
Vol. 79 / No. 517— September-October 1987
In 1980, the National Security Council investigated what the
consequences of a major California earthquake would be and
concluded that they “would surpass those of any natural disaster
thus far experienced by the nation. Indeed, the United States has
not suffered any disaster of this magnitude on its own territory
since the Civil War.” Geologists and earthquake planners place
the odds at 50 percent that a tremor measuring 8.3 on the Richter
scale will hit California within the next 20 to 30 years.
Recent observations made in the walls of trenches excavated
across the San Andreas Fault and measurements of the concentration of carbon isotopes provided new information on the
approximate time of the occurrence of major earthquakes. Kerry
E. Sieh of the California Institute of Technology determined
that the average reoccurrence interval of major earthquakes
along the San Andreas Fault in Southern California is about
140 to 150 years. The last serious one on the Mojave Segment
of the San Andreas Fault happened 130 years ago in 1857. It
was estimated that, since then, the accumulated strain in the
earth’s crust is about 190 inches and, if released, could cause a
major earthquake.
But moderate quakes, which occur more frequently, can also
cause a major disaster if they happen close enough to populated areas. The 1971 San Fernando earthquake in California
registered only a 6.4 on the Richter scale and accordingly was
called “moderate”; yet many buildings, among them 17 hospitals,
were damaged or destroyed. Four major hospitals were within
10 miles of the epicenter and most of them had up-to-date
earthquake-resistant structural systems. All were significantly
damaged and had to be evacuated. Also, the 1986 earthquake
in San Salvador, registered only 5.4, yet over 1,000 people died
and structural damage was in excess of $2 billion.
Considering the heavy concentration of military assets in
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California, predictions about seismic occurrences must be taken
seriously. The consequences of a major earthquake could be
devastating to the national defense. About 340,000 people work
in 105 major military installations in California and more are
employed in the associated industries. The Mare Island, Oakland,
and Alameda Navy Bases; the Presidio of San Francisco; the
Lawrence Livermore and Sandia Laboratories; and the Silicon
Valley, where most of our microchips are produced, are close
to the San Andreas and Hayward faults. In the Los Angeles
area, military and industrial facilities are concentrated near the
Newport-Inglewood Fault. Edwards, Norton, and Vandenberg
Air Force Bases and the military installations around San Diego
Bay are all in heavy earthquake-prone areas. This list is far from
complete [see map on page 92].
The Department of Defense and the State of California
both emphasize recovery planning to cope with the military
and civilian disruption that would follow an earthquake. The
Secretary of Defense’s 1987 fiscal report to Congress recognized
the “potential direct impact on our defense industrial base and
national security posture.”
Fortunately, recent developments and a major breakthrough in
seismic engineering offer great promise that earthquake damage,
at least to buildings and other structures such as bridges, can
be significantly minimized and in many cases even prevented
in the future, if proper actions are taken now.
Conventional engineering provides only limited seismic
protections.—Construction is one of our oldest activities, yet
we did not learn until recently how to erect buildings that can
be expected to remain undamaged and their contents safe after
an earthquake. The basic reason is the engineering principle on
which current seismic engineering tries to protect our buildings. The traditional practice is to tie structures firmly to their
foundations and make them strong enough to resist the forces
produced by earthquakes. Experience has taught us that such
a design generates very high earthquake forces in the buildings
which often exceed the capacity of the structural system.
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To prevent buildings from collapsing, we rely on the ductility
of the structural materials. These materials stretch before they
break; consequently, the buildings undergo large and permanent inelastic distortions during earthquakes. They may not
collapse, but they are so badly damaged that they are unsafe for
occupancy and must be demolished. Hospitals, communication
and emergency operations centers, and police and fire stations
cannot be used when they are needed most: immediately after
the earthquake.
Taming earthquakes with new technology.—A recent
breakthrough in seismic engineering called “base isolation” is
revolutionizing how structures are engineered in earthquakeprone areas. Buildings are mounted on rubber-steel combination
shock-absorbing pads that, during an earthquake, prevent most
of the horizontal ground movement from being transmitted to
the structures. Unlike a conventional design, the loose contents
of the buildings are also protected; therefore, buildings can
be expected to remain undamaged and functional after an
earthquake.
Base isolation is predicated on a new principle: instead of
tying a building to its foundation, the two are separated; this
permits the building to “float” on flexible pedestals during
earthquakes. This principle opens the door to further discoveries
and improvements in our search for better seismic safety.
The first building on base isolators in the U.S. was completed in
1985. Located at the crossroads of three of Southern California’s
most active fault zones and only 11 miles from the San Jacinto
Fault, where 17 significant earthquakes have occurred since
1890, the $38 million Foothill Communities Law and Justice
Center (FCLJC) in San Bernardino County is mounted on 98
shock-absorbing pads called base isolators.
On October 2, 1985, an earthquake rocked the countryside
at Redlands, California, with the epicenter 19 miles from the
FCLJC. The quake registered only 4.9 on the Richter scale;
consequently, it did not do any damage. However, it triggered
the seismic sensors installed in the building by the Division of
Mines and Geology of the State of California.
Five conventionally designed and constructed buildings in the
area were also similarly instrumented. While these structures
amplified the ground accelerations from two to five times as
expected, the base isolated building reduced them by onethird, according to design. This is one of the two known and
documented evidences, other than theoretical considerations or
laboratory tests, that base isolation can be effective in protecting
buildings and their contents from earthquakes.
The isolators in the Center are cylindrical, 30 inches in
diameter, 16 to 17 inches high, and are made of many layers
of approximately 1/8-inch-thick steel plates and ½-inch-thick,
special composition high-damping rubber. The layers are vulcanized to the adjacent steel plates. The base isolator bearings
have very high vertical stiffness to support the weight of the
building and very low horizontal stiffness to prevent high ground
accelerations from being transmitted into the building during
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an earthquake. The bearings are similar to those commonly
used in bridge construction to control the effects of temperature
change on the bridges.
How does base isolation work?—When an earthquake
occurs, much of its energy is released in rapid, violent ground
shaking. This back-and-forth movement occurs at different rates
at different building sites. A typical “California” quake would
have a dominant frequency of about 2 to 4 cycles per second.
The 1985 Mexico City earthquake, however, had a dominant
frequency of only about 0.5 cycle per second. A cycle per second
is referred to as a hertz, so much of the energy of an earthquake
is released at a frequency of from 2 to 4 hertz.
Every building also has a natural vibration frequency. If the
top of a conventional building were pulled and then released,
the building would vibrate at a rapid constant rate or frequency.
For more structures of less than about 10 stories, this frequency
would be in the range of from 1 to 3 hertz, which is close to
that of an earthquake.
The relationship between the frequency of an earthquake and
that of a building is important and significantly affects the behavior of the structure during the earthquake. When the natural
frequency of the building is close to the dominant earthquake
frequency, the building resonates and the deceptively harmless
movement of the ground violently shakes it, particularly on the
higher floors. By putting base isolators between the building and
the ground, we move the natural frequency of the building far
from the dominant frequency of the earthquake.
How much does it cost?—Base isolation is economical.
Several studies indicated that the added costs of base isolation
design, the isolators, and the additional construction at the
foundation level caused by installing the isolators are offset by
savings in erecting the building above the isolators, since it can
be designed for drastically reduced earthquake forces. This is,
of course, only for the initial cost; the economical benefits are
overwhelming after the first, even moderate, earthquake.
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Base isolation and its associated costs usually represent a
small percent of the total expense of constructing a building.
The added costs around the foundation could vary between 2
and 5 percent of the total price of the building, and the savings
in the superstructure are about the same. The cost of the base
isolators on the FCLJC project was less than 1 percent of the
total construction cost.
Range of application.—Base isolation is most effective on
buildings that have high natural frequencies. Reinforced concrete
or masonry shear wall buildings, or structural steel buildings
with braced frames in the range of five to 10 stories in height,
are examples. Soil conditions under the building determine the
vibration characteristics of the earthquakes. Careful geotechnical studies must be made on any site for which a base isolated
structure is considered.
Base isolation can be used to rehabilitate old buildings. If a
building has a structural system that can resist minor earthquakes, the installation of base isolators can provide additional
protection for major earthquakes. Most of the construction work
is at the foundation level; therefore, interference with everyday
use of the building is minimal.
The acceptance of base isolation.—Base isolation was
first officially recognized in the U.S. in California. The State
Legislature passed an Assembly Concurrent Resolution requesting that the State Architect give full consideration to base isolation “…that can mitigate the effects of major earthquakes on
new or existing buildings….” Also, the Building Safety Board
of the Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development at
its January 13, 1987, meeting approved a document specifying
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the design and basis for design review of hospitals with base
isolation for earthquake protection.
A recent survey indicated that at least 25 countries have
ongoing research programs on base isolation and the number
of structures, mainly buildings and bridges, already constructed
on base isolators is somewhere between 75 and 100.
Other developments.—The high-damping rubber base isolators used on the FCLJC project are the latest development in base
isolation technology. Several other base isolation mechanisms
have been successfully tested and installed in buildings and
bridges. Others are in the conceptual development and early
testing stages. The various devices are not identical in their
performance and do not accomplish the same thing. An in-depth
comparative study should be made before selecting the most
appropriate base isolator mechanism for a particular project.
Base isolation strategy for earthquake protection is not the
only recent development in seismic engineering. Passive energy
dissipators provide protection by absorbing earthquake energy,
while a building not on base isolators deforms laterally during
an earthquake.
The most developed and tested such device is the one recommended by Dr. Avtar Pall of Montreal, Canada. Friction brake
lining pads are placed in the structure at the intersection of
frame cross braces. The device slips during a major earthquake
at a predetermined optimum load and thereby extracts kinetic
energy from the moving building. This energy would otherwise
force the structural system to yield and cause permanent damage.
The device was successfully tested at the University of British
Columbia and at the Earthquake Engineering Research Center
of the University of California, Berkeley.
Conclusion.—The acceptance and incorporation of such a
radical change as base isolation, or passive energy dissipation,
in our building practices are very complex processes. They
require the transfer of technology from specialists to practicing structural engineers. The specialists developed this new
construction technology and worked out appropriate computer
programs for predicting the performance of these buildings
during earthquakes.
It is also necessary that this new information be transferred
to architects who advise building owners on matters related
to building designs. Representatives of federal, state, and local
government agencies also must be informed because they make
the final decisions on what kind of earthquake protection will
be provided for our public buildings and military installations.
Much of the time and effort needed to transfer this information is already behind us. The technology has been adequately
developed and is available to contribute significantly to solving
what was until now an unsolvable problem—how to keep out
military and supporting defense industry installations undamaged and functional after an earthquake.
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Multi-tank ConVault installation at naval fueling
station in Hawaii
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